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Executive summary

Communication through physical letter post and the ability to receiveand send goods within and
betweencountries have for many yearsbeenconsidered a basic right for citizens acrossthe world.
In order to ensure that a basic level of postal servicesis provided on equal terms for all citizens,
governments acrossthe world impose a so-called universal serviceobligation (USO) on providers of
postal services.The postal USOentails certain requirements, such as the obligation to collect and
deliver specific types of postal items, collect and deliver mail a specific number of daysper week,
and ensure that prices for sending mail are affordable and uniform acrossthe country.

The USOaims at covering a social need that would not be coveredby the market on commercial
terms, absent regulation. Covering this , otherwise unmet, need entails a benefit to the society. At
the sametime, supplying servicesthat are not economically viable on their own comesat a cost for
the designated operator obliged to provide the service.This is the so-called net cost of the USO. If
the net cost of the USOfor the designatedoperator is larger than the benefit to society, this will on
balanceentail a net cost to society.

Changing user needs call for an adjustment of the USO
According to the EU postal directive, a postal universal serviceprovid er can ask the government in
its country for compensation of the USOnet cost (i.e. the profit forgone due to the obligation).
Posten is one of few operators in Europe that receiveregular compensation for its USOnet cost
from the government. The format for this compensation in Norway is called kjøp av post- og
banktjenester –procurement of postal and banking services.

Growing e-substitution and increasing e-commerce are changing the market dynamics and the
need for universal postal servicesin Norway. As a result, the net cost of the postal USOhas in-
creasedby more than 400 million NOK over the past few years (from 231million NOK in 20141 to
Posten’scurrent estimate of 705 million NOK for 20182). Taking into account that the benefits of
the postal USO most likely havedecreased3, there is a risk that keeping the USOin its current shape
may result in large socioeconomic lossesover time. This development calls for adaptions to the cur-
rent USO.

The assignment and our approach
Against this background, the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communication has commis-
sioned CopenhagenEconomics to conduct a study with the objective to provide a solid knowledge
baseand understanding of potential and suitable alternatives for the future postal USO in Norway
and the associatedimpact on usersand on public procurement of postal services.This will enable
policy makers to make informed decisions in due time about how the USOshould evolve. The as-
signment consistsof two tasks.

1 Prop. 19S(2015-2016) Endringar i statsbudsjettet 2015 under Samferdselsdepartementet,p.6, https://www.regjeringen.no/contentas-
sets/855fa96296ec4c06a1de0ffade9c2466/nn-no/pdfs/prp201520160019000dddpdfs.pdf .

2 PostenNorge (2017), Oppdatert grunnlag til statsbudsjettet for 2018.
3 Increaseduseof electronic means of communication have most likely reduced the benefits of the USO, becauseconsumershavemore

alternatives to letters and are therefore lessdependent on letter mail.
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1. A review and an assessment of the current net cost calculations provided by Posten
2. An assessment of the socioeconomic impact of four different policy options where the deliv-

ery frequency required by the USOis altered for the years2018-2025

The policy options investigated are:

� Required delivery frequency of 5 days per week throughout Norway (status quo)
� Required delivery frequency of 2.5 days per week4 in urban areasand maintained delivery

frequency of 5 days per week in rural areas5

� Required delivery frequency of 2.5 days per week throughout Norway
� Required delivery frequency of 1day per weekthroughout Norway

The reasonfor considering only the delivery frequency element of the USO in relation to the assess-
ment of different policy options is the fact that this element representsabout 70 percent of Posten’s
estimated USOnet costs in 2018. From 2019 to 2025 this share is evenlarger. Thus, reducing the
requirements regarding delivery frequency has a significant potential to reduce the public spending
on universal postal services.

Assessment of existing net cost calculations
We assessthe existing net cost calculations in four steps:

� Step1: Assessmentof the counterfactual scenario identified by Posten
� Step2: Assessmentof cost and revenue effects
� Step3: Assessmentof intangible benefits
� Step4: Assessmentof the right to a reasonableprofit and efficiency requirements

Step 1: Assessment of the counterfactual scenario identified by Posten
Posten’snet cost of the USO is the difference in profit between the current scenario with the USO
and a scenario absent the USO (the counterfactual scenario). We begin our analysis with an in -
depth assessmentof Posten’scounterfactual scenario which entails changeswithin five areas:deliv-
ery speed,delivery frequency, delivery of international mail, delivery to blind and visually impaired
people, and provision basic bank services.Basedon our analysis, we conclude that Posten’scoun-
terfactual scenario is reasonable.We basethis conclusion on four main observations.

First , we observethat many of the components in Posten’scounterfactual already havebeen imple-
mented by someEuropean postal operators and that many other European postal operators are
moving in the samedirection. This suggeststhat it would be reasonablealso for Posten to move in
the samedirection. Moreover, there are also severalexamplesof European postal operators who
(due to existing USOrequirements) are not able to move in the direction of Posten’scounterfactual
scenario, but where the sameelements are included in their USOnet cost calculations.6

4 In practice, delivery 2.5 days per week implies delivery 2 days per week and 3 days per week respectively over a two weekperiod.
5 The classification of urban versusrural areasis made at the post-codelevel. A post code is classified asurban if it contains parts or all of a

denselypopulated area, which is defined ashaving at least 10,000 inhabitants and a maximum of 50 meters between the households or
businesses.The post codeis otherwise classified asrural. Sincea post code classified asurban may also contain areaswhich are sparsely
populated, there is a risk of misclassification for somehouseholds and businesses.

6 Whereasthere is no 100 percent guarantee that theseoperators would de facto changetheir behaviour in case they had the opportunity to
do so, it is still a very strong indication of that they would.
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Second, we observethat geographical conditions in Norway make it more costly to maintain a high
servicelevel there compared to in many other countries. This suggeststhat the benefits of reducing
the service level in Norway would be higher than in many other countries.

Third , we observethat Norway’s profile asa country on the forefront of technological adoption
meansthat the impact of changesin the service level on Posten’srevenueswill be moderate aspub-
lic authorities, businessesand private consumers to a large and increasing extent are communi-
cating by electronic means of communication. This suggeststhat the reduction in demand and neg-
ative revenue effectsstemming from a reduction in the service level will not be higher (in fact, they
will most likely be lower) in Norway compared to many other countries.

Fourth , we observethat three elements in Posten’sUSOnet cost (international mail, delivery to
blind people, and provision of basicbank services in the rural delivery network) are priced at a loss
making level due to reasonsthat Postenitself cannot affect. No commercial operator would price a
serviceat a loss-making level. It is therefore reasonablethat Postenwould increase the prices
charged or discontinue the provision of theseservicesif it could do so.

Step 2: Assessment of cost and revenue effects
To assessthe cost and revenue effects in Posten’snet cost calculations, we apply a framework of
best practice where we benchmark the methodology and assumptions applied by Posten against
those applied in other countries. We also analyseactual developments in other countries and con-
duct interviews with large sendersand competing delivery operators in Norway7.

Basedon our assessment,we find that the model usedby Posten to calculate USOnet costsadheres
to international guidelines on USOnet cost calculations and the calculation of cost effects is more
elaborate than in many other countries where net costsof the postal USOare calculated. Basedon a
significant number of cross-checksand robustnesscheckswe find no reason to believe that the
model should be biased.Another observation supporting this is the fact that the model is usedby
Posten for a number of internal businessdecisions which are not linked to USOnet costs8. This
minimi sesthe risk of the model being deliberately biased towards an overestimation of USOnet
costs.

We find that the assumptions applied by Postengenerally are conservative and we havenot been
able to detect any calculation mistakes. Nevertheless,the model suffers from someweaknessesin
terms of lacking documentation and qualification s, primarily in relation to assumedrevenueef-
fects. Basedon our assessment,we suggesta few adjustments of assumptions which we implement
in our estimation of future USOnet costs.

Step 3: Assessment of intangible benefits
While the USOitself is a set of legal obligations which doesnot offer any benefits as such to the uni-
versal serviceprovider, it may neverthelesscreatebenefits stemming from an economic value of a

7 Interviews havebeen conducted with the following stakeholders: The municipality of Oslo, the Norwegian Tax Administration, t he Nor-
wegian CancerSociety,Telenor, Lindorff, Aller Media, Coop, DB Schenkerand Helthjem .

8 The model is, for example, used to provide Posten’sboard of directors with information about financial status and future expectations
and it is also used to decide on yearly price changes.The model hasalso played a central role in decisions unlinked to the postal USO,
such asthe decision to changethe distribution structure and increasethe centralisation of sorting, and the decision to increaseautoma-
tion in production.
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right or privilege that is linked to the USO.Such intangible benefits should, in accordancewith the
Postal Directive (2008/6/EC) 9, be included in the USO net cost calculation.

Basedon our assessment,we find that Postenpossessesan intengible benefit linked to the exclusive
right to print “Norge” or “Noreg” on stamps. However, due to the small sizeof the philately market,
the benefit is likely limited and should not be included in the calculation of USOnet costs.

Step 4: Assessment of the right to a reasonable profit and efficiency requirements
According to the Postal Directive, postal universal service providers are entitled to a reasonable
profit for providing the USO(i.e. they are not only expectedto break evenon these services).This
profit should be included in USOnet cost calculations.

Our analysisshows that Postenonly includes a reasonableprofit on 5 per cent of the net cost (the
part relating to international mail). This is a conservative approach.

The Postal Directive’s guidelines on USOnet cost calculations also state that the universal service
provider should be compensatedfor efficient costsonly. In other words, in the casethat Postenasa
result of inefficient operations would havehigh costs today, thesecostsshould not be compensated
for by the public procurement of postal services.

Our assessmentdoesnot indicate that Postenoperates inefficiently today. We find that Postenover
the yearshas implemented a number of large cost saving initiatives and that the company very
likely could not havedone more to be evenmore efficient within the current regulatory framework
(all elements included in Posten’scounterfactual scenario require a relaxation of the USOin order
to be implemented). The observation that competitive pressure from other operators, e-substitu-
tion, and requirements on a market basedreturn from the owners incentivises Posten to operate
efficiently further supports our conclusion.

Future regulatory options for the USO
With declining mail volumes, delivery of mail every day will becomemore and more costly. It is
therefore important for Norwegian policymakers to consider suitable alternatives for the future
postal USO in Norway and the associatedimpact on users and on public procurement of postal ser-
vices. We apply the following three-step approach to provide policymakers with a solid knowledge
baseand understanding of the issue.

First , we estimate USOnet costs(serving asa proxy for the level of public procurement of postal
services)for eachpolicy option by means of our own calculations.

Second, we assessthe impact on USObenefits stemming from the different policy options. This
analysis is conducted in four stepsby i) assessing which servicesthat will be affected significantly
by the changesin the USO, ii) identify ing the most important usersof theseservices, iii) evaluating
how the specific user groups may be negatively affected by reduced delivery frequency, and iv) ana-
lysing if there are other targeted measuresthat could be put in place to meet the needs of those user
groups that are dependent on the current USOprovided by Posten.

9 “The net cost calculation should assessthe benefits, including intangible benefits, to the universal service operator .” Article 1(25) Annex
1,Part B, Directive (2008/6/EC) .
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Thirdly , we discussthe impact on USOnet costsand benefits acrossthe regulatory options.

Development in USO net costs under different policy options
Our estimatesof USOnet costsshow that reducing the USOrequirements with respect to delivery
frequency has the potential to reduce net costs of the USOby between110 and 930 million NOK per
year within the next eight years. The highest potential cost reduction is achievedwhen reducing the
required delivery frequency to delivery one day per week throughout Norway. In our basecase,this
policy option has the potential to reduce net costsby approximately 440 million NOK in 2018, and
almost 930 million NOK in 2025. However, the exactnet cost (and thereby cost reduction poten-
tial) of this policy option is also the most uncertain as it represents a significant changecompared
to the status quo. A main reason for this uncertainty is that it is difficult to foreseehow the demand
for postal serviceswould be affected if mail would only be delivered oncea weekcompared to the
current five daysper week.

Reducing the required delivery frequency to 2.5 days per week throughout Norway would havethe
sameimpact on USOnet costsas the reduction to one delivery day per weekuntil year 2020. After
that, the net cost for this policy option would increaseasPostenwould find it optimal to reduce de-
livery frequency below 2.5 days per week.Compared to the status quo (requiring delivery 5 days per
week), a required delivery frequency of 2.5 daysper weekhas the potential to reduce USOnet costs
by about 440 to 650 million NOK per year between2018 and 2025.

The option to reduce the required delivery frequency to 2.5 days per week in urban areasonly hasa
smaller cost reduction potential: Approximately 110 to 250 million NOK per year between2018 and
2025 in our basecase.

Development in USO benefits under different policy options
When evaluating the attractiveness of the different policy options, policy makers should not only
consider the potential reduction in USOnet costscompared to the status quo, but also the potential
impact on userswho are currently dependent on the universal servicesprovided by Posten.

Our analysisof user needsreveals that most users of postal servicesin Norway are not dependent
on delivery of physical mail five days per week. The reason for this is that neither sendersnor recip-
ients are dependent on fast delivery, or delivery on specific weekdays, provided by Posten today.
The fact that many sendersand recipients of mail may prefer a higher service level compared to a
lower one doesnot necessarilyimply that they are dependent on the higher service level. We also
find that the large majority of businessesand citizens in Norway haveaccessto alternative solutions
which can fulfil the sameneedsas the postal universal servicedoestoday. Examples of such alter-
natives are digital newspaper subscriptions, electronic invoices, and physical delivery with alterna-
tive serviceproviders.

Nevertheless,we identify a very small (and declining) group of citizens (elderly or disabled citizens,
primarily in rural areas)who for different reasonsdo not haveaccessto alternative s to Posten,or
who cannot usethe alternatives available to them. If the USOwould be reduced, the Norwegian
state could invest in targeted measuresthat do not exist today for this group. Examples of such tar-
getedmeasurescould, for example, be training for elderly in digital skills, specific home delivery
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servicesprovided to a small group of non-digital and immobile citizens, or partial public fun ding of
expressor registered letter servicesfor specific needs,such asdelivery of prescription medicines or
urgent hospital notifications.

Balancing USO costs and benefits
When deciding on the future for the postal USO, policy makers have to consider the impact on both
USOcostsand benefits.

We find that all policy options entail significant prospects for reductions in USOnet costswhereas
the number of vulnerable users who are dependent on a high delivery frequency most likely is very
limited. In fact, our analysis showsthat (basedon very conservative assumptions) there is a group
of maximum 30,000 -35,000 elderly and disabled citizens in rural areaswho today are potentially
dependent on the servicesprovided by Postenwithin the USOand who would risk not having ac-
cessto alternatives in casethe delivery frequency provided by Postenwould be reduced.10 If policy
makers can find ways to fulfil the needsof theseusers in a way that is lesscostly than providing the
current service level implied by the postal USO, the Norwegian society would benefit without affect-
ing any citizens negatively. However, even if some citizens would be negatively affected, it could be
legitimate to reduce the current service level becauseof the large cost savings.

We also find that there are a number of alternative solutions that could be put in place to satisfy the
needsof the identified vulnerable user groups. Although we havenot estimated the exact cost of
thesealternative solutions, we find that they are likely to be smaller than the anticipated reduction
in USOnet costs.For example, with a reduction in USO net costsof between440-650 million NOK
(resulting from a reduction in delivery frequency to 2.5 daysper week throughout Norway), this
would imply at least on average12,600-21,700 NOK per vulnerabl e user and year to invest in tar-
getedmeasuresto reduce the negative impact of reduced delivery frequency.11

In a situation where the required delivery frequency would be reduced to 2.5 days per week in ur-
ban areasonly, this would according to our estimates lead to a reduction in USOnet costsby ap-
proximately 110-250 million NOK per year. Although businessesand citizens in urban areasgener-
ally haveaccessto alternative solutions today, there may be somecitizens and businesseswithout
accessto alternative infrastructure. Thus, targeted measuresidentified for the casewith 2.5 delivery
daysper week throughout the country could also be implemented with a partial reduction in deliv-

10 The estimated maximum number of citizens dependent on the current service level of five days per week consistsof (i) disabled citizens
aged15-66 in rural areas,(ii) citizens in rural areasabovethe ageof 66 who read paper basednewspapersand who do not accessthe In-
ternet on a regular basis,and (iii) 5 per cent of remaining elderly citizens living in rural areas(as a conservative proxy for the number of
citizens who could be dependent on urgent delivery to the door of e.g.medicines). The number of disabled citizens between the ageof 15
and 66 who due to their disability are unable to work were in Q2 201724,000. Group (1): Assuming that the distribution of disabled citi-
zensacrossrural and urban areasmirrors the distribution in the rest of the population indicates that there are approximate ly 4,800 disa-
bled citizens in rural areaswho we could assumenot being able to usedigital alternatives due to their disability, seeStatistics Norway
(2017), Personer i alt 15-66 år og personer med funksjonshemning etter arbeidsstyrkestatus og kjønn. Group (ii): According to Statistics
Norway (2017): Tabell 05277, there are approximately 160.000 citizens abovethe ageof 66 living in rural areasin Norway. According to
Statistics Norway (2017), Tabell 11124and Tabell 04499, the shareof citizens between66 and 79 yearsold who read paper based newspa-
pers are 73 per cent, and 17per cent of citizens above66 yearsold do not use internet on a regular basis.Basedon this in formation, we
estimate the number of elderly, non-Internet userswho read newspapersto approximately 20,000. Group 3: Of the remaining 140,000
citizens above66 yearsold in rural areas,we conservatively assumethat 5 percent, or approximately 7,000, could sometimes find them-
selvesin a situation where they are dependent on urgent delivery of medicines to the door. In total, this amounts to approximately
31,800, or more generally 30,000 to 35,000 people.

11 As the needsof the vulnerable userswould differ considerably, someneedswould most likely be possible to meet with at a lower cost,
whereasothers would need a higher investment.
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ery frequency. In order to ensure that only users dependent on the current service level receivesup-
port, it is important that the targeted measuresare accompanied by robust eligibility criteria. This
could mean that citizens would haveto apply to receivesupport and that certain criteria (e.g.with
respect to age,mobilit y, or distance to the nearest servicepoint) would have to be fulfilled.

Reducing delivery frequency to one day per week throughout Norway comesat a greater risk (com-
pared to option 1and 2) of creating negative effects that call for the introductio n of alternative solu-
tions. However, this policy option also has the potential to reduce USOnet costsby between 70 and
95 per cent (corresponding to 440-925 million NOK per year) compared to the status quo.

I t is important to keep in mind that, even if regulation enabled delivery one day per weekasof to-
day, the implementation of delivery one day per week would not take placeuntil mail volumes have
dropped to a sufficiently low level. This implies that the impact on usersof this option is more un-
certain than the impact on usersof the other options. The main reasonsfor this are that alternative
serviceofferings might havedevelopedin the meantime and that it is difficult for people to antici-
pate what their needswill be in a few years’ time.
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Chapter 1

1Introduction and methodology

1.1 The postal universal service obligation
Communication through physical letter post and the ability to receiveand send goodswithin and
betweencountries have for many yearsbeenconsidered a basic right for citizens acrossthe world.
At the sametime, strong dependenceon scaleeconomies in the provision of postal servicesand var-
ying geographical and demographical conditions make it costly and commercially unattractive to
collect and deliver mail in certain areas.For thesereasons,postal servicesare defined asa so-called
serviceof general economic interest 12.

In order to ensure that a basic level of postal servicesis provided on equal terms for all citizens,
governments acrossthe world imposea so-called universal serviceobligation (hereafter USO) on
provider s of postal services.The postal USOentails certain requirements, such as the obligation to
collect and deliver specific types of postal items, collect and deliver mail a specific num ber of days
per week,and ensure that prices for sending mail are affordable and uniform acrossthe country.

The postal USO in Norway consistsof the following elements, which haveto be provided through-
out the whole country:

� Distribution of priority 13 and non-priority letter post up to 2 kg, newspapersand periodi-
cals in subscription up to 2 kg (as priority and non-priority letter post) and postal packages
up to 20 kg;

� one collection of postal items at least five daysa week;
� one delivery of postal items at least five daysa week to the businessaddressor permanent

all-year residenceof any legal entity or natural person;
� distribution of registered delivery postal items and insured postal items, both up to 2 kg;
� domestic distribution of postal items to and from other countries;
� free of chargedelivery of certain specified postal servicesfor the blind , visually impaired ,

prisoners of war and civil internees;14

� forwarding to a temporary address,forwarding for a minimum of 1year in connection with
permanent changeof addressand storing of postal items for a period of up to 3 months ;
and

� cash on delivery (COD) for domestic postal items up to 20 kg.

Benefits and costs of the postal USO
The obligation to provide some postal servicesthrough the USO aims at covering a social need that
would not be coveredby the market on commercial terms, absent regulation. Covering this unmet
needentails a benefit to the Norwegian society. This benefit is represented by the part of the yellow

12 A service of general economic interest is defined asan economic activity that public authorities identify as being of particular importance
to citizens and that would not be supplied (or would be supplied under different conditions) if there were no public intervention . SeeEu-
ropean Commission (2017), Servicesof general economic interest (public services), http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/over-
view/pu blic_services_en.html .

13 The requirement of distribution of priority letters will be abolished asof 1January 2018.
14 The Norwegian Postal Law, LOV2015-09-04-91.
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circle not coveredby the grey circle in Figure 1below. At the sametime, supplying servicesthat are
not economically viable on their own comesat a cost for the designatedoperator obliged to provide
the service.This is the so-called net cost of the USO, represented by the part of the blue circle not
overlapping with the grey circle in Figure 1 below. If the net cost of the USOfor the designated op-
erator is larger than the benefit of the USOto society, this will on balanceentail a net cost to soci-
ety.

Figure 1 Benefit and cost of the USO

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

The net cost of the USOemergessince the USOcan force postal serviceproviders to structure their
businessin a way which they would not havedone without the USO.As a result, the profit earned
with the USOmay be lower than the profit which should havebeenearned without the USO.The
difference in profit for the designatedoperator with and without the USO – the so-called USOnet
cost – is illustrated in Figure 2.

What the
market
delivers

USO

Social
need

Net cost of the
USO

Benefit of the
USO
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Figure 2 Net cost of the USO

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

Compensation for USO net costs
According to the EU postal directive, a postal universal serviceprovider can ask the government in
its country for compensation of the USOnet cost (i.e. the profit forgone due to the obligation). For
this reason,many postal universal service providers – amongst others PostenNorge AS in Norway
(hereafter Posten) – calculate the net cost of the USOon a regular basis.15 Posten is, however, one of
few operators in Europe that receiveregular compensation for its USOnet cost from the govern-
ment. The format for this compensation in Norway is called kjøp av post- og banktjenester –pro-
curement of postal and banking services. Three other countries where the universal servicepro-
vider is compensatedthrough public funds from the state budget are Spain, Italy, and Poland.16

It is of outmost importance that the provider of universal postal servicesis not overcompensated
for its obligations. Suchovercompensation would amount to unlawful state aid and would distort
competition between the designated operator and other market players since the designated opera-
tor could usethe extra compensation to cross-subsidise its activities in market segmentswhere
there is fierce competition . If there is no over-compensation, however, the universal servicepro-
vider is no better off in the situation with a compensatedUSOthan it would be in the situation
without the USO.17

15 The information about which postal operators (and regulators) that are calculating the USOnet costson a regular basis is often not avail-
able in the public domain. In relation to an EU-wide study about the main developments in the postal sector in 2013,however, five na-
tional regulatory authorities (Bulgaria, Estonia, Spain, Slovakia, and Norway) reported estimates of the net cost of the universal service
obligation. Five additional countries (Belgium, Greece,Italy, Swedenand Switzerland) reported that the cost of the universal service obli-
gation had beenor was being studied. Five more countries (Cyprus, France, Hungary, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands) reported that
cost studies were planned. SeeWIK Consult (2013), Main Developments in the European Postal Sector (2010-2013), p.152.

16 WIK Consult (2013), Main Developments in the Postal Sector (2010-2013), p. 154.According to the samesource, twenty-two Countries
(Austria, Cyprus, CzechRepublic, Germany, Denmark, Estonia, Greece,Spain, France, Croatia, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Latv ia,
Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia,Slovakia, UK, and Iceland) haveauthorised the establishment of a compensation fund. How-
ever, only 4 Countries (Cyprus, Estonia, Italy, and Slovakia) have actually established a compensation fund.

17 ”Etterregningsordningen" in Norway safeguardsagainst overcompensation in Norway. Every fall, the net cost for the servicesfor which
Postenreceivedcompensation through state procurement in the previous year’s budget is recalculated basedon Posten’saccounts. If
Postenhas received too much compensation compared to the actual net cost, the company has to pay back the difference to the govern-
ment. If the company has received too little compensation compared to the actual net cost, the state paysPostenthe missing sum.

5

Profit 2018

Actual profit

Counterfactual
profit

Net costs

Actual situation
with USO

Counterfactual situation
without USO
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The fact that the universal postal serviceprovider for historical reasonshas a network in place that
can be used to deliver both USOand non-USOproducts meansthat the incremental cost of deliver-
ing one extra product (USO or non-USO) in this network is very low. Despite this, the operator (in
the caseit would be considered having a dominant market position ) is not allowed to price delivery
such that an equally efficient competitor would not be able to compete. This would be the caseif the
universal serviceprovider priced delivery below a certain cost benchmark (normally the long run
averageincremental cost or the averageavoidable cost). Thesecostsbenchmarks, and thus the abil-
ity for the dominant operator to abuseits dominant position by applying anti -competitive pricing
practices,are not linked to the compensation of USOnet costs.

The commercial approach18 to calculate USOnet costs implies that designated operators like Posten
cannot be compensatedfor all costs linked to the USO. The only cost compensatedunder this ap-
proach is the net cost of the USO(i.e. the profit forgone by the designatedoperator due to the
USO). The compensation for this loss of profit puts the universal serviceprovider in a situation
where it is financially on equal terms with operators not providing the USO.

For the reasonsmentioned above,the net cost compensation calculated basedon the commercial
approach cannot be usedasan additional tool to outcompete competing operators (pricing below
cost is still unlawful – with and without compensation).

1.2 Changing user needs call for an adjustment of the USO
Changesin users’needsfor postal servicesin terms of increasede-substitut ion and booming e-
commerce may alter the balancebetween the benefit and the net cost of the postal USO.

Firstly , ascommunication is moving from traditional postal servicesto the electronic alternatives,
so called e-substitution , this decreasesthe benefits of the USO,ascitizens, businessesand govern-
ments to a greater extent rely on electronic meansof communication. Sincepostal servicesdisplay
strong economiesof scale,e-substitution also increasesUSOcostsasshrinking mail volumes raise
the unit cost of delivery.

Secondly, the emergenceof e-commerce alters the demand for postal services,resulting in struc-
tural changesof the market and users’social needs.

Growing e-substitution and increasing e-commerce are changing the market dynamics and the
need for universal postal servicesin Norway. As a result, the net cost of the postal USOhas in-
creasedby more than 400 million NOK over the past few years (from 231million NOK in 201419 to
Posten’scurrent estimate of 705 million NOK for 201820). Taking into account that the benefits of
the postal USOhavenot increased to the sameextent21, there is a risk that keeping the USOin its
current shapemay result in large socioeconomic lossesover time , seeFigure 3.

18 The commercial approach basically compares the designated operator’s profit level in two businesscases,the situation with USOand a
(hypothetical) situation without USO, i.e. a practical application of the principles in Directive 2008/6/EC.

19 Prop. 19S(2015-2016) Endringar i statsbudsjettet 2015 under Samferdselsdepartementet,p.6, https://www.regjeringen.no/contentas-
sets/855fa96296ec4c06a1de0ffade9c2466/nn-no/pdfs /prp201520160019000dddpdfs.pdf .

20 PostenNorge (2017), Oppdatert grunnlag til statsbudsjettet for 2018.
21 Increaseduseof electronic means of communication have most likely reduced the benefits of the USO, becauseconsumershavemore

alternatives to letters and are therefore lessdependent on letter mail.
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Figure 3 Keeping the current USO may lead to socioeconomic losses

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

When the Norwegian government compensatesthe net costsof the postal USOdirectly via the state
budget through public procurement, this createsa very clear trade-off for policy makers in Norway.

On the one hand, policy makers can leavethe USOunchanged. This implies increased public spend-
ing to compensatePosten for its increasing net costs.However, given the changing market dynam-
ics, this will over time result in socioeconomic lossesasdeclining benefits of the USOcreate an in-
creasinggapbetween USOcostsand benefits.

On the other hand, policy makers can adapt the USOand provide Postenwith increasedcommer-
cial flexibility. While this will reduce net costs(and thereby public spending), it may also imply a
reduction in the service level for someusersof universal postal services.This means that not only
the cost of the USOis reduced, but also the benefit to consumers of having a guaranteed universal
service.

For this reason, any reduction in the USOmust take into account market trends and developments.
As the benefits of the current USOdecline sequentially with time, reducing the USOtoo much too
soon (when there still is a significant dependenceon universal servicesand the cost saving potential
is relatively low) may lead to a loss in total social welfare. With correct timing, however, the cost of
the USOcan be reduced more than the benefit of the USOand the adaptation may therefore result
in a net benefit for society, seeFigure 4.

Benefit Loss
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Figure 4 A reduction in USO can shift dynamics (illustration)

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

In this context, efficient and transparent communication between the designated operator, policy
makers and regulators is imperative to ensure that policy makers havea real chanceto reduce net
costsby adapting regulation in a timely manner and that the designated operator has sufficient
time to adapt its business in caseof regulatory changes.

The reasonfor this is that regulatory and legislative procedures, aswell as the preparation of opera-
tional changesin the postal network take time. If the designated postal operator doesnot announce
its preferred changes(i.e. the design of its counterfactual scenario) to policy makers sufficiently in
advanceof the preferred change,this meansthat policy makers haveno chanceof adapting the reg-
ulation in sufficient time to avoid an increasein USOnet costs. In other words, this leavespolicy
makers without a real choice betweena reduced service level and an increasein the USOnet cost.
As regulatory changeslike, for example, a reduction in the required delivery frequency often re-
quire at least 18months (and often more) to be implem ented, this meansthat the operator should
announce any preferred changesto its businessat least 18 months in advance(and preferably even
earlier) in order to allow for a smooth regulatory process. The need for timely notification is also
important for the designated postal operators. If the changein regulation is not announced suffi-
ciently well in advance,this meansthat the postal operator might have trouble making the changes
necessaryto take advantageof the increased flexibility from the first day when the new regulation is
implemented.

1.3 The assignment
In the light of the developments described above, the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Com-
munication has commissioned CopenhagenEconomics to review Posten’scalculations of the USO
net cost. Further, CopenhagenEconomics has beenasked to investigate a set of alternative USOre-
quirements that may be appropriate in the future, aswell as the implications of those alternatives
on the level of public procurement of postal servicesgoing forward.

Cost of the USO Benefit of the USO

Reduced USOscope
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The overall objective of the study is to provide a solid knowledge baseand understanding of poten-
tial and suitable alternatives for future service levels of the universal postal service in Norway and
the associatedimpact on public procurement of postal services.This will enable policy makers to
make informed decisions in due time about how the USOshould evolve.

This assignment consists of two tasks.

The first task is to review and assessthe current net cost calculations provided by Posten. In order
to be reliable, it is important that thesecalculations are thorough and transparent, but also that
they stay relevant in the light of changesin the postal market. Sincethe largest component of the
net cost today is the obligation of delivery five days per week, it is of particular importance to ana-
lyse the underlying assumptions and the calculations relating to this element of the USO.A specific
goal of this part of the study will thus be to investigate what the optimal delivery frequency would
be if there were no USO.

The secondtask is to assessthe socioeconomic impact of three different policy options where the
delivery frequency required by the USOis altered for the years 2018-2025.

1.4 Metho dology
In the following, we describe our approach to the assignment outlined abovein more detail.

Assessing Posten’s net cost calculations
A widely recognised model for calculating USOnet costs is the so called commercial approach ,
which consistsof four steps,seeFigure 5. The commercial approach basically compares the desig-
nated operator’s profit level22 in two businesscases,the situation with USOand a (hypoth etical) sit-
uation without USO.

This approach is consistent with principles for calculating USOnet costsoutlined in the Third
Postal Directi ve23 and has beendevelopedto overcome a number of shortcomings inherent in the
older methods, such as the net avoidable cost method, or methods used in other fields, such as fully
distributed costs from telecoms.24

22 Annex 1of the Postal Directive refers to net costs,which we interpret as revenueminus costs,cf. Decision of the European Commission of
25 January 2012,C(2012) (B-Post).

23 Cf. ERGP(2011),p. 42; CERP(2008), 9.
24 Cf. CERP(2008) for a discussion of theseshortcomings.
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Figure 5 The Commercial Approach to calculate USO net costs

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

In the first step of the commercial approach, focus lies on identifying an accurate counterfactual
scenario. Postal operators often define their counterfactuals basedon their in -depth knowledge
about the market and the strategic ambitions of the company. It should be noted that the counter-
factual scenario can be dynamic and changeover time. For example, it might be optimal to reduce
delivery frequency further as volumes continue to decline due to e-substitution.

Step two involves estimating the potential cost savingsand revenue lossesresulting from a removal
of the USO.To estimate the revenue effects, the postal operator makesan assessmentof the likely
demand effects stemming from the changesin its businessstrategy. This assessmentis often based
on existing knowledge about demand structures, sometimes complemented by information col-
lected from large sendersof mail through surveysand interviews. The assessmentof cost effects is
preferably performed through a ‘value chain approach’, which includes identifying, for eachstep of
the postal value chain, the specific changesresulting from the counterfactual scenario and their re-
spectivecost savings.Importantly, this also includes any cost changescausedby postal servicede-
mand fluctuations (i.e. impact on scaleeconomies) that result from the changedbusinessstrategy.

Step three entails an assessmentof any intangible benefits that the postal operator may derive from
its USO.Examples of such benefits are VAT exemptions, certain rights to marketing, or exclusive
rights to addressdatabasesor post office boxes.

Finally, step four brings the information from step 1 to 3 together and calculates the actual net cost.
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In chapter 2, we assessthe existing net cost calculations in Norway basedon the approach de-
scribed above.Our assessmentconsistsof four steps:

1. Assessmentof the counterfactual scenario identified by Posten.
2. Assessmentof cost and revenue effects.
3. Assessmentof intangible benefits
4. Assessmentof the right to a reasonableprofit and efficiency requirements

Our assessmentof Posten’scalculated net costs, including cost and revenue effects, is basedon the
calculations submitted by Posten to the Ministry of Transport and Communications aswell as the
associateddescriptions and motivations for assumptions underlying the calculations. In addition to
the data and information submitted by Posten to the Ministry, we havealso had accessto Posten’s
complete internal forecasting model (hereafter referred to as“the model”) and other internal data
not shared with the Ministry.

Assessing the socioeconomic impact of different policy options
In chapter 3, we assessthe socioeconomic impact of three identified policy options (compared to
the status quo) in three steps.The three policy options are:

� Delivery to households in urban areas2.5 days per week25 and maintained delivery 5 days
per week to households in rural areas26

� Delivery 2.5 days per week to all households in Norway
� Delivery 1day per week to all households in Norway

The reasonfor considering only the delivery frequency element of the USOis the fact that this ele-
ment in 2018 represents about 70 percent of Posten’sestimated net cost of the USO.Thus, reducing
the requirements regarding delivery frequency has a significant potential to reduce the public
spending on universal postal services.

Firstly , we estimate USOnet costs(i.e. our proxy for the level of public procurement of postal ser-
vices) quantitatively for eachpolicy option by meansof our own calculations. Our calculations build
on Posten’snet cost model, to which we havemade some adjustments and changeda number of as-
sumptions. We also conduct a sensitivity analysis where we adjust someof the most important pa-
rameters in the model further . Parameters that we adjust are expectedvolume development due to
e-substitution, labour cost development, demand effects resulting from changesin the service level,
and the degreeof scaleeconomies in delivery.

Secondly, we assessthe impact on USObenefits stemming from the different options by qualitative
analysis. This analysis is basedon international benchmarks and stakeholder interviews with repre-
sentativesof different user groups who today usethe servicesprovided by Posten aspart of the

25 In practice, delivery 2.5 days per week implies delivery 2 days per week and 3 days per week respectively over a two weekperiod.
26 Areasclassified asurban (67 per cent of householdsand businesses)receivedeliveries 2.5 days per week and areasclassified asrural (33

per cent) receivedeliveries 5 daysper week.The classification is made at the post-code level. A post code is classified as urban if it con-
tains parts or all of a denselypopulated area,which is defined ashaving at least 10,000 inhabitants and a maximum of 50 meters between
the householdsor businesses.The post code is otherwise classified asrural. Sincea post codeclassified as urban may also contain areas
which are sparselypopulated, there is a risk of misclassification for somehouseholds and businesses.
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USO.The analysis is done in four stepsby i) assessing which servicesthat will be affected signifi-
cantly by the changesin the USO, ii) identify ing the most prominent users of theseservices, iii)
evaluating how the specific user groups are affected by reduced delivery frequency, and iv) analys-
ing if there are other targeted measuresthat could be put in place to meet the needs of those user
groups that are dependent on the current USOprovided by Posten.

Thirdl y, we compare the impact on USOnet costsand benefits and resulting socioeconomiceffects
acrossthe regulatory options over time (2018-2025).
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Chapter 2

2Assessment of existing net cost
calculations

2.1 Introduction and main finding s
In this chapter, we assessthe robustness of Posten’sexisting net cost calculations basedon the
framework provided by the commercial approach. Our assessmentconsists of four steps:

1. Assessmentof the counterfactual scenario identified by Posten.
2. Assessmentof cost and revenue effects.
3. Assessmentof intangible benefits
4. Assessmentof the right to a reasonableprofit and efficiency requirements

Basedon our analysis, we find that Posten’scounterfactual scenario is reasonable.We find that the
model usedby Posten to calculate USOnet costsadheres to international guidelines on USOnet
cost calculations and is more elaborate than in many other countries where net costsof the postal
USOare calculated. The assumptions in the model are generally conservative and we havenot been
able to detect any calculation mistakes. Nevertheless,the model lacks documentation and qualifica-
tion of someassumptions. Basedon our own assessmentof cost and revenueeffects,we propose a
few changesto Posten’sassumptions. The net impact of our changes(which we implement in our
modelling in chapter 3) compared to Posten’sassumptions is a reduction of net cost in 2018 of
about 7-8 per cent. We find that Postenpossessesa small intangible benefit linked to its permission
to issuestamps with the name “Norge” or “Noreg”. This benefit, however, is most likely very small
and is therefore not included in our estimate of USOnet cost.

2.2 Assessment of Post en’s counterfactual scenario
We begin our analysis with an in-depth assessmentof Posten’scounterfactual scenario. Posten’s
counterfactual scenario entails changeswith in five areas:delivery speed,delivery frequency, deliv-
ery of international mail, delivery to blind people and provision basic bank services, seeTable 1.
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Table 1 Changes included in Posten’s counterfactual scenario 2018
Element Actual situation Counterfactual Scenario

Net Cost 2018, MNOK
(% of total)

Delivery Speed

A-mail with delivery D+1 1 and B-
mail with delivery D+ 42, merged
into one type of mail with delivery
D+2 for � 85 % from Jan 1, 2018.

A- and B-mail would have merged
into one stream from Jan 1, 2016.

152 (22%)

Delivery Fre-
quency

Delivery to all households and busi-
ness addresses 5 days per week .

Delivery 2.5 days per week from
2018 (alternating between 2 and 3
days per week). Express service with
delivery 5 days per week provided by
Posten’s logistics division available to
all senders . Posten still deliver s to its
post offices 3 5 days per week. Regis-
tered letters can be picked up at the
postal service points 5 days per week
and mail delivered to post office
boxes (located at postal service
points) will still be delivered 5 days
per week.

490 (70%)

International
mail

Delivery of registered mail from
abroad at (below cost) price regu-
lated in the UPU convention .

Delivery of registered mail from
abroad at profitable price.

33 (5%)

Delivery to blind
people

Free delivery to blind and visually
impaired.

No special treatment of blind people.
Mail delivered at the price of standard
letters.

16 (<3%)

Basic bank ser-
vices

Basic bank services provided on
Posten’s rural postal routes .

No pr ovision of basic bank services
on rural postal routes.

14 (<3%)

705

Note: 1D+1 means that the letter is delivered the working day after it was posted. D+2 and D+ 4 means that the letter is
delivered 2 or 4 working days after it was posted. 2 Posten’s concession requires that at least 85 per cent of do-
mestic non -priority letters should be delivered within four working days and that 97 per cent should be delivered
with in 6 working days. 3 Post offices includes service outlets run by Posten itself as well as outlets run by a third
party (so called post - in - shops) on behalf of Posten, located e.g. in supermarkets or ot her shops.

Source: Posten Norge ( 2017 ) , Oppdatert grunnlag til statsbudsjettet for 2018 , Norwegian Ministry of Transport an
Communications (2015), Midlertidig konsesjon til Posten Norge AS.

According to Posten, theseelements together will create a net cost of the USOin 2018 of 705 mil-
lion NOK. It is worth noting that the net cost of the USOcalculated by Posten is reduced when all
cost savingsfrom the merging of A and B mail are realised and in Posten’scalculations this element
of the USOnet cost disappears from the calculations. Moreover, as the net cost of international
mail is linked to the volumes of registered items, that element will be reduced or disappear if those
volumes would switch to lesscostly products (i.e. tracked delivery) .

We assessthe robustness of Posten’scounterfactual scenario by asking five questions for eachof
the five elements making up the USOnet cost. The questions are outlined in Table 2 and will subse-
quently be applied for eachelement of Posten’scounterfactual scenario.
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Table 2 Questions to assess the robustness of Posten’s counterfactual
Question Interpretation

Does Posten voluntarily offer more than required by
the USO?

If Posten delivers more than required, the USO requirement is
not restrictive and should not be part of the net cost .

Do competitors offer more than required from Posten
by the USO?

Í f competitors deliver more than required from Posten by the
USO, the requirement is hardly restrictive and should not be
part of the net cost as the market will provide the service for
free.

Do postal operators in other countries offer more than
required by the USO in Norway, even though the re-
quirements in their own USO are lower?

If postal operators in comparable countries with lower
requirements voluntarily offer a service, the obligation to offer
such service is hardly a burden for Posten Norway as should
not be part of the net cost .

Which constraints would Posten in all events have as
a dominant company under Norwegian law and regu-
lation?

If competition law poses certain constraints on Posten as a
dominant operator, only USO requirements exceeding those
requirements should be considered a constraint and be part of
the net cost .

What are the pros and cons of offering the service
(level)?

The assessment of pros and cons provides a qualitative analysis
of the benefits and drawbacks of voluntarily offering a USO
service.

Source: CERP Working Group Economics PT Universal Service and its Financing (2008), Guidelines for Calculating the
Net Cost of the Universal Service Obligations .

The purpose with the questions is to reveal if Posten(partly or fully) would haveprovided any of
the elements included in the USOnet cost also in a situation without the USO. If this is the case,the
element in question should not be part of the USOnet cost.

Basedon our assessment,we conclude that Posten’scounterfactual scenario is reasonable, seeTa-
ble 3. We basethis conclusion on four main observations.27

First , we observethat many of the components in Posten’scounterfactual already havebeen imple-
mented (at least partially) by postal operators in Denmark, Italy, Iceland, and New Zealand and
that postal operators in countries such asFinland are moving in the samedirection. This suggests
that it would be reasonablealso for Posten to move in that direction. Moreover, there are also at
least four examplesof postal operators who (due to existing USOrequirements) are not able to
move in the direction of Posten’scounterfactual scenario, but where the sameelements are in-
cluded in their USOnet cost calculations.28

Second, we observethat geographical conditions in Norway make it more costly to maintain a high
servicelevel there compared to many other countries. This suggeststhat the benefits of reducing
the service level in Norway would be higher than in many other countries.

Third , we observethat Norway’s profile asa country on the forefront of technological adoption
meansthat the impact of changesin the service level on Posten’srevenueswill be moderate aspub-
lic authorities, businessesand private consumers to an increasing extent are communicating by
electronic meansof communication . This suggeststhat the reduction in demand and negative reve-
nue effectsstemming from a reduction in the service level will not be higher (in fact, they will most
likely be lower) in Norway compared to many other countries.

27 In addition to thesefour main observations, it is worth noting that Postenhas previously implemented what it hasassumedto be com-
mercially opti mal (the counterfactual scenario) once the regulation hasallowed for it, e.g.adjustments in the expedition network (2014),
no delivery on Saturdays (2016), aswell asthe planned merging of mail streams in 2018.

28 Whereasthis is no 100 percent guaranteethat theseoperators would de facto changetheir behaviour in casethey had the opportunity to
do so, it is still a very strong indication of that they would.
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Fourth , we observethat three elements in Posten’sUSOnet cost (international mail, delivery to
blind people, and provision of basicbank servicesin the rural delivery network ) are priced at a loss
making level due to reasons that Posten itself cannot affect. No commercial operator would price a
serviceat a loss-making level. If Posten could increasethe prices charges,or discontinue the provi-
sion of theseservices,it is reasonablethat it would do so.

Table 3 Assessment of counterfactual scenario
Element Counterfactual scenario CE assessment

Delivery speed
A- and B-mail merged
from Jan 1, 2016 (not
in 2018 as currently al-
lowed). 1

Counterfactual is reasonable
- European trend of removing D+1 from the USO and provide D+1 as

express service through the parcel network at significantly higher
price. Examples are provided by Denmark, Finland, and Italy.

- Likely that Posten would have taken step from D+1 to D+2 already
in 2016 as geo graphical conditions and low mail volumes make it
more costly to maintain D+1 in Norway compared to other coun-
tries and demand effects from the change most likely are low .

Delivery fre-
quency

Delivery to the door 2.5
days per week from
2018.
Logistics division pro-
vides express service 5
days per week .
Posten delivers to its
post offices 5 days per
week .

Counterfactual is reasonable
- National postal operators in some European countries have reduc ed

delivery frequency below 5 days per week .2

- Commercial operators delivering letter mail deliver less than 5 days
per week.

- Norwegian mail volumes per capita are at level with countries
where delivery frequency is being reduced.

- Geographical conditions in Norway make it more costly to maintain
a hig h delivery frequency compared to many other countries

- Continued decline of mail volumes in Norway is expected as citi-
zens, businesses, and the public sector are becoming more digital.
This will further increased the costs of maintaining 5 delivery days
per week

- Demand effects will not prevent a reduction in delivery frequency .

International
mail

Delivery of registered
mail from abroad at
profitable price

Counterfactual is reasonable, but conservative
- International terminal dues agreements implies losses on stan dard

and registered letters. Only registered letters included in the net
cost = conservative approach (examples of other postal operators ,
e.g. in Ireland, including also standard letters).

- A commercial operator would not price at a loss making level
- Limited or non -existing potential to make a financial gain on inter-

national agreements for Posten.

Delivery to
blind people

Delivery of mail for
blind people at the
price of standard letters

Counterfactual is reasonable
- A commercial operator would not price a service at a loss making

level

Basic bank ser-
vices

No provision of basic
bank services

Counterfactual is reasonable
- Compensation received from Posten’s bank partner does not cover

costs . Not possible to renegotiate agreement due to weak bargain-
ing position created by obligation to provide bank services on rural
delivery routes.

- Reduced demand and increasing costs per transaction implies in-
creasingly loss making service

- A commercial operator would not provide a loss making service

Note: 1 The assessment of the counterfactual scenario considers whether or not it is likely that Posten would have merged A-
mail and B-mail in 2016, had it had the opportunity to do so. This assessment is not linked to whether or not Posten should
have been able to realise the full cost savings of the merging of A-and B-mail within the time from when the parliament al-
lowed this change until it was implemented. 2 These operators did not receive net cost compensation for maintaining fiv e de-
livery days per week before reducing the delivery frequency.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

In the following, we present our in-depth assessmentof Posten’scounterfactual scenario element
by element.

Delivery speed
As of 1January 2018, A-mail (currently delivered overnight , D+1) and B-mail (currently delivered
within four working days, D+4) will be merged into one service where 85 percent of volumes have
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to be delivered within two working days (D+2) . Postenarguesthat, in a situation without the USO,
the company would havemerged A and B mail into one stream already in 2016, i.e. two yearsear-
lier than currently allowed.

Our assessmentof the counterfactual scenario considers whether or not it is likely that Posten
would havemerged A-mail and B-mail in 2016, had it had the opportunity to do so. This assess-
ment is not linked to whether or not Postenshould havebeenable to realise the full cost savingsof
the merging of A-and B-mail within the time from when the parliament allowed this changeuntil it
was implemented.

We find that Posten’sproposed counterfactual is reasonable.The main reason for this is that the
cost savingsfrom eliminating overnight delivery from the USO already in 2016 likely would have
outweighed the loss in revenue created by usersof mail that would substitute away from Postendue
to the reduced service level. In addition to this, we observethat many other countries, for example
Denmark, Finland and Italy, haveexcluded overnight delivery from the postal USO and that postal
operators in thesecountries already havemade useof the increased freedom and only provide over-
night delivery asa premium (express) serviceat a significantly higher price.
The results of our assessmentare presented in Table 4 below.

Table 4 Assessment of Posten’s provision of overnight delivery as part
of the USO

Question Answer Documentation

Does Posten voluntarily offer
more than required by the
USO?

No
D+1 required for A-mail and D+4 for B-mail. A- and B-mail will merge into
one type of mail from Jan 1, 2018 as soon as the USO requirements are re-
duced.

Do competitors offer more
than required from Posten by
the USO?

No
D+1 delivery offered only by operators in the courier segment (to a signifi-
cantly higher price, only to professional users, and not necessarily to the
whole country)

Do postal operators in other
countries offer more than
required by the USO in
Norway, although the
requirements in their own
USO are lower?

No

Postal operators who are not obliged to deliver D+1 within the USO do not
do so. Examples are:

• PostNord (DK): Does not have D+1 obligation and provides
standard delivery within 5 working days. Provides “Quickebrev”
for next day delivery at a price of 27 DKK.

• Posti (FI): Does not have D+1 obligation and provides standard
delivery within 2 working days. D+1 is considered express and is
provided at a price of 8.20 EUR.

• Poste Italiane (IT): Does not have D+1 obligation and provides
standard delivery within 4 working days. Provide s a D+1 express
service at a price of 2.80 EUR.

• Canada Post (CA): Does not have D+1 obligation and delivers
regular let ters within 2 business days within a city, in 3 business
days within a province, and in 4 business days nationally.

Which constraints would
Posten in all events have as a
dominant company under
Norwegian law and
regulation?

None Dominance would not imply requirements with respect to delivery speed

What are the pros and cons
of offering the service(level)?

The cons of
providing
the service
outweigh
the pros

Pros:
• Mores satisfied customers with overnight delivery at low price

Cons:
• Expensive to provide (requires overnight sorting, often requires

transport by airplane, and implies higher costs in delivery as mail
volumes decline)

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

The decision whether or not to abandon D+1 asa standard service is driven by two factors: Cost
savingsrelated to lessovernight delivery and revenue effectscreated by substitution from overnight
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delivery to products with longer delivery time and a lower price and to other meansof communica-
tion . If expectedcost savingsoutweigh the anticipated revenue loss, the postal operator would find
it attractive to abandon overnight delivery aspart of the USO.

With respect to cost savingscreated by lessovernight deliveries, theseconsist primarily of a lower
useof aviation transportation and efficiency improvements in production due to increased scale
economiesat the distribution terminals . Due to the geographical conditions in Norway, Posten
must useair transport of mail to fulfil the overnight delivery requirement . The savingsfrom re-
duced delivery speedwill therefore be significantly larger for Postencompared to operators in other
(smaller and/or more densely populated countries). Consequently,Postenwill most likely be able
to savemore by reducing the delivery speedcompared with postal operators in many other coun-
tries.

With respect to revenue effects,an introduction of D+2 asthe standard delivery speedwill affect
the service level experience for all current usersof A-mail and B-mail. Whereasusers of A-mail to-
day will experiencean increasein the delivery time, usersof B-mail where the delivery speedcur-
rently is D+4 will experiencean improvement in the service level. Somecustomers will also experi-
encea price change(positive or negative). This will affect Posten’svolume aswell as its revenue per
delivered mail piece. The revenue effect created by a reduced service thus consists of a price effect
(i.e. an impact on the revenue per item) and a volume effect (i.e. a decreaseor an increasein de-
mand due to changedservice level and the changein price).

Today, lessthan 20 percent of Posten’svolume, including unaddressedmail, is delivered overnight,
seeFigure 6. Only a limited shareof this is expectedto disappear from Postenwhen D+2 becomes
the standard speedof delivery. In fact, whereassome mail that needsovernight delivery (e.g.an ur-
gent contract that needsto be signed) might be sent with Posten’sexpressservice,mail for which
overnight delivery is not critical (e.g.a notification about a hospital appointment in two weeks’
time) can be sent with Posten’snew standard service. It should be acknowledged,however, that
somemail for which quick delivery is needed, but where the willingness to pay is not large enough
to usethe expressservice, might migrate faster to electronic meansof communication .
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small price difference betweenA and B mail today creates very small incentives to savecostsby us-
ing a slower delivery service.Making D+2 the standard delivery time would force casehandlers to
choosebetween physical delivery within 2 daysand online delivery (expressdelivery overnight
would most likely not be an option for most messages).Although the potential to digitize todays
physical mail volumes (according to our interview with the municipality of Oslo, all messagesfrom
the municipality can be sent electronically in the future), the reduction in delivery speedfrom one
to two working days is not expectedto trigger additional digitization.

One mail segmentwhere Posten potentially could lose more volumes by the introduction of D+2 as
standard than assumedis small packets.Today, the competing delivery network Helthjem provides
a delivery servicewhich is similar to the service level provided by Postenafter the merge of A-mail
and B-mail into one mail stream. Whether or not Posten’scurrent clients in the small packet seg-
ment will substitute to the competing operator as D+2 becomesstandard dependson factors such
as(i) the preference for overnight delivery of small packets, (ii) the price difference between the two
products, (ii i) the geographical coverage of the alternative network, (iv ) and the difference in re-
quirements, e.g. regarding pre-sorting of items, minimum volumes, and the deadline for dispatch-
ing items which should be delivered within the specified time frame. Our analysis of revenueeffects
(seeAnnex A) reveals that the demand effects assumedby Postenare reasonable.The main reasons
for this are low preference for overnight delivery amongst Norwegian consumers as well assignifi-
cant differences with respect to prices and other requirements betweenPostenand alternative ser-
vice providers.

As Postenwill de facto introduce D+2 asstandard by 1 January 2018, this meansthat contract ne-
gotiations with many clients already havestarted (to come into effect asof 1January 2018). Accord-
ing to Posten, its salesforce has so far not experienced any large reactions from clients who, due to
the slower delivery speed,reduce their demand for delivery with Postenmore than would be ex-
pectedfrom the analysis referred to aboveand the general trend of increasing e-substitution.

Even if we would adjust the revenue effectsassumedby Posten to make them more conservative,
this would not changethe conclusion that overall revenue effectsof reducing the standard delivery
speedfrom D+1 to D+2 are small in comparison to the associatedcost saving potential.

A more detailed discussion of demand effects is to be found in chapter 2.3 and in Annex A.

The finding that revenueeffects linked to slower delivery speedare small in comparison with the
potential cost savings is also supported by the observation of a clear movement away from D+1 de-
livery servicesaspart of the USOin other countrie s. The most recent example of this is Sweden,
where the government in October 2017decided to abandon D+1 as part of the USOfrom April
2018. The decision requires that 95 percent of standard letters are delivered within two business
days.The motivation for changeoriginated from cost reduction needsin times of strongly declining
mail volumes. Similar to Norway, PostNord in Swedenare strongly dependent on air transportation
to deliver overnight throughout the country.

In addition to this , PostNord in Denmark, Posti in Finland, and PosteItaliane in Italy haveall al-
ready beenallowed to abandon D+1 delivery aspart of the USO. As a result of this increasedflexi-
bility , they instead provide expressservicesat higher prices – 27 DKK in Denmark, 8.20 EUR in
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Finland, and 2.80 EUR in Italy 32. Standard delivery speedis set at D+5 in Denmark and D+4 in Fin-
land33 and Italy . CanadaPost differentiates betweengeographical areasbasedon sizes.Regular let-
ters are delivered within two businessdays in a city, in three businessesdayswithin a province and
in four businessdays nationally .

Basedon the above,we conclude that it is reasonableto assumethat Posten would havemerged A-
mail and B-mail into one mail stream already in 2016.

Delivery frequency
We now move to delivery frequency where the current USOrequires Posten to deliver five days per
week throughout the country . Postenarguesthat, in a situation without the USO, the company
would reduce delivery frequency to 2.5 days per week throughout the country in 2018 (alternating
between2 and 3 delivery days per weekover a two weekperiod). Within someyears,depending on
the paceof annual declines in letter mail volumes, it is forecastedthat the delivery frequency would
haveto be reduced evenfurt her, to 1day per week throughout the country.

We find that Posten’sproposed counterfactual is reasonableand that the optimal delivery fre-
quency in 2018 instead of delivery five daysper week is delivery 2.5 daysper week throughout the
country . The main reason for this is that the cost savings linked to reduced delivery frequency are
likely to outweigh the loss in revenue created by users of mail that will switch away from Postendue
to the reduced service level. In addition to this, we observethat postal operators in Denmark, Italy,
Iceland, New Zealand, and Finland are moving in the samedirection and that the cost saving po-
tential linked to reduced delivery frequency in Norway, due to geographical conditions and low mail
volumes per capita, most lik ely is larger than in many other countries.

The results of our assessmentare presented in Table 5.

32 The price for the expressservicedependson several factors, such as cost and demand structure in the domestic postal market .
33 The Finnish Postal law requires 50 per cent of standard letters to be delivered within four working days and 97 per cent to be delivered

within five working daysafter they have beenposted. SeeLaw 29.4.2011/415,
http://www.finlex.fi/sv/laki/ajantasa/2011/20110415#L3P19 .
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Table 5 Assessment of Posten’s obligation to deliver mail five days per
week

Question Answer Documentation

Does Posten voluntarily offer more than
required by the USO? No

Posten delivers 5 days a week = USO requirement
Due to the USO requirements regarding delivery speed,
Posten has not been able to reduce delivery frequency
without changes in the USO.

Do competitors offer more than required
from Posten by the USO? No

No alternatives delivering letter mail five days per week.
Only distribution of newspapers to the door of recipients
six days per week + courier services, i.e. registered items,
offered to professio nal users and not to the public . None of
these alternatives offer 100% geographical coverage.

Do postal operators in other countries offer
more than required by the USO in Norway,
although the requirements in their own
USO are lower?

No

• PostNord (SE): 5 days = USO requirement
• PostNord (DK): XY delivery = de facto 2 days

per week although USO requirement is 5 days
per week

• Posti (FI): 5 days = USO requirement (until 1
July 2018 when delivery can be reduced to 3
days per week where there are competing sup-
ply of newspaper delivery at least 5 days per
week).

• Iceland Post (IS): XY delivery in 5% most rural
areas – from 2018 2 days per week allowed in
whole country

• PostNL: 5 days = USO requirement
• Poste Italiane: 5 days = USO requirement ( 1

day for up to 25% of households)
• New Zealand Post (NZ): 3 days per week in ur-

ban areas, 5 days per week in rural areas = USO
requirement

Which constraints would Posten in all
events have as a dominant company under
Norwegian law and regulation?

None
Dominance would not imply requirements wit h respect to
delivery frequency

What are the pros and cons of offer ing
delivery five days per week?

The cons of
providing the
service out-
weigh the pros

Pros:
• More satisfied customers and slightly higher de-

mand for postal services
Cons:

• Expensive as volumes continue to fall (declining
economies of scale and reduced profitability ).

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

The question about what the optimal delivery frequency for a postal operator is has been investi-
gated in a number of academicpapers over the years.34 They all conclude that the decision about
optimal delivery frequency is driven by two factors: Cost savingsrelated to fewer delivery routes
and higher economiesof scale,and revenue effects created by substitution away from the postal op-
erator to other meansof communication or to other providers of postal services.Thus, i f cost sav-
ings outweigh the anticipated revenue loss, Postenwould find it attractive to reduce delivery fre-
quency to the point where cost and demand effects balanceand where an addit ional reduction in
delivery frequency would trigger revenue losseslarger than the associatedcost savings.

The cost effects of reduced delivery frequency can be explained by the cost structure of mail deliv-
ery, characterised by a high shareof joint and common costsand low marginal costs.A high share

34 Seefor example Borsenberger, C., Joram, D., Magre, C.& Roy, B. (2010) Cross-country comparisons of optimal mail delivery frequency
acrossgeographies’,from Crew, M. a., & Kleindorfer, P. R. (eds) Reinventing the Postal Sector in an Electronical Age; Pearsall, Edward S.
and CharlesL. Trozzo (2011)Evaluating the demand effects of reductions in the frequency of deliver service, in M. A. Crew and P.R.
Kleindorfer, Reinventig the Postal Sector in an Electronic Age,Cheltenham, UK and Northampton, MA, USA: Edward Elgar; Boldron, F.,
D. Joram, L. Martin, B. Roy, (2006), “From the sizeof the box to the costsof universal service obligations: a cross-country comparison”,
in M.A. Crewand P.R Kleindorfer (eds), Liberalization of the Postal and Delivery Sector,Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar, pp. 37-52.
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of joint and common costs(e.g.mail carriers and cars used to deliver different types of mail items
along the delivery route) meansthat economiesof scaleand scopeare important to avoid large unit
costs in mail delivery. Many of thesecosts,such as transportation expenses,are volume-independ-
ent and fixed in the short run. However, in the long run , postal firms can changetheir scaleand al-
ter the fixed component, leading to a lower overall cost level. Firms may wish to do so to increase
economiesof scalein their operations, for instance by reducing delivery frequency or geographical
coverage.

Reduceddelivery frequency increasesthe mail volume per route eachtime a specific route is
served. I f the delivery frequency is halved, this would mean that the mail volume for the route is
doubled. Sincethe volume-variable costsof delivering a given quantity of mail to households along
a specific delivery route during the week are small and mostly unaffected by the changein delivery
frequency, the small increasein thesecostswill be largely outweighed by the reduction in route
costs(i.e. the savings incurred by only serving households every secondday). This leads to an over-
all reduction in costs.

The route-level economiesof density are driven by two factors: Population density and the number
of mail items per household per week.35 Whereaslow population density implies longer route time
per delivery stop (i.e. higher cost per stop), fewer items per household implies longer route time per
delivered letter (i.e. higher cost per letter) . For this reason,cost savingsof a frequency reduction are
generally much greater in rural areasthan in urban areasand in countries with low mail volumes
per capita compared to countries with high mail volumes per capita.36 An illustrative example of
this is provided in Box 1.

35 Pearsall,Edward S.and CharlesL. Trozzo (2011)Evaluating the demand effects of reductions in the frequency of deliver service, in M. A.
Crew and P.R.Kleindorfer, Reinventig the Postal Sector in an Electronic Age,Cheltenham, UK and Northampton, MA, USA: Edward
Elgar.

36 Boldron, F., D. Joram, L. Martin, B. Roy, (2006), “From the sizeof the box to the costsof universal service obligations: a cross-country
comparison”, in M.A. Crew and P.R Kleindorfer (eds), Liberalization of the Postal and Delivery Sector,Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar,
pp. 37-52.
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Box 1 Example : Cost reduction of reduced delivery frequency

Imagine that there are two delivery routes, one with 10 households (low density route) and one with
100 households (high density route). The routes are equally long and for simplicity we therefore assume
that the route cost, i.e. the cost of driving the route is equal (100) for the two routes. We also assume
in the base case that every household (irrespective of to which route they belong) receives 10 mail items
per week. This implies that the mail carrier serving the low density route should deliver 100 items per
week whereas the mail carrier serving the high density route should deliver 1000 items per week.

With five delivery days per week, this implies a route cost of 500 (100*5) per route . The cost per item
for serving the low dens ity route is 5 (500/100) whereas the cost per item of serving the high density
route is 0.5 (500/1000).

Reducing delivery frequency to 2.5 days per week implies a route cost of 250 (100*2.5) per route . The
cost per item for serving the low density route is 2.5 (250/100) whereas the cost per item of serving
the high density route is 0.25 (250/1000). This implies a saving per item of 2.5 for the low density route
and of 0.25 for the high density route. This clearly demonstrates that a reduction in delivery frequency
create larger cost savings in areas with low population density compared to areas with high population
density.

In order to show the impact of mail volumes per capita on cost savings, we now assume that each
household instead of 10 items receive 20 items per week. I this situation, the cost saving per item of
reducing delivery frequency to 2.5 days per week is 1.25 for the low density route and 0.125 for the
high density route. This demonstrates that a reduction in delivery frequency create large r cost savings
when mail volumes per capita are lower (in this example with 10 items per household per week instead
of 20).

Note: Delivery costs per item can be reduced even further by clustering mail boxes of several households in the same
place, thereby reducing the number of stops necessary to serve the same amount of recipients.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

Figure 7 showspopulation densities in Europe. As evident from the map, Norway has one of the
lowest population densities on the continent. In fact, the only country in Europe with a lower popu-
lation density than Norway is Iceland. This indicates that there should be significant scalebenefits

Low density
route

High density
route

Route cost 100 100

Items per household per week 10 10

Households per route 10 100

Items per route per week 100 1000

Delivery 5 days per week

Total route cost per week 500 500

Cost per item delivered 5 0.5

Delivery 2.5 days per week

Total route cost per week 250 250

Cost per item delivered 2.5 0.25

Saving per item of reducing delivery
frequency from 5 to 2.5 days per week

2.5 0.25

Saving per item with 20 items per
household per week

1.25 0.125

Low Density Route

High Density Route
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from a reduction in delivery frequency in Norway compared to many other countries.

Figure 7 Popu lation density (inhabitants/km² ) by NUTS 2 region

Source: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics -explained/index.php/File: Population_density_based_on_the_GEO-
STAT_population_grid,_2011_(number_of_inhabitants_km%C2%B2)_Cities16.png .

With respect to mail volumes per week,Norwegian mail volumes are at level with those in neigh-
bouring or comparable countries. Sweden,Finland, Belgium and the Netherlands had approxi-
mately the sameamount of items per mail box per week in 2016 asNorway, whereasAustria had
significantly more items and Denmark and Ital y had significantly fewer items per mail box per
week.37 Provided the more difficult geographical conditions and lower population density in Nor-
way, this further supports the finding that the cost savingspotential from reduced delivery fre-
quencyshould be larger in Norway compared to many other countries.

According to the latest financial report from Posten,published on 20 October 2017, the volume of
addressedletter mail over the last 12months (October 2016-September2017) was 714million items
(down almost 10 per cent since the sametime last year). Taking into account that a large share (25-
30 per cent) of the mail volume is delivered to businessaddresses(i.e. not to private households),
making up 11per cent of delivery addressesin 2017,we estimate the number of items per mail box

37 For Austria, the amount of mail items per mail box per week in 2016 was 7.7, for Sweden6.2, for Norway 5.6, for Belgium 5.5, for Finland
5.1,for the Netherlands 4.9, for Denmark 2.7, and for Italy 1.6.The number of mail items per mail box per week is calculated using the
total number of addressedmail items in eachcountry, divided by the total number of mail boxes.Information about addressedmail vol-
umes comefrom annual reports of the incumbent postal operator in the respective countries, except for Norway for which we use the
samedata asin Figure 9 and Table 6. We estimate the total number of mail boxesby using data on the number of households in each
country and an assumption that the shareof businessaddressesis the samein all countries as in Norway, i.e. 11per cent.
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(private and businessaddresses) per week to lessthan 5.3 in 201738. According to Posten’sestimates
for the full year 2017, the corresponding figure is 5.0. The number of items to private households
(private addressesonly) per week is estimated to 3.9 and the number of items to businessaddresses
is estimated to 13.2per week for 2017.

Internationally, there is a trend of postal operators moving towards reduced delivery frequency,
triggered by declining mail volumes due to e-substitution . In fact, both PostNord in Denmark and
PosteItaliane in Italy (both with slightly lower number of mail items per mailbox per week) cur-
rently operate with a delivery frequency lower than five days per week (at least for parts of the
country). WhereasPostNord in Denmark (Post Danmark at that time) already in 2008 introduced
XY delivery with delivery three days per weekasstandard, PosteItaliane introduced delivery one
day per week to parts of the population (up to 25 percent of households allowed by the law) in 2016.

Other examplesare provided by Posten’sown subsidiary, Bring Citymail in Sweden, which delivers
every third working day. Moreover, governments in Finland and Iceland (where population density
and geographical conditions are similar to Norway) have recently changedtheir USO requirement s
to allow for reduced delivery frequency from 2018 onwards. Whereas Iceland Post from 1January
2018 is allowed to deliver two daysper weekthroughout the country, Posti in Finland will from 1
July 2018 be able to reduce delivery frequency to three daysper week in areaswhere a competing
network with early morning delivery of newspapersfive daysper week exists. A similar model is ap-
plied in New Zealand, where New Zealand Post since 2015 delivers three daysper week to house-
holds in urban areasand five days in rural areas.

In the countries where the national postal operator has reduced its delivery frequency below five
daysper week, this decision has beendriven by a strong or increasing decline in mail volumes due
to e-substitution. Denmark is the most extreme example of this where letter mail volumes havede-
clined by 79 percent since year 2000. Between 2011and 2016 alone did letter mail volumes in Den-
mark decline by 50 per cent. The development in Italy is similar with a decline in letter mail vol-
umes of approximately 45 per cent between 2011and 2016, seeFigure 8.

38 714million items/2.6 million household and businessmail boxes/52 weeksper year.
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Overall, Postenestimates that its total volume of addressedmail will fall to lessthan 400 million
items in 2025, seeFigure 10. 400 million addressedmail items per year corresponds to lessthan 3
items per mail box per week39. With five delivery days per week, thi s corresponds to approximately
0.6 items per mail box per delivery day. With 2.5 delivery days per week, this number increasesto
1.2items per household per delivery day.

Figure 10 Actual and estimated devel opment in addressed mail volume
per category 2011-2025 (thousand items)

Note: The category Other addressed mail contains Magazines, Addressed Direct Mail, Administrative mail, Invoices, Pri-
vate letters, Inbound international letters (not containing goods), and a small share of un classified addressed mail
items. The category Goods contains domestic and imported goods sent as letter mail.

Source: Posten .

Without any variation in demand, the more costly it is to servea certain area, the lower is the opti-
mal delivery frequency. However, reduceddelivery frequency is likely to also havea negative im-
pact on demand for mail delivery and thereby also on the postal operator’s revenues. For example,
if mail asa meansof communication becomesmore difficult to useor doesnot provide the service
level required, customers might increasingly turn to non-mail alternatives. In particular, the more
drastic the reduction in delivery frequency, the more import ant the loss of demand becomes.For
example, some needsmight be satisfied with delivery 2.5 daysper week but not with delivery only
one day per week. Moreover, effectson revenueare magnified if demand lossesprimarily concern
‘higher price’ items (e.g. priority mail) asopposedto ‘lower price’ services(e.g. non-priority mail) .40

39 400 million items/2.6 million household and businessmail boxes/52 weeksper year.
40 Seee.g.Borsenberger,C., Joram, D., Magre, C. & Roy, B. (2010) Cross-country comparisons of optimal mail delivery frequency across

geographies’,from Crew, M. a., & Kleindorfer, P. R. (eds) Reinventing the Postal Sectorin an Electronical Age.
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Basedon the high potential for cost savingsof reduced delivery frequency and the moderate impact
on demand and revenues, we conclude that it is reasonableto believe that Postenwould reduce its
delivery frequency to 2.5 days per week in 2018 if it had the chanceto do so.

International mail
Due to its position as the designatedpostal operator in Norway, Postenhas to adhere to the Univer-
sal Postal Union (UPU) convention and deliver inbound international mail at prices set by the con-
vention if not otherwise agreedin bi-/multilateral international agreements (so-called terminal
dues). The compensation that Postenreceivesfor delivering inbound international letters to recipi-
ents in Norway is lower than the relevant cost incurred for the handling and distribution of these
letters. This is particularl y the casefor registered letters, which to a large extent need to be handled
manually and which cannot be delivered directly to the recipients’ mailboxes. This situation is not
unique for Norway, but the geographical conditions in Norway and the general t rend of declining
mail volumes make it more costly to deliver mail in Norway compared to other countries. The fi-
nancial lossesincurred on international shipments are therefore larger in Norway than in most
other countries.

Postenargues that it in the absenceof the USO would increasethe price charged for the handling
and delivery of inbound international registered letters. Although the price received today for han-
dling and delivering standard letters from abroad also is lower than the price Postenwould charge
for this service in a fully commercial setting, changing the price for these letters is not included in
Posten’scounterfactual. Posten’sprice for handling and delivering registered letters from abroad
without the USOwould cover the costs incurr ed and ensure a margin in line with the return re-
quired by the owners).

We find that Posten’sproposed counterfactual is reasonableand conservative. The main reasonsfor
this is the fact that no commercial operator would supply a serviceat a loss-making price and the
observation that only registered letters from abroad are included in the net cost calculation. The re-
sults of our assessmentare summarised in Table 8 and outlined in more detail below.
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Table 8 Assessment of Posten’s obligation to deliver inbound interna-
tional mail at current terminal dues rates

Question Answer Documentation

Does Posten voluntarily offer
more than required by the USO?

No

Delivery of registered mail from abroad at price regulated in in-
ternational agreements. There is no incentive to offer lower prices
than those stipulated by international agreements (and which also
work as a fall back provision in any bilateral negotiations).

Do competitors offer more than
required from Posten by the
USO?

No
Commercial service providers (e.g. UPS or FedEx) have no obliga-
tion to provide services at a price below cost and would not do so.

Do postal operators in other
countries offer more than
required by the USO in Norway,
although the requirements in
their own USO are lower?

No

Postal operators negotiating bilateral or multilateral agreements
outside the UPU framework with higher prices are able to do so
based on neg otiation power coming with large outbound volumes.
Due to small export volumes, th is is not possible for Posten.

Which constraints would Posten
in all events have as a dominant
company under Norwegian law
and regulation?

Prevention of ex-
cessive pricing

As a (potentially) dominant provider of delivery of inbound cross -
border letter items to Norway, Posten would be prevented by
competition law to charge excessive prices for the handling and
delivery of inbound letter mail. The threshold for excessive pri ces,
however, is certainly far above the price suggested for the coun-
terfac tual scenario (cost+9% margin).

What are the pros and cons of
offering the service(level)?

The cons of
charging UPU ter-
minal dues out-
weigh the pros

Pros
• Delivery of outbound international mail at UPU terminal

dues rates (lower than counterfactual rates) , but out-
bound volumes in Norway are much lower than inbound
volumes

Cons
• Loss-making service

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

The impact of international terminal dues agreementson national postal operators’ financial posi-
tion has been investigated thoroughly over the years.A number of recent studies on this topic have
beenmade by CopenhagenEconomics on behalf of the US Postal Regulatory Commission (i.e. the
national regulatory authority for postal servicesin the United States).42

Although terminal dues (i.e. the compensation paid by the national postal operator in the sending
country to the national postal operator in the receiving country for handling incoming cross-border
letters) conceptually should cover the costs incurred by the receiving operator, this is not always the
case.In fact, due to the fact that the terminal dues paid for the handling of letter post items sent
from countries traditionally thought of as developing to countries in the developedworld are
cappedat a very low rate, postal operators in developedcountries losemoney on inbound interna-
tional letters. The lossesare particularly high in countries (like Norway) where the cost of delivery
is high.

Despite this, there are a number of postal operators in Europe that make a financial gain on the ter-
minal duesagreements.Theseare either postal operators in countries with a high net export of in-
ternational letter mail 43 or postal operators who strategically havecreated a businessmodel to take
advantageof the arbitrage possibilities created by the terminal duessystem through remail activi-
ties (seeBox 3) or who have created an extraterritorial office of exchange(ETOE) in order to in-
creasemail volumes through participation in the markets of foreign territories (seeBox 2).

42 CopenhagenEconomics (2012), the Economics of terminal Dues,CopenhagenEconomics (2014), Quantification of Financial Transfers
Createdby the Universal Postal Union Terminal Dues.

43 Sincethe terminal duesagreementsimply that postal operators pay too little for last-mile handling of outbound international letters and
are receiving too little compensation for inbound international letters, being a net exporter of international letters often impli esa net gain
in terminal dues.
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Box 2 ETOEs: Description and implications

An extraterritorial office of exchange (ETOE) is defined as a facility operated by a designated postal
operator in the territory of another country. An ETOE is a special kind of International Mail Processing
Centre (IMPC) with the purpose of processing mai l items under the set specifications of international
mail exchange. The majority of ETOEs are operated by European postal operators. One function of
ETOEs is increasing mail volumes of designated postal operators through participation in the markets
of fo reign territories. In addition to gathering mail destined for the home country, ETOEs are also com-
peting for cross -border volumes destined for other countries. For example, an ETOE owned by the des-
ignated operator in the Netherlands may compete for cross -border volumes between the UK and the
United States via its ETOE in the UK.

The UPU Congress resolution C6/2012 reported 141 known ETOEs worldwide in 2011, up from 110 in
2008. Because ETOEs are affiliated with designated operators, they could in principl e benefit from the
service provisions and terminal dues rates available to UPU members. Under 2004 and 2012 UPU reso-
lutions, however, ETOEs are considered strictly commercial entities, and are not covered by universal
service provisions available to design ated operators – including terminal dues rates. Nevertheless, the
UPU resolutions instruct member states to respect national policies of individual countries, e.g., legal
requirements of non -discrimination.

UPU members disagree about policy towards ETOEs. Some designated operators operate ETOEs, and
they have been the topic of ongoing discussion since 2007.

Source: Definition by UPU Congress resolution C6/2012. Leong, Bahar & Papakrivopoulos (2008) .
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Box 3 Remail: Description and implications

The differences in terminal dues rates between countries , created by the UPU system, lay the
groundwork for the possibility of arbitrage through injection of mail in a transition country in or-
der to capitalize on low terminal dues. Arbitrage could come in the form of “remail ” where mail
items or data are transported across the border for injection in a foreign country.

“Remail” is letter post items which are posted in a country other than the country where the
mailer “resides”. The sender might physically send the mail to a second country for posting using
a private operator or ETOE or “ cause it to be posted” by transferring the electronic data from
which the mail is prepared. Where a company is considered to reside is matter of judgement for
postal officials. A large multinational company could be deemed to reside in almost every country
in the world.

There are two main types of remail: ABA and ABC. In ABA remail, mail originating in country A is
injected in country B, and sent back to A. In ABC remail, mail originating in country A is posted
in country B, and sent to country C. In the example below, country B is a transitional country
that enjoys lower terminal dues rates, while countries A and C respectively are target countries.

Illustration of ABA and ABC remail

Note: Remail refers to the situation when mail from one country is injected in another by a private or a foreign -desig-
nated operator .

Source: Ghosal 2002, Joint Cases C-147/97 and C-148/97, Deutsche Post AG v. Gesellschaft für Zahlungssysteme mbH
(GZS) and Citicorp Kartenservice GmbH, and USPS (2012) report: EN-WP- 12 -001 .

Under article 28 of the 2016 Universal Postal Convention, designated postal operators are allowed
to confiscate and detain what appearsto be ABA and ABC remail, in order to demand additional
compensation. They may also refuse to deliver the mail items. The stated purpose of article 28 is to
prevent mailers from taking advantageof the terminal duessystem.

SinceNorway is a small country with high import and low export of international letter mail,
Posten is not making any financial gains from the exchangeof international letter post to and from
Norway. Options that potentially could help Postento improve the financial position with respect to
international mail would be to compete for international mail volumes through an ETOE or to ne-
gotiate bilateral agreementswith higher terminal dues rates. The latter strategy is difficult as the
UPU terminal dues rates always function asa fall -back provision in the negotiations. The fact that
the volumes of outbound international mail are low in Norway puts Posten in a weak bargaining
position negotiating bilateral agreements.

This strategy to establish an ETOE is for example followed by PostNord, through its ETOE Direct
Link. Establishing an ETOE, however, would not guarantee an improvement in Posten’sfinancial
position since it would compete fiercely with other, already established and larger, ETOEsfor the

A
(target country)

B
(transition country)

A
(target country)

B
(transition country)

C
(target country)

@

@

ABA ABC
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Table 9 Assessment of Posten’s obligation to provide free delivery to
blind and visually impaired citizens

Question Answer Documentation

Does Posten voluntarily offer more than
required by the USO?

No
Delivery free of charge is only provided to the user
groups specified by the USO.

Do competitors offer more than required
from Posten by the USO?

No No competitors offer free delivery for the blind.

Do postal operators in other countries offer
more than required by the USO in Norway,
although the requirements in their own USO
are lower?

No

• All universal service providers in Europe
are obliged to provide free delivery for
the blind.

• Operators who ar e not obliged to do so
(e.g. Bring Citymail in Sweden) do not
provide this service for free

Which constraints would Posten in all events
have as a dominant company under
Norwegian law and regulation?

None
Dominance would not imply requirements with re-
spect to free delivery to certain user groups.

What are the pros and cons of offering the
service(level)?

The cons of
providing free
delivery for
blind people
outweigh the
pros

Cons:
• No revenue and costly service � purely

loss making and not commercially viable

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

Basic bank services
The USOin Norway today entails an obligation to provide basicbank servicesin Posten’srural de-
livery network. Absent the USO,Postenclaims that it would stop providing these services.We find
this assumption reasonable.The main reason for this is that reduceddemand for manual bank ser-
vicesand lower mail volumes throughout Posten’snetwork impl y increasing costsper bank transac-
tion in Posten’s rural network.

In relation to a study for the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications in 2011,Co-
penhagenEconomics found that mail carriers in rural delivery on averagehad one bank transaction
per delivery route per day in 2010. The low number of bank transactions through rural delivery was
also supported by interviews with rural postal workers who estimated the shareof visits with bank
transactions from nearly zero up to five percent of the total number of visits.45 The low number of
transactions in the network implied a cost per transaction that was not outweighed by the financial
compensation received by Posten from its financial partner DnB Nor. With continuously falling de-
mand for manual bank transactions46, the cost per transaction is most likely larger today, seven
yearslater47, creating an even larger loss per transaction for Posten.

For this reason, it seemslikely that Postenwould abolish this part of its operations if it had the op-
portunity to do so. The result of our assessment is summarised in Table 10.

45 CopenhagenEconomics (2011),Bank servicesin the postal network, p. 24.
46 According to a report from the Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications, the number of bank transactions in the rural

postal network declined by on average17.5per cent per year 2013-2015, seeSamferdselsdepartementet(2017), Meld. St. 31(2015-2016),
Melding til Stortinget – Postsektoren i endring.

47 Sincethe cost of providing bank servicesin the rural delivery network entails a fixed aswell as a variable component, costsper transac-
tion increaseasvolumes go down.
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Table 10 Assessment of Posten’s obligation to provide basic bank ser-
vices on its rural delivery routes

Question Answer Documentation

Does Posten voluntarily offer more than
required by the USO?

No

Posten does not offer more than required on the
rural delivery routes. Bank services are also of-
fered in the other parts of the network, but at
more profitable conditions.

Do competitors offer more than required
from Posten by the USO?

No
No other operators provide bank services on rural
postal routes.

Do postal operators in other countries
offer more than required by the USO in
Norway, although the requirements in
their own USO are lower?

No

• PostNord (SE): No USO requirement
and no service

• PostNord (DK): No USO requirement
and no service

• Posti (FI): No USO requirement and no
service

• PostNL (NL) : No USO requirement and
no service

• Poste Italiane (IT ) : No USO require-
ment but extensive provision of finan-
cial services at fixed service points

Which constraints would Posten in all
events have as a dominant company
under Norwegian law and regulation?

None
Dominance would not imply requirements with re-
spect to the provision of bank services on rural
delivery routes

What are the pros and cons of offering
the service(level)?

The cons of providing
bank services on rural
delivery routes out-
weigh the pros

Pros:
• More satisfied customers since people

in sparsely populated areas are abl e to
access basic bank services.

Cons:
• Expensive to provide – low use of the

service � unprofitable and not com-
mercially viable

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

2.3 Assessment of cost and revenue effects
To assessthe cost and revenue effects in Posten’snet cost calculations, we apply a framework of
best practice within the postal sector. Our track record of assisting postal operators and regulators
in their calculations of postal USOnet costshas provided us with thorough experienceof the chal-
lengesof calculating USOnet costs.The information about which postal operators (and regulators)
that are calculating the USOnet costson a regular basis is often not available in the public domain.
In relation to an EU-wide study about the main developments in the postal sector in 2013, however,
five national regulatory authorities (Bulgaria, Estonia, Spain, Slovakia, and Norway) reported esti-
mates of the net cost of the universal serviceobligation. Five additional countries (Belgium, Greece,
Italy, Swedenand Switzerland) reported that the cost of the universal serviceobligation had been
or wasbeing studied and five more countries (Cyprus, France,Hungary, Luxembourg, and th e
Netherlands) reported that cost studies were planned.48 Posten in Norway is one of few operators in
Europe that receiveregular compensation for its USOnet cost from the government. Three other
countries where the universal serviceprovider is compensated through public funds for the state
budget are Spain, Italy, and Poland.49

48 SeeWIK Consult (2013), Main Developments in the European Postal Sector (2010-2013), p.152.
49 WIK Consult (2013), Main Developments in the Postal Sector (2010-2013), p. 154.According to the samesource, twenty-two Countries

(Austria, Cyprus, CzechRepublic, Germany, Denmark, Estonia, Greece,Spain, France, Croatia, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Latv ia,
Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia, UK, and Iceland) haveauthorised the establishment of a compensation fund. How-
ever, only 4 Countries (Cyprus, Estonia, Italy, and Slovakia) have actually established a compensation fund.
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When assessingPosten’scalculations we haveanalysedwhether the underlying assumptions are
consistent and economically sound. Due to the sheersize and the granularity of Posten’s forecasting
model50, we havenot beenable to assessall calculations and input variables in detail. Basedon a
significant number of cross-checksand robustnesschecks,however, we haveno reason to believe
that the model should be biased.Another observation supporting this is the fact that the model is
usedby Posten for a number of internal businessdecisions which are not linked to the USOnet
costs. The model is, for example, used to provide Posten’sboard of directors with information
about the fin ancial status and future expectations and it is also used to decide on yearly price
changes.The model has also played a central role in decisions unlinked to the postal USO,such as
the decision to changethe distribution structure and increasethe centralisation of sorting, and the
decision to increaseautomation in production. The model is thus not designedpurely for the calcu-
lation of USOnet costsasoften is the casein other countries. This minimi sesthe risk of the model
being deliberately biased towards an overestimation of USOnet costs.

To assessthe revenue effects in Posten’smodel, we havebenchmarked the assumedreactions of
Posten’scustomers against the experiencein other countries. We havealso conducted interviews
with large sendersand competing delivery operators in Norway. We haveselectedinterviewees that
represent large sendersfrom the public sector, non-profit organisations, aswell as the private sec-
tor. We havealso selectedstakeholders in order to cover a range of relevant products supplied by
Posten(transactional bulk mail, direct mail, unaddressedmail, newspapersand magazines).Addi-
tionally we haveconducted interviews with a number of delivery operators who today compete with
Posten for the delivery of different types of mail items. We haveconducted interviews with the fol-
lowing stakeholders:

Public authorities and non-profit organisations:
� Municipality of Oslo51

� Norwegian Tax Administration (Skatteetaten)52

� Norwegian CancerSociety (Kreftforeningen)53

Large private organisations:
� Telenor54

� Lindor ff55

� Aller Media AS56

� Coop57

Competitors:
� DB Schenker58

� Helthjem59

50 For example,direct variable unit costsare calculated for 158 different categoriesof deliveries. Thesecategoriesdepend on franking
method, format, machine or manual sorting, and different degreesof pre-sorting. For eachcategory, sorting and production costsare
calculated bottom -up using the actual number of items sorted, sorting speedand salary costs.

51 Interview with Siv Neby, 02-11-2017.
52 Interview with Lars Thorvaldsen, Team leader IT - and service partner at Skatteetaten, 14-11-2017.
53 Interview with Marte Grønnli, Specialadvisor at Kreft foreningen, 31-10-2017.
54 Interview with Øyvind Eldegard, Telenor, 16-11-2017.
55 Interview with Fred Ivar Forsland, 08-11-2017.
56 Interview with Arne Aksdal, Managing Director Market Print at Aller Media AS, 03-11-2017.
57 Interview with Rune Hadland, Program and Marketing Manager at Coop,10-11-2017.
58 Interview with Einar Spurkeland, head of communication at DB Schenker,14-11-2017.
59 Interview with Anders Angen, General Manager Helthjem e-commerce, 21-11-2017.
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2.4 Assessment of intangible benefits of the USO
While the USOitself is a set of legal obligations which doesnot offer any benefits as such to the uni-
versal serviceprovider, it may neverthelesscreatebenefits stemming from an economic value of a
right or privilege that is linked to the USO. Such intangible benefits should, in accordancewith the
Postal Directive (2008/6/EC) 61, be included in the net cost calculation of the USOby subtracting
the value of the benefit from the net costs.

The Postal Directive doesnot provide any specific examplesof possible intangible benefits to con-
sider in net cost calculations. A range of candidate benefits have beenproposed in various types of
literature, such as literature surveys,previous investigations of the net cost of the USO,academic
literature and a manual on net cost calculation, prepared by Copenhagen Economics for the Finnish
national regulatory authority for the post and telecom sectors. To collect a list of potential intangi-
ble benefits of the USOthat may apply to Posten,we havesurveyed13publications linked to the
postal universal serviceobligation, seeBox 4.

Box 4 Literature to identify possible intangible benefits
� ERGP (2011) – a report on net cost calculation and evaluation of a reference scenario, produced by

the European Regula tors’ Group for Postal Services

� Copenhagen Economics (2011) – a report on how to calculate net costs of the USO prepared for
the Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority (FICORA).

� ARCEP (2010) – a report commissioned by the French national regulatory authority on the identifi-
cation of intangible benefits of the USO

� CERP (2008) – guidelines on the calculation of the net cost of USO, produced by the Committee of
European Postal Regulators

� Bergum (2008) – an estimation of net costs for Posten Norge

� Copenhagen Economics (2008) – an estimation of net costs for Post Denmark

� Frontier Economics (2008) and (2011) – an estimation of net costs for Royal Mail

� Postcomm (2001) – an assessment for Consignia 62

� Barkatullah et al. (2002)

� London Economics (2002)

� Kap ferer (1998)

� Panzar (2008)

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

From the abovereferences,we have identified 16examplesof potential intangible benefits of the
USO,which we list in alphabetic order in Table 13. It should be noted that the below list contains
potential benefits which may not apply to Posten.

61 “The net cost calculation should assessthe benefits, including intangible benefits, to the universal service operator .” Article 1(25) Annex
1,Part B, Directive (2008/6/EC) .

62 The brand name “Consignia” was usedby Royal Mail during 2001-2002.
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Table 13 Potential intangible benefits discussed in literature
Potential benefit Explanation Source

Access public registers
USPs may be allowed exclusive access to public

registers.
� ARCEP (2010), p. 10.
� ERGP (2011), p. 30.

Better bargaining posi-
tion

The views of the USP may carry extra weight in
the formation of policy by the government.

� Postcomm (2001), p. 61.
� London Economics (2002), p. 19.
� ERGP (2011), p. 29.

Brand effects and con-
sumer preference

The brand creates value for the company through
the ability to charge premium prices for postal

services (compared to competitors).

� CERP (2008), p. 19, p. 36.
� Postcomm (2001), pp. 57 -58.
� London Economics (2002), pp. 19 -20,

96.
� ARCEP (2010), p. 9.
� ERGP (2011), p. 30.
� Frontier Economics (2008), p. 33.

Customer life - cycle ef-
fects

Unprofitable customers today can become profit-
able in the future.

� CERP (2008), p. 36.
� Postcomm (2001), p. 60.

Demand complementari-
ties

The USP can supply non - USO products via the
postal outlet network.

� ARCEP (2010), p. 5.
� Barkatullah et al (2002), pp. 2 -3, 14 -

15.
� London Economics (2002), p. viii.
� ERGP (2011), p. 28.

Economies of scale and
scope

The USP can count on cost savings from scale
economies where the USO generates volume.

� CERP (2008), p. 19.
� Barkatullah et al (2002), pp. 3, 16 -

18.
� London Economics (2002), pp. 97 -

119.
� ERGP (2011), p. 28.
� Bergum (2008), p. 116.

Exemptions from cus-
toms legislation

The exemptions can make it faster or cheaper to
import and export deliveries.

� Postcomm (2001), p. 58.
� ARCEP (2010), p. 11.

Stamp issuance: Right
to print state name 63

The USP can have an exclusive right to issue
stamps bearing the designation of the issuing

country and / or graphical elements related to
the state.

� CERP (2008), p. 19.
� ARCEP (2010), p. 7.
� EGRP (2011), p. 29.
� London Economics (2002), p. 19

Stamp issuance: interest
free loan from stamp is-
suance

The USP can have an (indirect) interest free loan
from sold but unused stamps.

� CERP (2008), p. 19.
� ARCEP (2010), p. 7.
� EGRP (2011), p. 29.
� London Economics (2002), p. 19.

Low transaction costs
due to uniform tariffs

Having uniform tariffs saves time for both USP
and customers.

� Postcomm (2001), p. 60.
� ARCEP (2010), p. 7.
� ERGP (2011), p. 29.

Ownership of post office
(PO) boxes

If the USP owns a network of post office boxes to
which only the USP has access, it may make

competition difficult.

� ARCEP (2010), p. 11.
� Panzar (2008), pp. 23 -24.

Parking/stopping
exemptions

The USP delivery cars can be exempt from park-
ing regulations and fees.

� Postcomm (2001), p. 58.
� London Economics (2002), p. 19.
� ARCEP (2010), p. 10.

Special rights to market-
ing

This could for instance be the possibility to use
certain marketing symbols.

� CERP (2008), p. 19.

Funding predation and
expansion

The USP might use the revenues generated in the
reserved area in order to fund predation or ac-

quisitions of competitors

� London Economics (2002), p. 20 .

Ubiquity

The value of the advantage to use an already
installed network.

� CERP (2008), p. 19.
� Postcomm (2001), p. 60.
� ARCEP (2010), pp. 8-9.
� ERGP (2011), pp. 29 -30.

VAT exemption
The USP would profit from VAT exemption. � CERP (2008), p. 19.

� Postcomm (2001), p. 58.
� ARCEP (2010), p. 6.

Note: USP= Universal Service Provider .

Source: List comp iled by Copenhagen Economics .

63 Referred to in literature as “Privileged accessto the philately market”, cf. e.g.ARCEP(2010).
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The benefits abovehave beensuggestedfor a variety of purposesand in different contexts. There
are three reasonswhy not all of them will apply to Posten in Norway.

First , a given benefit may continue to exist in the absenceof USO – and thus not be related to
USO.64 Second, a given benefit may not exist in Norway today, e.g. there may be certain provisions
included in the USOin other countries that are not part of the USOin Norway. Third , a given bene-
fit may already havebeen included in the counterfactual scenario asan indirect revenue effect when
the net cost of the USOwas estimated.

In the following, we evaluate eachof the potential benefits to establish whether they apply to Posten
in Norway. Basedon our assessment,we find that Posten possessesone of the identifi ed potential
intangible benefits of the USO, namely the benefit linked to Posten’sexclusiveright to print
“Norge” or “Noreg” on stamps. Consequently,15out of the 16potential benefits identified in litera-
ture do not apply to Posten in the Norwegian context. The most common reasonsare that a benefit
doesnot exist in the Norway today or that a benefit would continue to exist in the hypothetical situ-
ation without the USO. The results of our assessmentare summarised in Table 14.

64 Benefits that are linked to the postal operator’s position as an incumbent operator, but not to the universal serviceobligat ion assuch, are
not considered intangible benefits of the USO. In the Norwegian context, one example of this is Posten’saccessto the masterkeysused for
severalentrance doors and post boxes(sonenøkler). Posten’saccessto thesekeyswould not disappear in casethe universal service obliga-
tion would be abolished and the intangible benefit that the accessto keysmight imply can therefore not be considered an intangible bene-
fit of the USO.
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Table 14 Assessment of intangible benefits applying to Posten
Potential benefit Situation in Norway Conclusion

Access public registers Posten has no exclusive rights to public registers No benefit for Posten

Better bargaining posi-
tion

Posten’s bargaining power would not change in the situation
without the USO

No benefit for Posten

Brand effects and con-
sumer preference

The brand value depends on the services that customers
experience, not a regulation (U SO designation) which cus-

tomers have difficulties relating to. The benefit will continue
to exist without the USO.

Not tied to USO

Customer life - cycle ef-
fects

If there are customer life -cycle effects, they may continue
to exist in the absence of USO – and thus not be related to

the USO.

Not tied to USO

Demand complementari-
ties

Posten will continue to maintain a modified network and en-
joy demand complementarities without the USO. The reve-

nue effects have been considered when the profit in the
counterfactual scenario is determined .

No benefit for Posten

Economies of scale and
scope

The USO does not generate mail volumes by default. In-
stead it actually reduces economies of scale (e.g. forces

Posten to handle a non -optimal number of items per deliv-
ery day)

No benefit for Posten

Exemptions from cus-
toms legislation

Exemptions from customs legislation are not linked to the
USO. In addition, the obligation to receive international

mail through UPU agreements create extra costs for Posten.

No benefit for Posten

Stamp issuance: Right
to print state name 65

The Norwegian USO comes with a right to print “Norge” or
“Noreg” on stamps.

Benefit for Posten

Stamp issuance: interest
free loan from stamp is-
suance

All postal operators that can issue stamps can enjoy “inter-
est free” loans from payments received in advance. This

benefit is not related to having the USO but to the form of
payment for services. .

No benefit for Posten

Low transaction costs
due to uniform tariffs

The counterfactual scenario maintains uniform tariffs across
the country. The benefit will continue without the USO.

No benefit for Posten

Ownership of post office
(PO) boxes

The owner of PO boxes shall give other operators access to
those PO boxes at a cost based price .

No benefit for Posten

Parking/stopping
exemptions

There are no stopping/parking exemptions linked to the
USO in Norway

No benefit for Posten

Special rights to market-
ing

There are no special rights to marketing linked to the USO
in Norway

No benefit for Posten

Funding predation and
expansion

This argument is obsolete as there is no reserved area in
Norway anymore

No benefit for Posten

Ubiquity
Current USO leads to a dense network. Less dense network

gives sufficient ubiquity. However, all areas of the country
would still be serviced without a USO.

No benefit for Posten

VAT exemption There is no VAT exemption linked to the Norwegian USO. No benefit for Posten

Note: USP= Universal Service Provider .

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

As evident from the table above,our assessmentreveals that the only intangible benefit applying to
Posten is the right to print “Norge” or “Noreg” on stamps.

The Norwegian postal law states that: “A permission is required from the authority in order to is-
suestamps or types of postage with “Norge” or “Noreg”. Suchpermission can only be given to the
designated provider. ”66

Without the USO,Postenwould thus not have this right. Consequently, the relevant question is
whether Posten’ssalesof stamps would drop absent this right. If so, the right provides a benefit to
Posten today.

65 Referred to in literature as “Privileged accessto the philately market”, cf. e.g.ARCEP(2010).
66 Original text in Paragraph 18 of the Norwegian Postal Law: Det kreves tillatelse fra myndighe ten for å utgi frimerker eller andre frankering-
smidler påført «Norge» eller «Noreg». Slik tillatelse kan bare gis til leveringspliktig tilbyder .
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We therefore have to assesswhat incentives Postenhas to behavecost efficiently today, and
whether there are any evidenceof this being the case.

Our assessmentrevealsno signs that Postenbehavesinefficiently today. On the contrary, we find
that Posten today facesat least three constraints which force the company to behaveefficiently.
Theseare competitive pressure from other operators, e-substitution, and requirements on a market
basedreturn from the owners. In addition to this, we find that Postenover the yearshave imple-
mented a number of large cost saving initiatives and that the company could not havedone more to
be evenmore efficient within the current regulatory framework.

Table 15outlines a number of examplesof cost saving reforms conducted by Posten over the past
six years. As a result of theseand other cost rationalisation/efficiency projects and programmes,
Postenhas in the sametime frame reduced its workforce by nearly 40 percent, thereby creating
substantial savings.

Table 15 Examples of Posten’s Cost Reforms 2011-2017
Reform Details

Changed post offices to “post - in -
shops”

Posten has over several years reduced its number of traditional post offices and
replaced them with a larger network of post - in - shops. This change has allowed
for substantial cost savings in terms of reduced costs for premises and person-
nel as Posten, instead of having their own buildings and personnel pay a com-
pensation per transaction to the store with the Post - in -shop.

More efficient placement of letter
boxes

Clustering of letter boxes on delivery routes have allowed for more efficient de-
livery with fewer stops per route and hence associated cost savings.

New bank agreement

The abolishment of Posten’s bank service requirement in the non -rural network
provided Posten with an opportunity to renegotiate its contract with its bank
partner to obtain better conditions (compensation per bank transaction con-
ducted at Posten’s service points) . The provision of basic bank services at
Posten’s service points in the non -rural network thereby went from being a loss -
making service to being a profitable service.

Abolishment of distribution on Satur-
days

Abandoning distribution on Saturdays has allowed for significant savings since
volumes that previously were delivered on Saturdays now contribute to increas-
ing economies of scale in distribution on the other five delivery days of the
week.

Changes in distribution structure

Manual sorting of letter mail has been centralised to the sorting terminals before
the mail is distributed (sorted already in delivery order) to the local delivery of-
fices. This change has implied savings in terms of smaller office space needed at
the local delivery offices (ability to renegotiate contracts), fe wer cars, more effi-
cient route optimisation, and more efficient use of mail carriers’ time since they
spend the whole day on the route delivering mail.

Source: Interviews with Posten .

In order to assesswhether Postenbehavesefficiently today, we also ask ourselvesif Postenwithin
the current regulatory framework could havedone more to reduce costs. In particular, sincescale
economiesin distribution is so important for distribution costs,we ask whether Postencould have
reduced actual delivery frequency (thereby increasing scaleeconomiesin distribution) without any
regulatory changes.This has for instance happened in Denmark, where PostNord since 2008 has
increasedthe price of D+1 delivery strongly to move sendersto slower mail products and allow for
the introduction of XY delivery where the mail carriers only deliver mail to households three daysa
week (unless there is a D+1 letter that needsto be delivered on a non-standard delivery day).

We find that the strategy followed in Denmark, however, is not a viable one in Norway. There are
two main reasonsfor this.
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First, we observethat it would be difficult for Posten to increasethe price of D+1 substantially in
order to tr igger substitution to slower mail products and allow for lessfrequent delivery. The main
reason for this is that prices for postal serviceswithin the USOin Norway must by be cost oriented
and affordable.69 Assuming that a significant price increaseneverthelesswould be possible,how-
ever, there would still be a secondobstaclerelated to the geographical conditions in Norway, pre-
venting Posten from reducing its delivery frequency without abandoning D+1 delivery. More specif-
ically, as long as there is stil l a shareof D+1 mail in the letter mail stream, it is not possible to
changethe terminal structure and reduce the air transport of mail between the southern and the
north ern parts of Norway. This is due to the fact that there still would be a need to comply with the
D+1 requirement for someletters and airplanes would haveto be used irre spective of whether there
are 100,000 or 1,000,000 letters to deliver overnight . Geographical conditions in terms of many
areaswith very low population density also impl ies that there would be situations where mail carri-
ers would have to drive very far to deliver only one or a few D+1 letters for households that would
otherwise not be servedon that day.

Basedon the above,we conclude that there doesnot seemto be any systematic inefficiencies in
Posten’soperations and that there should be no need to reduce the net cost compensation to com-
pensatefor operational inefficiencies.

69 Lovdata.no (2017), LOV 2017-02-09-41,Lov om posttjenester (postloven), paragraph 10, https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/2015 -09-
04-91?q=posttjenester.
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Chapter 3

3Future regulatory options for the USO

3.1 Introduction and main findings
When evaluating the attractiveness of different policy options, policy makers should consider the
potential reduction in USO net costscompared to the status quo, aswell as the potential impact on
userswho currently are dependent on the universal servicesprovided by Posten.

In this chapter, we assessthe impact on USOcostsand benefits of four policy options linked to the
requirements regarding delivery frequency in the postal USOin Norway.

� Status quo: Required delivery frequency of 5 days per week throughout Norway
� Option 1: Required delivery frequency of 2.5 days per week in urban areas(5 days in rural

areas)70

� Option 2: Required delivery frequency of 2.5 days per week throughout Norway
� Option 3: Required delivery frequency of 1day per week throughout Norway

We find that reducing the USOrequirements with respect to delivery frequency has the potential to
reduce net costsof the USOby between110 and 930 million NOK per year 2018-2025, depending
on the policy option , seeTable 16.

Table 16 Impact on USO net cost of policy options

Policy option Yearly net cost (MNOK)
Cost reduction com-
pared to status quo

(MNOK)

Status quo (delivery 5 days per week) 530 -990 -

Option 1 (delivery 2.5 days in urban areas and 5 days in rural areas) 400 -740 110 * -250

Option 2 (delivery 2.5 days per week throughout Norway) 60 -340 440 -650

Option 3 (delivery 1 day per week throughout Norway 60 -210 440 -930

Note : * The smallest potential yearly cost reduction for Option 1 is in 2019, while the smallest yearly net cost is in 2018,
see Figure 11 and Figure 13 . For the other options, the left -most values in both columns refer to 2018 and the
righ t -most values to 2025.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

The potential to reduce net costsis highest when reducing the required delivery frequency to deliv-
ery one day per week throughout Norway. In our basecase,this policy option has the potential to
reduce net costsby approximately 440 million NOK in 2018, growing to almost 930 million NOK in
2025. However, the exactnet cost (and thereby cost reduction potential) of this policy option is also
the most uncertain as it is a significant changecompared to the status quo and it is difficult to fore-
seehow demand for postal serviceswould be affected if mail would only be delivered oncea week
compared to the current five daysper week.

70 The classification of urban versusrura l areasis made at the post-codelevel. A post code is classified asurban if it contains parts or all of a
denselypopulated area, which is defined ashaving at least 10,000 inhabitants and a maximum of 50 meters between the households or
businesses.The post codeis otherwise classified asrural. Sincea post codeclassified asurban may also contain areaswhich are sparsely
populated, there is a risk of misclassification for somehouseholds and businesses.
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Reducing the required delivery frequency to 2.5 days per week throug hout Norway would havethe
sameimpact on USOnet costsas the reduction to one delivery day per weekuntil year 2020. After
that, the net cost for this policy option would increaseasPostenwould find it optimal to reduce de-
livery frequency below 2.5 days per week. Compared to the status quo (requiring delivery 5 days per
week), requiring delivery 2.5 daysper weekhas the potential of reducing USOnet costsby about
440 to 650 million NOK per year.

The option to reduce the required delivery frequency to 2.5 days per week in urban areasonly has a
smaller potential of reducing USOnet costs: Approximately 110 to 250 million NOK per year in our
basecase.

Our analysisof user needsreveal that most users of postal servicesin Norway are not dependent on
physical mail delivery five days per week.The reasonsfor this is that neither sendersnor recipients
are dependent71 on speedydelivery, or delivery on specific weekdays.We also find that the large
majority of businessesand citizens in Norway haveaccess to alternative solutions which can fulfil
the sameneedsas the postal universal servicedoestoday. Examples of such alternatives are digital
newspapersubscriptions, electronic invoices, and physical delivery with alternative serviceprovid-
ers.

Nevertheless,we also find that most likely there is a small (and declining) group of citizens (pri-
marily elderly or disabled citizens in rural areas)who for different reasonsdo not havealternative s
available, or cannot usethe alternatives available to them. Theseusersare more likely than others
to be dependent on a high delivery frequency provided by Posten, e.g.for delivery of medicine, daily
newspapers,and urgent notifications 72 (e.g. from hospitals), seeTable 17.

Table 17 Impact on USO benefits of policy options
Policy option

User group dependent on current service
level

Service affected

Option 1 (delivery 2.5 days in urban ar-
eas and 5 days in rural areas)

None 1

Option 2 (delivery 2.5 days per week
throughout Norway)

Immobile citizens in rural areas Delivery of medicine

Citizens in rural areas who cannot use digital
alternatives

Delivery of daily newspapers

Option 3 (delivery 1 day per week
throughout Norway

Immobile citizens in rural areas Delivery of medicine

Citizens in rural areas who cannot use digital
alternatives

Delivery of daily newspapers

Immobile citizens who cannot use mobile
phone or other digital alternatives

Delivery of urgent notifications
(e.g. from hospitals)

Note: 1 The classification of urban versus rural areas might result in some households without alternative infrastructure
available being classified as located in urban areas based on population density. For this reason, some of the tar-
geted solutions identified for policy options 2 and 3 might still be considered also in relation to policy option 1.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

If the USOwould be reduced, the Norwegian Government could invest in targeted measuresthat do
not exist today in order to ensure that theseneedsare satisfied also going forward . Examples of
such targeted measurescould, for example, be training of digital skills for elderly, specific home de-
livery servicesprovided to a small group of non-digital and immobile citizens, public procurement

71 The fact that many sendersand recipients of mail may prefer a higher service level compared to a lower one doesnot imply that they have
a critical need for (i.e. are dependent on) the higher service level. When assessingthe impact on usersof changesin the USO, it is there-
fore important to distin guish betweencritical and non-critical needs(or preferences).

72 Urgent notifications can often also be made via telephone, thereby reducing the dependencyon postal servicesfor this matter .
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of newspaperdelivery in rural areas,or partial public funding of registered letter servicesfor spe-
cific needs,such asdelivery of prescription medicines.

When deciding on the future for the postal USO, the cost of implementing such measuresshould
thus be weighed against the potential reduction in USOnet costs.

3.2 Development in USO net cost with different policy options
In order to provide policy makers with knowledge to make informed decisions about any future
changesto the postal USOin Norway, we haveestimated USOnet costsin Norway for the years
2018-2025. Sinceany estimates about future developments by definition are uncertain (because
they depend on exogenousfactors that cannot be controlled for at the outset), we conduct the anal-
ysis in two steps.

First , we estimate the development in USOnet costs for the four policy options discussedthrough-
out this report for a base-casescenario. The basecasescenario is basedon our best estimates re-
garding factors such asmail volume developments, development in labour costsand postal users’
responsesto the changesin service level.

Second, we perform a sensitivity analysis for eachpolicy option. The sensitivity analysis contains a
low net cost scenario and a high net cost scenario where a number of key assumptions are adjusted
to take into account uncertainties relating to general market developments aswell as to assump-
tions about cost and revenue effects in the net cost model. The scenariosreflect a lower and an up-
per bound for net costs2018-2025.

Develop ment in USO net costs in the base -case scenario
Our estimatesof USOnet costs in 2018-2025 reveal that a required delivery frequency of 1day per
week throughout Norway (Option 3) leads to the lowest net cost of the three options, seeFigure 11.
Requiring delivery 2.5 days per week throughout Norway (Option 2) leadsto an equally low net cost
until 2020 in our basecasescenario, but the net cost for this option compared to option 3 increases
from 2021 onwards. A required delivery frequency of 2.5 daysper week in urban areasand 5 days
per week in rural areas(Option 1), or a requirement of delivery 5 days per week throughout Norway
(status quo), results in significantly higher net costscompared to the other two policy options for all
years.
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reason for this is that Postenwithin the given timeframe would find it optimal to deliver at least one
day per week throughout the country. This meansthat the net cost in Option 3 only consists of the
elements international mail, provision of bank servicesin the rural network and free delivery to
blind and visually impaired citizens, for which the estimated net cost is stable around 60 million
NOK between2019 and 2025.75

The significant difference in net costsbetween Option 1(reducing the required delivery frequency
to 2.5 days per week in urban areas,while still requiring 5 days per week in rural areas) and Option
2 (reducing the required delivery frequency to 2.5 days per weekthroughout Norway) can be ex-
plained by the observation that the cost savingspotential is much lower when reducing delivery fre-
quencyonly in urban areaswhereasthe negative impact on demand for Posten’sproducts is rather
similar for both options.

The increasein net costsover time for all policy options is a result of declining mail volumes, which
lead to higher unit costs in mail delivery and increasethe gap between the profit earned by Posten
with the USOand the profit that could havebeengeneratedin a situation without the USO.

In March 2017,Postenpresented its forecastsof net costs for the three policy options for the period
2018-2025 to the Ministry of Transport and Communications . Sincethen, Postenhas revised its
forecastsand shared the model, which the revised forecastsare basedon, with us. Our basecasees-
timates of net cost are generally lower than Posten’s,seeFigure 12.76 This is true for the revised
forecastsaswell as for most of the estimates in the initial forecasts that Postenpresented in March
to the Ministry . In Posten’srevised forecasts,the estimates for net cost in 2018 differ in the follow-
ing way; Posten’sestimates of net cost related to delivery speedis higher (152compared to our 120
million NOK), the estimates of net cost related to delivery frequency (Option 2) is higher (490 com-
pared to our 473 million NOK), the estimates of net cost related to international mail is lower (33
compared to our 66 million NOK), and the estimates of net cost related to delivery to blind and vis-
ually impaired people aswell asbasicbank servicesare relatively similar.

Our estimate of the net cost of keeping the current scenario of delivery 5 days per weekconstant
(Option 0) is around 8 per cent lower than Posten’smost recent forecastsfor 2018 and for 2025.
The differences stem from our changesin assumptions regarding cost and revenue effects resulting
from an implementation of reduced delivery frequency, asdiscussedin section 2.3 and in Appendix
A.

75 For 2018, there is still an element of the net cost (152million NOK) related to delivery speed. Net cost of international mail depends on
the volume development of imported registered mail. If e-retail ers in Asia start using other services,like standard tracked mail, net cost
will decreaseeven though the volume of international small packets increases.

76 We havehad complete accessto Posten’srevised forecastsand the model they are basedon. However, we have not had accessto the ini-
tial model which the forecaststhat were presented to the Ministry in March were basedon. Therefore, it hasnot been possible to make a
complete comparison of assumptions and detailed results between the two sets of forecasts.
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Figure 13 USO net cost 2018 -2025 base -case scenario (excl. element de-
livery speed)

Note: Net cost includes the elements reduced delivery frequency, international mail, delivery to blind people, and basic
bank services. The element delivery speed is excluded. The commercially optimal delivery frequency changes in
2021 from 2.5 to 1 day per week. This means that the net cost for options 0, 1 and 2 changes (increases) since
net cost is the difference between the outcome of an option and the commercially optimal scenario.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.

Reduction in USO net costs compared to the status quo regulation
As evident from the discussion above,all policy options allowing for a reduction in the required de-
livery frequency will also allow for a reduction in USO net costscompared to the status quo. The
potential net cost reductions are growing over time asmail volumes continue to decline and thereby
make the provision of a high service level more costly.

Our estimations show that the largest reduction in net costs (440 -930 million NOK) compared to
the basecaseresults from Option 3 (requiring delivery one day per week). Similarly, we find that
Option 2 (requiring delivery 2.5 days throughout Norw ay) has the potential to reduce net cost by
approximately 440-650 million NOK compared to the status quo and Option 1 (with a partial re-
duction of delivery frequency only in urban areas)has the potential to reduce net costsby 110-250
million NOK compared to the status quo, seeFigure 14.
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Figure 14 Reduction in n et cost compared to status quo, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the difference between Option 0 (status quo – delivery 5 days per week throughout Norway) and
the other options. Net cost includes the elements reduced delivery frequency, international mail, delivery to blind
people, and basic bank services for all years as well as deli very speed for 2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.

Parameters in sensitivity analysis
In order to test the robustness of our results, we haveconducted a sensitivity analysis where we in
addition to our basecasehavecreated a “low net cost” scenario and a “high net cost” scenario.

The net costsof the USOare affected by a range of parameters, including general market develop-
ments aswell asspecific assumptions about cost and revenue effects in the model. Parameters in-
cluded in our sensitivity analysis are those where (i) a small changein the parameter havea signifi-
cant impact on results and/or (ii) there is significant uncertainty about the actual development. The
parameters are further divided into external and internal factors.

External factors relate to general market developments that havea significant impact on USOnet
costsin the future. The two main parameters that will influence the level of USOnet cost are (i)
mail volume developments and (ii) developments in real wages,seeTable 18.
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Table 18 External factors included in sensitivity analysis
Parameters Base case scenario High net cost scenario Low net cost scenario

Yearly mail volume development 1 -7.8% -10. 7% -5. 9%

Yearly development in real wages 0. 6% 1. 4% -0. 3%

Note: 1 The yearly volume development is a combined effect of individual estimates of volume developments for differ-
ent mail categories.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .
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Our basecasetakesasa starting point almost 8 per cent mail volume decline per year. This is
slightly higher than the historical mail volume development in Norway (on average-6.8 per cent
per year over the last five years)77 and similar to the development in countries like Finland. In our
high net cost scenario, we assumeincreaseddigitalisation (and thereby e-substitution) and a faster
growth in international mail (small packetsfrom e-commerce). The decline in mail volumes as-
sumed in this scenario (nearly 11per cent per year) is similar in magnitude to mail volume declines
experienced in countries like Italy and the Netherlands. Our low net cost scenario represents a less
extensivedecline (almost 6 per cent per year), corresponding to the development observedin coun-
tries like Germany and Sweden.

The development in real wages78 in our basecasescenario is basedon a study from 2016 by Sam-
funnsøkonomisk analyseAS79, indicating a yearly increasein real wagesof 0.6 per cent in Norway.
In order to construct a high and low net cost scenario we scalethe annual changesin nominal
wagesup/down while keeping assumptions about all other prices (i.e. inflation) constant. In the
high net cost scenario, we scaleup nominal wagesby 30 percent, and in the low net cost scenario,
we scaledown nominal wagesby 30 percent, resulting in a yearly increasein real wagesof 1.4per
cent in the high net cost scenario and a yearly decline in real wagesof 0.6 per cent in the low net
cost scenario.

Internal factors relate to specific assumptions in the model used to calculate USOnet costs.The
assumptions concern both cost effects and revenue effects triggered by changesin delivery fre-
quency.

Up to three cost effects are accounted for in the sensitivity analysis, depending on the regulatory
option considered, seeTable 19.

77 Posten(2017), Kvartalsrapport 3. kvartal 2017,https://www.postennorge.no/finansiell -
informasjon/rapportarkiv/_/attachment/inline/3bf695b5 -b0ac-4691-a224-
9e7beb68bfab:dadf6ae16f234b00080dc4d8e1415a062daf629a/Q3%202017%20presentasjon%20norsk%20v2.pdf

78 Realwagesare nomi nal wagesnet of inflation.
79 Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse(2016) Økonometriske prognoser for makroøkonomiske pensjonsforutsetninger 2016-2035.
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in the high net cost scenario. The assumptions for eachproduct and scenario are basedon our anal-
ysis of the Norwegian market, experiencefrom other countries, as well as information provided by
Postenand interviews with large sendersand other delivery operators in Norway.

Results of the sensitivity analysis
We test the sensitivity of external and internal effectsseparately for two reasons.First , it is im-
portant to know how sensitive the forecastednet costsare to uncertainty in different types of pa-
rameters. Second, combining the internal and external factors into one high net cost scenario and
one low net cost scenario can muddle the interpretation, since the impact of general volume devel-
opments and salary cost developments interact with the volume effects from reducing delivery fre-
quency.

Nevertheless,we also test the sensitivity of the combined effects. The combined scenariosshould,
however, be seenasextreme outcomes as it is highly unlikely that all parameters included in the
sensitivities will turn out to be at either the low-cost or high-cost level.

The results of our sensitivity analysis for 2019 and 2025 are displayed in Table 21(showing net cost
estimates) and in Table 22 (showing the reductions in net costscompared to the status quo).

Table 21 Sensitivity analysis: Total net costs in 2019 and 2025
Base case scenario

High net cost scenario
(change compared to base)

Low net cost scenario
(change compared to base)

2019 2025 2019 2025 2019 2025

External factors

Status quo 526 988 + 3% + 24% -3% - 21%

Option 1 399 736 + 2% + 23% -1% - 20%

Option 2 59 338 0% + 40% 0% - 33%

Option 3 59 63 0% + 3% 0% -1%

Internal factors

Status quo 526 988 + 28% + 20% -48% - 34%

Option 1 399 736 + 5% + 14% -32% - 27%

Option 2 59 338 0% + 25% 0% - 31%

Option 3 59 63 0% 0% 0% 0%

Combined factors

Status quo 526 988 + 30% + 42% -51% - 56%

Option 1 399 736 + 7% + 37% -36% - 47%

Option 2 59 338 0% + 63% 0% - 65%

Option 3 59 63 0% + 4% 0% -1%

Note: The high and low net cost scenarios show the difference in net cost in percentages compared to the base case
scenario in 2018 and 2025. The sensitivity results for the external and internal factors cannot simply be added to
reach the combined effect. This is because the external and internal factors have interacting effects.
The fact that net cost in Option 3 do not include the delivery frequenc y element makes Option 3 insensitive to
internal factors.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .
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The results show that the forecastednet costsare sensitive to changesin underlying assumptions.
However, they also show that high and low net cost scenariosare extreme scenarios, in which all
parameter assumptions are changedsuch that they all either increaseor decreasethe net cost.
While all thesechangesof parameters are plausible individually, it is not likely that they all will oc-
cur jointly and changethe net costs in the sameway. Instead, it is likely that someof the parame-
ters will be closeto the basecase,some closeto the high net cost scenario and some closeto the low
net cost scenario. This would create net costscloseto those in our basecasescenario.

Whereasthe net costs in 2019 are more sensitive to variations in internal cost and revenueeffects
than to external factors, this imbalance changesover time and we observethat net costs in 2025 are
roughly assensitive to internal as to external factors. The reason for this is that the internal factors
represent one-time effects with a large impact in the year they occur whereasthe external factors
(general volume decline and wagedevelopments) accumulate every year, thereby increasing their
impact over time. In other words, the longer time hori zon, the more sensitive the results will be to
changesin external factors.

Table 22 Sensitivity analysis : Reduction in total net costs in 2019 and
2025

Base case scenario
High net cost scenario

(change compared to base)
Low net cost scenario

(change compared to base)

2019 2025 2019 2025 2019 2025

External factors

Option 1 127 252 + 7% + 26% -6% - 23%

Option 2 467 650 + 3% + 16% -3% - 14%

Option 3 467 925 + 3% + 26% -3% - 22%

Internal factors

Option 1 127 252 + 98% + 37% -100% - 56%

Option 2 467 650 + 31% + 17% -55% - 36%

Option 3 467 925 + 31% + 21% -55% - 36%

Combined factors

Option 1 127 252 + 103% + 57% -100% - 81%

Option 2 467 650 + 34% + 31% -58% - 51%

Option 3 467 925 + 34% + 44% -58% - 59%

Note: The high and low net cost scenarios show the difference in net cost in percentages compared to the base case
scenario in 2018 and 2025. The sensitivity results for the external and internal factors cannot simply be added to
reach the combined effect. This is because the external and internal factors have interacting effects.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

Detailed results of the sensitivity analysis can be found in Annex D.

3.3 Analysis of socioeconomic effects
When considering to adjust the postal USO, policy makers in Norway are faced with a task of bal-
ancing the impact on USO net costs(and thereby public spending) on the one hand and the effects
on postal userson the other.
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In the previous section, we estimated the impact of three policy options on USOnet costs(i.e. how
much USOnet costscould be reduced by implementing the different policy options). In th is sec-
tion, we assessthe impact of the samepolicy options on postal users in Norway. In particular, we
investigate whether there are groups of postal service users in Norway that are dependent on the
universal servicesprovided by Postenand who therefore would be negatively affected by the policy
options considered. We also analysewhether there are alternative measureswhich could be put in
place to satisfy the needsof theseusers at a lower cost than the current USO.

Analytical framework for analysing the impact on postal users
Conceptually, the total benefit of the postal USOconsists of two types of benefits: (i) a direct benefit
to usersof postal services,represented by theseusers’ willingness to pay for keeping the USOat the
current leveland (ii) an indirect benefit in terms of the value that individuals place on ensuring that
other people haveaccessto basic postal services.In other words, citizens who are not dependent on
postal servicesthemselvesmay still care about the protect ion of vulnerable users who are depend-
ent on postal servicesand be willing to pay for the basic servicesoffered to thesevulnerable users.

For eachpolicy option, we evaluate the impact on postal users in three steps.
1. We identify which services that will be significantly affected by the changesin the USOand

the most prominent users of theseservices.
2. We analyseif there are specific user groups that may be negatively affected by a reduced

servicelevel and who doesnot havea valid alternative to Posten.
3. We investigate if there are other targeted measuresthat could be put in place to meet the

needsof those user groups that are dependent on the provision of universal servicesby
Posten in a way that is lesscostly than maintaining the current USO. We also provide rele-
vant benchmarks of the cost in order to put the magnitude into perspective.

The use of postal servicesin Norway today servesasa starting point for our analysis. For example,
reducing the delivery frequency from five to two or three days per week implies that Postenno
longer will deliver newspaperson a daily basis.This may havea large impact on citizens who today
are dependent on Posten’sdelivery network. However, since user needsare changing over time, we
also apply a more dynamic perspective and analysehow the benefits derived from the USOwill
evolve in the future (2018-2025). In the caseof daily newspapers,for example, an increasing share
of Norwegian citizens are able to read newspaperselectronically on a computer or mobil e device.
Thesecitizens are not dependent on Posten’sdelivery network for the consumption of daily news.
For this specific example, this development implies that the negative impact of a lower service level
will decline over time asthe Norwegian populat ion becomesincreasingly digital (i.e. lessdependent
on physical delivery by Posten).

Our analysis is basedon an in-depth review of previous studies related to changesin delivery fre-
quency for postal servicesand interviews with representatives from di fferent groups of postal ser-
vice users in Norway.

Step 1: Services and postal users affected by the three policy options
Reduceddelivery frequency will naturally affect postal servicesthat depend on delivery a specific
number of days per week. The most prominent and most frequently usedexample of this is daily
newspaperswhich no longer can be delivered every day by Posten in casethe delivery frequency
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would be reduced. Further, reduced delivery frequency will also havean impact on delivery speed.
If mail is delivered every secondworkday (i.e. 2.5 days per weekon average),this meansthat a let-
ter posted on a Monday to a recipient in an areawhere mail is delivered Tuesdayand Thursday in
the sameweek,will be delivered on the Thursday that sameweek (i.e. three working daysafter it
wasposted). Similarly, a letter posted on the Tuesdaythat sameweek to the samerecipient will also
be delivered on the Thursday. This meansthat the standard delivery speedwill be two working days
(D+2) for 50 percent of the mail volume and three working days(D+3) for the remaining 50 per-
cent, seeFigure 15. SinceA-mail and B-mail will be merged into one mail stream with D+2 as the
standard delivery speedfrom 1January 2018, this meansthat the only changein deliver speed
causedby a reduction from 5 to 2.5 delivery days per week is an addition of one working day for 50
percent of the volume.

Figure 15 Impact of reduced delivery frequency on delivery speed

Note: The figure illustrates that with delivery within two days as standard and delivery every other day, only half of the
letters (sent on Monday in the figure) will effectively have a delivery speed of two days while the other half (sent
on Tuesday in the figure) will have a delivery speed of three days.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

The changesin service level following from eachpolicy option are the following:

Option 1: Delivery 5 days per week in rural areas and a reduction to 2.5 days per week in urban
areas

� 50 per cent of letter mail volumes sent to urban areaswill be delivered within three work-
ing days,compared to two working days in the status quo.

� Delivery of mail items that require delivery five daysper week,most notably newspapers,
will be discontinued in urban areas.

� Items that currently are delivered on specific weekdays(e.g.every Monday), will partly be
delivered on other days of the week in urban areas.

Option 2: Delivery 2.5 days per week throughout Norway
� 50 per cent of letter mail volumes will be delivered within three working days,compared to

two working days in the status quo.
� Delivery of mail items that require delivery five days per week,most notably newspapers,

will be discontinued.
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� Items that currently are delivered on specific weekdays(e.g.every Monday), will partly be
delivered on other days of the week.

Option 3: Delivery 1day per week throughout Norway
� All letter mail volumes will be delivered within five working days,compared to two working

days in the status quo.
� Delivery of mail items that require delivery more than one day per week will be discontin-

ued.
� All items will be delivered on one specific day of the week (different days for households in

different areas).

Postal users’needsin general, and the need to maintain a high delivery frequency in particular,
havebeen investigated in severalprevious studies, both within and outside Europe. Theseprevious
studies help us identif y groups of postal userswho normally depend the most on frequent delivery
of mail. They also guide us towards the most common problems experiencedby users in relation to
reduced delivery frequency.

Our in-depth review of elevenrecent studies on postal users’ needsreveal two main findings.

First , we find that there are considerable differences acrosscountries regarding the impact of a re-
duction in delivery frequency. In some countries, a changein delivery frequency has beenconsid-
ered a major concern amongst sendersand in other countries, a similar changehas beenconsidered
acceptable.The impact of a reduction in delivery frequency in Norway is thus not evident and needs
to be investigated in further detail.

Second, we find a rather clear pattern acrosscountries regarding the groups of postal userswho are
considered most affected by changesin delivery frequency. Theseuser groups consist of elderly citi-
zens,citizens in rural areas,and small and medium sizedenterprises (primarily in rural areas)and
other frequent sendersof mail. Although there might be country -specific differences regarding vul-
nerable user groups, these groups of postal usersare most likely the most vulnerable to changesin
delivery frequency in the Norwegian context. In our analysis of user needswe should therefore pay
specific attention to theseusersgroups, and test whether the sameconcerns are relevant in Nor-
way.

Table 23 provides an overview of the main conclusions derived from user needsstudies in other
countries.
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Table 23 User need related to delivery frequency in other countries
Main conclusion

Vulnerable user
group

Main concern s
Countries

studied

Majority of postal users pre-
fer 5 or 6 delivery days per
week. Major inconveniences
if frequency would be re-
duced.

Elderly citizens
Little access to digital alternatives

Few or no alternatives to pension payments
and medicine sent by mail.

RO, SE, PT

Citizens in remote/rural
areas

Invoices which might be delivered after the
dedicated payment deadline

RO, SE, PT

Small and medium sized
businesses and other

frequent senders

Organizational difficulties , especially for large
mailers who would have their mail items con-

centrated on fewer delivery days
Concentration of calls to customer service on

fewer days 1 and cash flow problems if re-
duced delivery frequency leads to late pay-

ments

DE, IE, BE, UK

Reduction in delivery fre-
quency is acceptable, even
though 5 or 6 delivery days
per week might be preferred

Elderly citizens Little access to digital alternatives DK, AUS, BE

Citizens in remote/rural
areas

Delivery of letters , newspapers and express
delivery packages

DK, NZ, BE

Small and medium sized
businesses and other

frequent senders

Time sensitive items (fertilised eggs, live
queen bees, live chicks, fresh flowers, and

livestock DNA samples) .
Reduced productivity if need to await re-

placement parts or machinery (farmers or
craftsmen)

NZ

Note: 1 This would not be a concern with the options for reduced delivery frequency in Norway, since Posten still would de-
liver mail all days of the week, only not serving every route every day. RO= Romania, SE=Sweden, PT= Portugal,
DE= Germany, IE=Ireland, BE= Belgium, UK= United Kingdom, DK= Denmark, AUS= Australia, NZ= New Zeeland .

Source: RO: ancom.org ; SE: PTS (2016) ; IE: ComReg (2016) ; BE: BIPT (2017) ; DK: TRM (2015) ; AUS: BCG (2014);
NZ: CERP (2014) ; UK: OfCom (2012) ; OfCom (2012a) ; DE: ERGP (2016); PT: ANACOM (2014) .

In addition to the studies conducted in other countries, Econ Pöyry and Vista Analyse did in 2010
investigate Norwegian postal users’attitudes towards changesin the USO on behalf of the post and
telecom regulatory authority in Norway82. The study concluded that there wasa willingness to pay
(although relatively small) for maintaining delivery six daysper weekwhich was the regulated ser-
vice level at that time.

The study also mapped the attitude towards the service level at the time for different user groups.
When askedto evaluatehow the USOscopeat the t ime reflected personal needsfor postal services,
older citizens and citizens in scarcelypopulated areasstated to a lower extent compared to younger
citizens and citizens in urban areasthat the provision of universal servicescoveredmore than their
needs83. Theseresponsesindicated that younger citizens and citizens in urban areasto a larger ex-
tent haveaccessto alternative serviceoffering and thereby consider the postal USOto cover more
than necessary.The study also investigated the needsof enterprises of various sizes,concluding
that the general attitude towards the scopeof the USOdid not differ depending on the number of
employeesin the firm.

Although market developments and developments in user needssince 2010 make the findings from
this study lessapplicable today, the study still points towards elderly citizens in rural areasasbeing
a potential vulnerable group of postal users in Norway.

82 Pöyry (2010). Utredning om behov for leveringspliktige postt jenester. Utarbeidet for Post- og teletilsynet .
83 Respondentswere askedwhether the USO scopewas a) covering more than their needsb) in line with their needsor c) covering lessthan

their needs.
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Step 2: Users negatively affected by reduced delivery frequency
When analysing the benefits of the postal USO in Norway, it is important to acknowledgethat there
may be userswho prefer a higher service level, although they do not depend on it. This could be us-
ers who very seldom use postal services,or userswho haveaccessto alternative solution s, but who
for somereasonprefer the servicesprovided by Posten.There might also be users who simply usea
faster service,only becauseit is available and they are not well-informed about the alternatives. Alt-
hough a reduction in delivery frequency might disappoint theseusersand reduce the benefit they
derive from the USO, it is very difficult to measure the impact on theseusers in any meaningful way
for two reasons.First, it is very difficult to measureand value the reduction in utility of a lower de-
livery frequency. Second,users stated preferencesbefore the changemay be very different from the
actual experienceonce the user is used to the new reality. I t is therefore important to distinguish
this from userswho are truly dependent on the postal USOand who do not havea valid alternative
if the USOis reduced. For such user groups, policy makers will have to consider whether there are
alterative solutions that could be introduced at a lower cost than that of keeping the USOun-
changedwith a high (and costly) service level for everyone– also those who are not depending on
this service.

Basedon previous literature and experiencesin other countries, we have identified four specific
groups of postal users in Norway that are likely to be partic ularly vulnerable to a reduced delivery
frequency. In order to investigate in more detail how thesegroups may be affected by eachpolicy
option, we haveconducted in -depth interviews with representatives from eachof the following user
groups:

� Elderly citizens – represented by Pensjonistforbundet84

� Households and businesslocated in remote or rural areas– represented by Norges
Bondelag85

� Small and medium sizedenterprises – represented by Virke86

� Blind and visually impaired citizens – represented by Blindeforbundet87

In the following, we summarize our main findings for eachof these four user group.

Elderly citizens in Norway usepostal servicesto a higher degreethan the Norwegian population in
general. For example, elderly citizens often receive inform ation (e.g.notifications of hospital ap-
pointments or bills) via letter mail today that otherwise is sent electronically.

Elderly citizens are normally not dependent on rapid delivery. For example, notifications from the
hospital is usually sent out weeksin advanceand if it is urgent such that the information needsto
be delivered the within a few days, the hospital would often usetelephone instead. Likewise, bills
and pension payments can usually be planned and sent out well in advance.

84 Interview with Kristin Ruud, Communications Manager at Pensjonistforbundet, 27-10-2017.
85 Interview with Erling Aas-Eng, chairman of Hedmark Bondelag and senior advisor at Rådhuset Vingleden, 02-11-20177.
86 Interview with Jarle Hammerstad, head of policy unit at Virke, 27-10-2017.
87 Interview with Sverre Fuglerud, head of unit for information and community contact, 31-10-2017.
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A smaller group of elderly citizens in Norway usepostal servicesto receiveprescribed medicines.88

Our interview with Pensjonistforbund et revealed that this type of delivery is not always easyto plan
aheadand that a certain time constraint may apply. Thus, if the delivery frequency is reduced sig-
nificantly , the longer delivery time may causeimportant problems. An increase in delivery time by
one day for 50 per cent of the recipients is in general not expectedto be problematic, but in certain
instanceswhere the delivery is very urgent, this might create significant inconvenience. This risk
increasesin the scenario with delivery one day per week. Whereaselderly citizens in urban areas
often havealternatives available, such asa pharmacy nearby where the medicine can be picked up,
elderly citizens in rural areasmay not have the sameopportunities.

The most notable impact of reduced delivery frequency on elderly citizens is the discontinuation of
daily delivery of newspapersby Posten.Paper basednewspapersare today an important source of
information for many elderly citizens. In particular, elderly citizens living in rural areashave a
strong demand for local newspapers.Whereaselderly citizens in urban areashaveaccessto alterna-
tives to Posten’sdelivery, e.g.in terms of alternative delivery networks or a supermarket or kiosk
nearby, this is not always the casefor elderly citizens living in more rural areas.Although many el-
derly citizens are able to read digital newspapers89, which could constitute a viable alternative to the
paper-basednewspapers, there is still a share of elderly citizens for whom this is not a viable solu-
tion. In a situation with lower delivery frequency, thesecitizens would have to consumenews via
alternative channels, such as radio and television. Although thesechannels normally convey the
most important and most recent information, this might neverthelessimply a reduction in the
amount of information consumed by this group of citizens compared to the current situation. The
reason for this is that local newspapers,for example, often contain information about social events
for elderly or information about activities arranged by local communities or organisations, which
normally is not conveyedvia radio or television. If publishers discontinue the physical distribution
of local newspapersin some geographical areasdue to the lack of a daily delivery service, this might
reduce the amount of information consumed by a share of elderly citizens.

Citizens and businessesin rural areas are generally more frequent users of postal servicesthan
their counterparts in urban areas. The main reason for this is the lack of infrastructure (e.g. shops
or offices of local authorities) in rural areas,which make citizens and businessesthere more de-
pendent on written communication and goodsbought online delivered by mail.

In most cases, rural citizens’ demand for mail delivery is not time critical. There is also a develop-
ment towards more useof electronic communication in rural areas,although there are still some
areaswhere broadband coverageis lagging behind. A recent study, however, estimates that 99.98
per cent of Norwegian households have an offer of getting accessto broadband with at least
4Mbit/s downstream capacity. This implies that lessthan 1,000 households lack accessto this ser-
vice offering. 90 Due to the lower supply of brick and mortar stores in rural areas,some citizens in
rural areasare heavyusers of online shopping and are thereby dependent on the goodsbeing deliv-
ered within a reasonabletimeframe. Although online shoppers prefer the items ordered online to

88 According to data from Posten, the number of “pharmacy mail” items were lessthan 95,000 in 2017.This corresponds to a reduction of
more than 60 per cent for this mail category over the past five years.

89 Almost 83 per cent of Norwegian citizens abovethe ageof 65 accessthe internet at a regular basis today, seeStatistics Norway (2017)
Tabell: 11124:Hyppighet på internett - og PC-bruk siste 12mnd., etter kjønn og alder (prosent) . We have calculated a weighted average
basedon the two agegroups abovethe ageof 65 presented by statistics Norway.

90 SeeAnalysis Mason (2017), Bredbåndsdekning 2017,p.4, https://www.nkom.no/aktuelt/nyheter/_attachment/30010?_ts=15ea341c791 .
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be delivered assoon as possible, rapid delivery is not necessarilya critical need. In fact, a recent
study by PostNord about e-commerce in the Nordics reveals that only 8 percent of Norwegian e-
shoppersdemand delivery within 1-2 dayswhereas70 percent considers delivery within 3-5 days to
be sufficient and 13percent find delivery within 6 daysor more acceptable.91 Moreover, severalpre-
vious studies92 have revealed that a low delivery price is more important for both recipients and
online retailers than the speedof delivery. In most parts of Norway, alternatives to delivery with
Postenexist. Examples of this is delivery with Norway’s largest network for newspaperdelivery,
Helthjem, (covering 85 per cent of households in Norway) or delivery with parcel delivery opera-
tors, such as PostNord or DB Schenker.As the level of e-commerce continues to grow, more deliv-
ery solutions will develop to meet the needsof online retailers and e-shoppers throughout Norway.
There may still, however, be rural areaswhere competition will not develop solution s that are com-
parable with the value proposition of Posten’sUSOoffering today. Theseareasare most likely the
most rural oneswhere the cost of delivery will remain high also with lesscostly delivery solutions in
place (e.g. delivery by drones or delivery to community parcel lockers) and where the volumes de-
livered are not large enough to compensatefor the higher cost. As alternative delivery networks to-
day cover at least 85 per cent of the population in Norway, the share of households without access
to alternatives in the future will realistically not be larger than 15per cent.

Somebusinessesin rural areasusepostal servicesto send and receivefresh samplesof goods,com-
ponents, and spareparts for machinery. These service can sometimes be time-critical and a lower
delivery frequency may affect productivity. For example, a farmer may needa sparepart or me-
chanic component when his machinery brakes down. If this happens, it is often critical that the
sparepart is delivered very quickly becauseany waiting time delaysproduction for the farmer. This
doesnot mean, however, that thesebusinessesare dependent on a USOrequirement of postal de-
livery five days per week. In fact, businesseswhich need to sendor receivespare parts and compo-
nents to rural areascan have them delivered by Posten to a post office box at the nearest post-in -
shop. With reduced delivery frequency, this will still enable delivery five daysper weekas in the sta-
tus quo. After the merging of A-mail and B-mail into one mail stream in 2018, the standard delivery
time will be two working days.For someurgent matters, expressservices(provided by Postenand
competing operators) will also be a valid alternative.

Small and medium sizedenterprises in Norway are generally far aheadof those in many other
countries in terms of their useof electronic communication 93. Our interview with Virke revealed
that unaddresseddirect mail is a particularly important channel for small and medium sizedenter-
prises to communicate with their customers, especially in smaller communities. In most parts of
the country, competing networks provide delivery of unaddressedmail, but in some rural areas,
Posten is the sole provider. Unaddressedmail is, however, not part of the USOand is not consid-
ered a basicservice that everyoneis entitled to. The benefit derived from the provision of un-
addressedmail can thus not be attributed to the postal USO.

Our interviews also revealed that some firms are dependent on the delivery of fresh samplesor
goods.This can for example be laboratories or farmers. This is typically a time-critical need,which

91 SeePostnord (2017), E-handel I Norden 2016, https://www.postnord.com/globalassets/global/danmark/dokument/publikationer/e -
handel/e-handel-i-norden-2016-dkx.pdf .

92 Seefor example CopenhagenEconomics (2012), E-commerce and delivery, a study commissioned by the European Commission’s DG
MARKT.

93 For example, according to Eurostat data, 62 per cent of SMEs in Norway receive eInvoices, suitable for automated processing. Only Fin-
land has a higher scorewith 70 per cent.
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is likely to be affected by a reduction in delivery frequency. Businesseswho depend on next day de-
livery today will already have to find other alternatives from 2018 after the discontinuation of the
A-letter mail stream and alternative already exist, for example in the form of expressservices. One
example of this is provided by the Norwegian hospitals which, in relation to the discontinuation of
overnight delivery starting in 2018 havenegotiated an agreement with Posten for expressdelivery
of laboratory samplesat uniform rates acrossthe country . 94 Whereassmall and medium sizeden-
terprises may not be able to (and do not have the need to) negotiate nation -wide agreementsfor
overnight delivery, they can still usethe expressofferings provided by Postenand competing opera-
tors.

The findings from our interviews highlight the fact that concerns for small and medium sized enter-
prises in Norway prima rily relate to mail items that either cannot be digitised (fresh samplesand
goods)or where the value of physical presenceis large (unaddressedadvertisements). There could,
however, also be other instances where small and medium sizedenterprises are dependent on de-
livery within lessthan three or five working days. In these instances,a number of alternative solu-
tions are already in place,such as the opportunity to send registered mail (delivered every working
day to the nearest servicepoint ) or the opportunity to rent a post office box at the nearest post-in-
shop where mail is delivered every working day. Given the merging of A-mail and B-mail in 2018,
thesesolutions provide for delivery within two working days.

Blind and visually impaired citizens in Norway primarily usepostal servicesto receivebooks (in
braille or asaudiobook on CD), newspapersand magazines(normally audiobooks on CD). Although
volumes are small (approximately 840,000 in 201695), postal servicesare a crucial part of the every-
day lives for some blind and visually impaired citizens.

As discussedalready, reduced delivery frequency may have implications for delivery of time -critical
items such as newspapersand magazines.Furthermore, reduced delivery frequency may also create
mailbox capacity problems for blind citizens. The reason for this is that books in braille generally
comesin severalbatches,spread over severaldelivery days in order to fit in the recipient’s mailbox.
With reduced delivery frequency, the recipient would haveto wait longer for the next part of the
book. A simple solution to this problem could be to install a larger mailbox where this is possible.

Basedon the above,we now analysethe expectedeffects of the three policy options. Basedon this
analysis, we are able to identify areaswhere the reduction in the service level implied by the policy
options at hand create negative effects on users.We thereafter continue in the next step by discuss-
ing whether there are alternat ive solutions that could be put in place to reduce the identified nega-
tive effectsat a lower cost than the cost of maintaining the USOin its current shape.

Option 1: Delivery 5 days per week in rural areas and 2.5 days per week in urban areas
Reducing delivery frequency from 5 to 2.5 days in urban areasis not expectedto createnegative ef-
fects on usersof postal servicesin Norway. The primary reason for this is that citizens and busi-
nessesin urban areashave accessto alternative solutions, e.g.competing deliver networks or other
types of infrastructure, which can satisfy the needsthat currently are satisfied with the servicespro-
vided by Postenwithin the USO.

94 SeeSykehusinnkjøp (2017), Ny avtale om transport av laboratorieprøver er inngått, sykehusinnkjop.no/ny -avtale-om-transport -av-labor-
atorieprover -er-inn gatt/.

95 Posten’scalculations for net cost of delivery to blind people submitted to Samferdselsdepartementet, file: SK–- Forhåndsberegning –
Blindeskrift .
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For example, reduced delivery frequency will imply that Postenno longer will deliver daily newspa-
pers in urban areas.However, citizens and businessesin urban areasalready today haveaccessto
alternative solutions for daily newspapers,both in terms of the publishers’ own delivery networks
and in terms of supermarkets and kiosks selling newspapers.In addition, nearly all Norwegian
newspapersoffer digital subscriptions to their readers. This reducesthe dependenceon physical
delivery for all citizens who are able to usea computer or a mobile device for the purpose of reading
the news.

Table 24 summarizes the results from our analysis.

Table 24 Option 1: Delivery 2.5 days per week in urban and 5 days per
week in rural areas

Change in
service
level

Vu lnerable
group s t hat
may be nega-
tively affected
by the change

Services
affected

Future development
in demand

Alternatives available
today

Need for
other
measures?

D+2 delivery
of letters and
small packets
to mailbox in
urban areas
becomes
D+3 for 50%
of volumes

Elderly and disa-
bled citizens in
urban areas

Urgent de-
livery of
medicine

Stable or increasing 1

Pick up medication di-
rectly at the pharmacy.

Local delivery compa-
nies
For some, medications
can be delivered with
homecare staff.

No

Laboratories and
SMEs in urban ar-
eas

Delivery of
fresh sam-
ples and
goods

No change

Express services

Local delivery services

Delivery to post box

No

Delivery of
compo-
nents and
spare parts

No change

Express services

Local delivery services

Delivery to post box

No

E-commerce con-
sumers in urban
areas and online
retailers sending
to urban areas

Delivery of
small pack-
ets

Steady increase

Parcel delivery with
Posten

Delivery with competing
networks (Helthjem,
PostNord , Schenker etc)

No

Daily delivery
of letter post
items to the
mailbox in
urban areas
becomes de-
livery every
other work-
day

Private house-
holds and busi-
nesses in urban
areas

Newspa-
pers

Steady decline

Delivery with alterna-
tive delivery networks.

Purchase of newspaper
in super market/kiosk

Digital subscriptions

No

Blind and visually
impaired citizens
in urban areas

Delivery of
books in
braille

Slow decline
Invest in a larger mail-
box

No

Note: 1 As the number of elderly citizens is expected to increase in the future, one could imagine that home delivery of
medicines from the pharmacy would become a more attractive service.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on interviews with stakeholders.

Our results indicate that the negative impact on postal users from option 1,and the need for alter-
native solutions to accompanythis option, most likely is very low and maybe non-existing. Still, the
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classification of urban versus rural areas96 might result in somehouseholds without alternative in-
frastructure available being classified as located in urban areasbasedon population density. For
this reason,some of the targeted solutions identified for policy options 2 and 3 might still be con-
sidered also in relation to policy option 1.This could for example be alternative measurestargeted
towards specific groups of elderly or disabled citizens who today rely heavily on the postal services
provided by Posten.

Option 2: Delivery 2.5 days per week thro ughout Norway
Reducing delivery frequency from 5 to 2.5 days throughout Norway may create negative effects for
someusersof postal services,primarily immobile (elderly or disabled) citizens in rural areas.The
main reason for this is that citizens and businessesin rural areas,compared to citizens and busi-
nessesin urban areas,have lower accessto alternative serviceofferings that can satisfy the current
needssatisfied by the postal USO.

Basedon our analysis, we have identified two potentially problematic areas. The first area is deliv-
ery of urgent pharmaceutical mail in rural areas,primarily usedby elderly and disabled citizens.
The secondarea is delivery of newspapersin rural areasnot coveredby alternative delivery net-
works and to citizens that do not haveaccessor ability to usedigital alternatives.

Today, home delivery of medicine from the pharmacy is primarily used by citizens with a closerela-
tionship with their pharmacist. As the number of elderly citizens is expectedto increasein the fu-
ture, one could imagine that home delivery of medicines from the pharmacy would becomea more
attractive service.Already today, citizens in Norway can buy medicines (including prescription
medicines) online and get them delivered home by mail. The delivery service provided by the online
pharmacies is often a standard delivery servicewhich, with delivery 2.5 daysper week, would imply
delivery within 2-3 days.97 Whereasthis delivery speedoften is sufficient, there might be a few in-
stanceswhere it is crucial that the medicine is delivered within two days instead of three days. In
the instances where this is the case,and where the citizen in question doesnot have the ability to
pick up the medicine at the local pharmacy or get it delivered faster by an alternative (express) so-
lution, this may create significant inconveniences.The share of transactions where this is the case
is, however, most likely very small.

With respect to newspaper delivery, a very high level of broadband coveragein Norway98 implies
that the main issuemost likely is the ability of citizens to usedigital alternatives. However, recent
researchalso showsthat the elderly population in Norway is becoming increasingly digitalised at a
high pace.For example, about 83 per cent of Norwegian citizens abovethe ageof 65 used internet

96 Areasclassified asurban (67 per cent of households and businesses)receivedeliveries 2.5 daysper weekand areasclassified asrural (33
per cent) receivedeliveries 5 daysper week.The classification is made at the post-code level. A post code is classified as urban if it con-
tains parts or all of a densely populated area,which is defined as having at least 10,000 inhabitants and a maximum of 50 meters between
the householdsor businesses.The post code is otherwise classified asrural. Sincea post codeclassified as urban may also contain areas
which are sparselypopulated, there is a risk of misclassification for somehouseholdsand businesses.

97 Seefor example Apotek 1(2017), https://www.apotek1.no/aktuelt/bestill -reseptvarer-paa-nett or Virusapotek (2017), https://www.vi-
tusapotek.no/ofte -stilte -sporsmal---medisiner/a/A45012 .

98 According to a recent study conducted on behalf of the Norwegian regulatory authority for communicatio ns services,99.98 per cent of
Norwegian householdshave accessto an offering of broadband with at least 4Mbit/s downstream capacity. This implies that lessthan
1,000 households lack accessto this serviceoffering. SeeAnalysis Mason (2017), Bredbåndsdekning 2017,p.4,
https://www.nkom.no/aktuelt/nyheter/_attachment/30010?_ts=15ea341c791 .
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on a regular basis in 201799, indicating that there only is a very small shareof elderly citizens who
do not use internet -basedsolutions on a regular basis.This indicates that the share of citizens who
cannot usedigital alternatives most likely is very small and will decline further over time.

In some rural areas,Posten is the sole provider of daily newspaperdelivery and there is no indica-
tion that any competing network would cover the most remote areasif Postenwould discontinue its
delivery of daily newspapers.When delivery on Saturdayswas discontinued in 2016, the Ministry of
Transport and Communications issued a public procurement for newspaperdelivery in geograph-
ical areaswhere Postenwas the sole provider . At that time, this area coveredapproximately 15per
cent of Norwegian households.100 Although most citizens and businesshave other alternatives avail-
able, such assubscription to electronic newspapersor the possibility to buy the newspaperat the
nearest kiosk or super market, this indicates that there may be somecitizens in remote areaswho
do not haveaccessto valid alternatives. This is most likely elderly citizens who live far away from
the nearest kiosk or supermarket and who do not have the ability to useelectronic alternatives.

Table 25 summarizes the results from our analysis.

99 Statistics Norway (2017) Tabell: 11124:Hyppighet på internett - og PC-bruk siste 12mnd., etter kjønn og alder (prosent) . We havecalcu-
lated a weighted averagebasedon the two agegroups abovethe ageof 65 presented by statistics Norway.

100 ”Avtale om levering av aviser i abonnement på lørdager mellem Samferselsdepartementetog Kvikkas.no AS,08.07.2016” (availabl e at
Regjeringen.no).
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Table 25 Option 2: Delivery 2.5 days per week throughout Norway

Change in
service level

Vu lnerable group s
that may be nega-
tively affected by
the change

Services
affected

Future devel-
opment in de-
mand

Alternatives available
today

Need for
other
measures?

D+2 delivery
of letters and
small packets
to mailbox be-
comes D+3 for
50% of vol-
umes

Elderly and disabled
citizens

Urgent deliv-
ery of medi-
cine

Stable or in-
creasing 1

Pick up medication di-
rectly at the pharmacy.

Local delivery companies

For some, medications
can be delivered with
homecare staff.

Yes, for im-
mobile citi-
zens in rural
areas

Laboratories and
SMEs

Delivery of
fresh sam-
ples and
goods

No change

Express services

Local delivery services

Delivery to post box

No

Delivery of
components
and spare
parts

No change

Express services

Local delivery services

Delivery to post box

No

E-commerce con-
sumers and online
retailers

Delivery of
small pack-
ets

Steady increase

Parcel delivery with
Posten

Delivery with competing
networks (Helthjem,
PostNord , Schenker etc)

No

Daily delivery
of letter post
items to the
mailbox be-
comes delivery
every other
workday

Private households
and businesses

Newspapers Steady decline

Delivery with alternative
delivery networks.

Purchase of newspaper
in super market/kiosk

Digital subscriptions

Yes, for citi-
zens in rural
areas who
cannot use
digital alter-
natives

Blind and visually
impaired citizens

Delivery of
books in
braille

Slow decline
Invest in a larger mail-
box

No

Note: 1 As the number of elderly citizens is expected to increase in the future, one could imagine that home delivery of
medicines from the pharmacy would become a more attractive service.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on interviews with stakeholders.

Option 3: Delivery one day per week throughout Norway
Reducing delivery frequency to one day per week throughout Norway comeswith a greater risk
(compared to option 1and 2) of creating negative effects that call for the introduction of alternative
solutions. However, since reduced delivery frequency only will affect Posten’slast mile operations,
recipients who are dependent on more frequent delivery (e.g. businesseswho frequently receive
spareparts of fresh samples) can solve this by renting a post office box at the nearest post-in -shop
and senderswho require faster delivery (e.g. hospitals sending urgent notifications or businesses
sending invoices will short payment periods) can send registered letters. After the merging of A-
mail and B-mail in 2018, there options will allow recipients to receivemail items within the stand-
ard delivery time of two working days. Both thesesolutions, however, imply a higher cost for the
senderor recipient in question.

Postal userswho are not able to visit the nearest post-in-shop at a regular basis,e.g.due to immo-
bility issues,might require additional assistance.
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It is important to keep in mind that, even if regulation enableddelivery one day per weekasof to-
day, the implemen tation of delivery one day per week would not take place until a few yearsdown
the line. The reason for this is that it is not yet commercially optimal for Posten reduce its delivery
frequency that much. In the basecasefor USOnet costs (seesection 3.2), one delivery day per week
is expectedto be commercially optimal in 2021. If market developments happen at a faster pace
than anticipated, e.g. if mail volumes decline much faster than expected,the reduction in delivery
frequency to one day per week would becomecommercially optimal sooner. However, a faster re-
duction in mail volumes also indicates that users’ needsfor postal servicesare reduced aswell (i.e.
a smaller impact on USObenefits). The fact that the reduction of delivery frequency to one day per
weekwill not be implemented until the demand for physical postal servicesis sufficiently low to al-
low for this changealso implies that the impact on users of this policy option is more uncertain
than the impact on usersof the other options. The main reason for this is that it is difficult for peo-
ple to anticipate what serviceofferings will be available in the future and what their needswill be in
a few years’time.

Delivery one day per week for standard letters will soon becomereality in Denmark where the uni-
versal serviceprovider PostNord has embarked on a journey to restructure its businessand createa
new businessmodel centred around logistics. The new model implies that the separateinfrastruc-
ture used to deliver letters today will be phasedout. Letters will instead be handled in a basic flow
with delivery within five working days(i.e. once per week) or in an expressflow with delivery within
24 hours. In both instances, letters are delivered together with parcels.101

Table 26 summari sesthe results from our analysis.

101 SeePostNord (2017), ” PostNord styrker omstillingen i Danmark yderligere” .
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Table 26 Option 3: Delivery 1 day per week throughout Norway

Change in
service level

Vu lnerable gro up s
that may be nega-
tively affected by
the change

Services
affected

Future de-
velopment
in demand

Alternatives available
today

Need for
other
measures?

D+2 del ivery
of letters and
small packets
to mail box be-
comes D+5 Elderly and disabled

citizens

Urgent de-
livery of
medicine

Stable or in-
creasing 1

Pick up directly at nearest
pharmacy.

Local delivery companies

For some, medications can
be delivered with
homecare staff

Yes, for im-
mobile citi-
zens in rural
areas

Delivery of
hospital no-
tifications

Decline as el-
derly citizens
become more
digital

Delivery by registered let-
ter

Electronic notifications

Yes, for im-
mobile citi-
zens

Laboratories and
SMEs

Delivery of
fresh sam-
ples and
goods

No change

Express services

Local delivery services

Delivery to post box

No

Delivery of
components
and spare
parts

No change

Express services

Local delivery services

Delivery to post box

No

E-commerce con-
sumers and online
retailers

Delivery of
small pack-
ets

Steady in-
crease

Parcel delivery with Posten

Delivery with competing
networks (Helthjem, Post-
Nord , Schenker etc)

No

Businesses and au-
thorities sending in-
voices

Delivery of
invoices with
short pay-
ment peri-
ods

Decline as
businesses
and citizens
become more
digital

Delivery by registered let-
ter

Electronic invoices

Maybe

Daily delivery
of letter post
items to the
mailbox be-
comes delivery
one day per
week

Private households
and businesses

Newspapers
Steady de-
cline

Delivery with alternative
delivery networks.

Purchase of newspaper in
super market/kiosk

Digital subscriptions

Yes, for citi-
zens in rural
areas who
cannot use
digital alter-
natives

Blind and visually
impaired citizens

Delivery of
books in
braille

Slow decline Invest in a larger mailbox No

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on interviews with stakeholders .

Note: 1 As the number of elderly citizens is expected to increase in the future, one could imagine that home delivery of
medicines from the pharmacy would become a more attractive service.

Step 3: Targeted measures for vul nerable user groups
Instead of keeping a uniform high (and costly) service level for the entire population by meansof a
broad USOon postal services,a more favourable option could be to introduce more targeted
measuresto compensatethe vulnerable users identified above.Such measurescould be preferred
both from a financial and from a social perspective. In fact, if targeted measuresleavethe users
equally well off aswith the current USObut cost lessthan the corresponding reduction in net cost
implie d by the policy option, it is better for the society to reduce the USO.

Compensation via targeted measurescan take the following forms.
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Targeted measures within the postal USO could be similar to the current USOrequirement of free
delivery for the blind. One example of this type of solution could be an obligation to pick-up and
deliver mail to specific user groups more frequently than the required by the general USO.

Monetary compensation mechanisms could imply that identified vulnerable userscan obtain alter-
native servicesthat satisfy the needscurrently satisfied by the postal USOat a lower price or for
free. Examples of this type of solution could be reimbursement of more costly expressservices,or
free transportation to the nearest servicepoint or commercial centre. This approach is for example
used in Switzerland where SwissPost negotiatesa compensation to households who do not receive
delivery to their housebut to a nearby delivery point.

Using alternative and already existing networks might imply giving home care assistants the task
to collect and deliver mail (including newspapers) for elderly people who, due to immobility, are
unable to visit a postal service point or any other local servicepoint (e.g.a supermarket or a phar-
macy). One alternative is to useschool bussesand morning newspaperdistributors to take along
ordinary mail in certain areas/to someuser groups. However, the rural areaswhere alternati vesare
neededare often the areaswhich other networks do not cover and where it is not commercially at-
tractive to establish a new delivery network .

The promotion of alternative technologies implies that vulnerable userswho today are dependent
on the universal postal servicesprovided by Postenget assistanceto becomemore digital and less
dependent on physical delivery. Examples of this type of measuresare training of digital skills di-
rected towards elderly or disabled citizens, or towards small and medium sizedenterprises, or the
provision of equipment, such asmobile devicesor mobile broadband. PosteItaliane, for example,
considered the option to provide consumers in areaswhere delivery doesnot take placeevery day
with tablets so that they despite the lower service level could read newspapers.The initiative was
supposedto rely on government funding to promote digital press, financed by the income from a
spectrum auction. As the auction never took place, however, the funding never camethrough and
the initiative was therefore never launched.

Alternative forms of market stimuli could be authorities working together with private companies
(e.g.banks) to find alternative solutions to specific user needs.This approach has for example been
used in Swedento ensure provision of basic banking servicesin rural areas.

Irrespective of the targeted measurechosen, it is imperative to design clear eligibility criteria. If this
is not the case,those citizens and businesseswho are not truly dependent on the service in question
may also usethe add-on services.This would increasethe cost of providing the serviceand under-
mine the solution. Criteria can, for example, be related to age,mobil ity or location. The need for
more precisecriteria (e.g.a larger number of criteria) will depend on the advantagethat the alter-
native solution bring to people that are not eligible, i.e. the risk of free riding. Whereas the criteria
need to be preciseenough, such that the right group is identified, too many or too precisecriteria
will be expensiveto administrate and difficult to verify in practice.
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The introduction of alternative measuresto compensatefor a reduced scopeof the universal service
obligation has for example taken place in Sweden,where the post and telecom regulator, PTS,in-
troduced a number of alternative solutions to compensateparticularly vulnerable usersof basic
payment services,seeBox 5.

Box 5 Alternative measur es to banking services in the USO in Sweden

From 2001 to 2008, the provision of basic bank services was covered by a universal service obli-
gation, covered by the national postal operator . The political objective was to ensure that every-
one had access to basic bank services, even in the most rural part s of Sweden. The regulator
identified that 0.3 percent of the population lacked access to basic payment services in 2007.
This included mainly elderly and disabled people living in desolated locati ons. Under the USO so-
lution, PostNord (at that time Posten AB) provided payment service under the name “Kassa-
service”. The USO solution was however very costly, with a net cost of up to € 45m per year.
With only 3000 users making 58,000 transactions the cost amounted to € 15,000 per user and €
775 per transaction.

As a first alternative to keeping the service in the USO, the government procured the provision of
payment service by means of public tendering. This, however, only happened once when the ob-
ligat ion to provide basic banking services was procured for four years to 15 selected small vil-
lages (in grocery stores) and 73 geographic areas (reached via rural mailmen). The price was
negotiated to approximately € 5m which made the alternative solution very costly as well. Due to
the low number of vulnerable users using this service, t he unit cost was € 85 per transaction or €
1,750 per vulnerable user.

After the four years , the regulator found that the benefit of providing access to basic banking
services in the selected areas did not outweigh the cost of providing the service . Copenhagen
Economics assisted the Swedish regulator, PTS, in formulating alternative policy options. To-
gether we developed a menu of opt ions under four headings:

1. Regional support and development (e.g. regional action plan, support for transport services
so that the vulnerable users could be transported to nearest town, support for competence
building and knowledge sharing)

2. Market stimulat ion and monitoring (e.g. dialogue meetings with financial sector, market
monitoring and ensuring media attention on problem areas)

3. Technical development (e.g. sponsor development of new technology, cash - free payment
systems)

4. Managing transition (e.g. info rming vulnerable users directly about transition and alterna-
tives)

Source: Copenhagen Economics (2011), Calculation of basic bank services in Sweden .

In the following, we discussdifferent possibilities with respect to targeted solutions that can cover
the critical needsat risk with reduced delivery frequency.

Delivery of prescribed medicines to elderly and disabled citizens
Elderly and disabled citizens’ need for home delivery of medicines could be met by at least two dif-
ferent solutions.

One solution could be a monetary compensation mechanism where citizens who are not able to
pick up their medicines at the nearest pharmacy could be entitled to a (partially or fully) publicly
financed home delivery service.This servicecould be an expressdelivery serviceprovide by Posten
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or any other delivery operator with sufficient geographical coverage.In Sweden,online pharmacies
like apotea.seoffer free delivery to the recipient’s mailbox of any items ordered online (also pre-
scribed medicines). This service is available throughout the country at uniform price irrespective of
where the recipient is residing. Similar solution s also exist in Norway, provided at commercial
terms by online pharmacies.102 If policy makers would like to ensure that certain citizens should be
eligible for free expressdelivery, or expressdelivery at a reduced price, the government could enter
into a contract with one or severalpharmacies and design a set of eligibility criteria linked to citi-
zens’digital identit ies (also used for accessingprescriptions online).

Another solution could be to deliver medicines in an alternative network . For example, already to-
day, immobile citizens (primarily elderly and disabled citizens) get their medication delivered by a
home care assistant who come to visit at a frequent basis.Although not all elderly or disabled citi-
zensin Norway haveaccessto home care services,one could still imagine a solution where elderly
or disabled citizens could apply for a partial home care service,covering only the delivery of medi-
cines that the home care assistant could bring from the local post-in-shop to the eligible citizens in
the area. The cost of this extra servicecould be coveredby public funding. Taking into account that
most immobile citi zensalready haveaccessto home care assistance,and assuming that citizens
who are mobile can accessthe local post-in-shop or pharmacy to pick up their medicines, the extra
cost of expanding the home care service is most likely very low in comparison to the cost of main-
taining delivery five days per week to all citizens throughout Norway.

Delivery of daily newspapers to non-digital citizens in rural areas
Due to the existenceof alternative delivery networks, complementary infrastructure in terms of su-
permarkets and kiosks, and digital newspapersubscriptions, reducing delivery frequency below five
daysper weekwill only have a negative impact on citizens who do not haveaccessto – or who lack
the ability to use - any of thesealternatives. As many elderly citizens live in urban areaswith access
to alternative newspaper delivery networks, the number of elderly citizens dependent on Posten’s
newspaperdeliver is limited to those in rural areaswho for different reasonsare not mobile enough
to visit the nearest servicepoint on a regular basis,or who are unable to usedigital alternatives.

In 2016, almost 160,000 elderly citizens abovethe ageof 66 in Norway lived in rural areas.103 This
corresponded to almost 21per cent of the population within this agecategory.Accessto digital al-
ternatives is very high in Norway104 as94 per cent of the households have internet with broad-
band105 . Moreover, the ability to usedigital alternatives is also relatively high among the elderly
population with almost 83 per cent of citizens above the ageof 65 accessingthe internet at a regular
basis today106 . With closeto 160,000 citizens abovethe ageof 66 living in rural areaswithout access
to alternative delivery solutions, and with 73 per cent of elderly citizens in Norway reading paper
basednewspapers107 , this implies that the number of elderly citizens who are dependent on newspa-
per delivery with Posten to receive information that is not conveyedby alternative media channels,

102 Seefor example Apotek1 (2017), Bestill medisinen din på nett .
103 Statistics Norway (2017), Tabell: 05277: Folkemengde,etter alder og kjønn (T) .
104 According to a recent study conducted by Analysis Mason on behalf of the regulatory authority Nkom, only 0.02 per cent of the popula-

tion in Norway is today lacking accessto broadband with at least 4Mbit/s downstream capacity, seeAnalysis Mason (2017),
Bredbåndsdekning 2017,p.4, https://www.nkom.no/aktuelt/nyheter/_attachment/30010?_ts=15ea341c791 .

105 Statistics Norway (2017), Tabell: 10999: Internettabonnement, etter husholdningstype og husholdningens nettoinntekt (prosent) .
106 Statistics Norway (2017) Tabell: 11124:Hyppighet på internett - og PC-bruk siste 12mnd., etter kjønn og alder (prosent) . We havecalcu-

lated a weighted averagebasedon the two agegroups abovethe ageof 65 presented by statistics Norway.
107 Statistics Norway (2017), Norsk mediebarometer, Tabell: 04499 (including citizens of ages67-79).
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such asradio or television 108 , is likely to be quite low – at the most 20,000 (assuming that all elderly
citizens stating that they do not use internet today cannot read a digital newspaper).109

One way to make digital newspapersmore accessibleto a larger part of the population could be
through the promotion of alternative technologies. This could for example be through the provi-
sion of (partially or fully) subsidized iPadsor other devisesto citizens living far away from a local
supermarket or without accessto an alternative delivery network. Already today, there are commer-
cially initiated initiatives in this areawhere some regional newspapersin Norway offer their sub-
scribers in other parts of the country a free mobile device (tablet) together with a digital newspaper
subscription.

Alternati vely, another solution could be to use public transportation networks in rural areasuch as
school busesor local bus servicesto co-distribute newspapersto citizens living in very remote areas
with long distances to the nearest servicepoint. This soluti on is contingent of an existing network
that is broad enough to cover the rural areaswith out a valid alternative today.

Delivery of hospital notifications and invoices with short payment periods
Delivery of hospital notifications and invoices with short payment periods (e.g.14days) may be
negatively affected in the event that delivery frequency is reduced to one day per week.As discussed
already in relation to this option, sendersof this type of items can solve this problem either by us-
ing a registered letter service,or by sending the notification or invoice electronically instead. Since
there is a risk that electronic notifications and invoices are overlooked by the recipient, a registered
letter mail servicemay be preferred (possibly asa complement to the electronic alternative). A reg-
istered letter service is, however, significantly more expensivethan the current standard delivery.

For this reason, one could consider to introduce partial public funding of registered letter services
for specific needs,e.g.notifications from hospitals, where the internal processesof the sending en-
tity cannot be adapted to the longer delivery time.

3.4 Balancing USO costs and benefits
When deciding on the future for the postal USO, policy makers have to consider th e impact on both
USOcostsand benefits. If policy makers can find ways to fulfil user needsthat are cheaperthan
providing the current service level implied by the postal USO, this would be a Pareto improve-
ment110 . However, evenif this is not the case,it could be legitimate to reduce the current service
level.

With respect to the cost of eachpolicy option, we haveestablished estimates of the USOnet cost
(i.e. the basis for Posten’srequest for public procurement) associatedwith eachpolicy option evalu-
ated (seesection 3.2). With respect to the benefits of a given level of service, theseshould ideally be
evaluatedby estimating postal users’ (private consumers,businesses,and public authorities) will-
ingnessto pay for such level of service. This is the measureof benefits that can be balanced directly

108 Although most information contained in physical newspapersalso is conveyedvia radio and television, local newspapersoften contain
additional information that can be of particular importance for the elderly population. This could, for example, be information about
social eventsfor elderly or information about activities arranged by local communities or organisations.

109 160,000*0.73*0.17=19.856.
110 A Pareto improvement is an action that harms no one and makes at least one person better off.
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against the level of public procurement in order to make a cost-benefit-analysis. Such estimation s
of willingness to pay, however, comeswith great uncertainty 111 and are in addition very costly to
conduct.

In this report, we have therefore assessed the impact of the various policy options on different cate-
gories of postal serviceusers by means of qualitative methods (seesection 3.3). This approach is in
line with the Norwegian Ministry of Finance’sguidelines for socioeconomicevaluations112 .

We havealso assessedthe possibilities to introduce targeted measureswhich could reduce the neg-
ative impact on users of postal servicesin casethe delivery frequency would be reduced. Our analy-
sis shows that there is a group of maximum 30,000 -35,000 elderly and disabled citizens in rural
areas113 who today are potentially dependent on the servicesprovided by Postenwithin the USO
and who could risk not having accessto alternatives in casethe delivery frequency provided by
Postenwould be reduced. If targeted measuressolving the needsfor theseusersof postal services
cost lessthan the corresponding reduction in net cost, reducing the delivery frequency would im-
prove total social welfare.

In the fol lowing, we outline our socioeconomicassessmentof the different policy options, one by
one.

Option 1: Delivery 5 days per week in rural areas and 2.5 days per week in urban areas
Our estimation of USOnet costsin section 3.2 revealed that USOnet costscould decline by approx-
imately NOK 110million in 2018, growing to NOK 250 million in 2025, in casethe required deliv-
ery frequency would be reduced to 2.5 days per week in urban areas, seeTable 27. This corresponds
to approximately 16per cent reduction of the net costsin 2018 compared to the situation without
any changesto the USO.

Table 27 Reductions in net cost compared to status quo , option 1
Year 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Potential cost
savings (MNOK) 110 130 150 170 19 0 210 23 0 25 0

111 Suchanalysis can be conducted e.g.via conjoint analysis (also called contingent choicemethod), which infers users’valuation of different
products from the hypothetical choicesor trade-offs that respondents make in a survey. Even when carried out correctly, it comeswith
great uncertainty, e.g.becauseof hypothetical bias. It is very difficult for people to relate to hypothetical questions about what they would
they would be willing to pay for a higher delivery frequency and the result is therefore very uncertain.

112 Ministry of Finance (2014) Prinsipper og krav ved utarbeidelse av samfunnsøkonomiske analyser mv. Page5, 7-8.
113 The estimated maximum number of citizens dependent on the current service level of five daysper week consistsof (i) disabled citizens

aged15-66 in rural areas,(ii) citizens in rural areasabovethe ageof 66 who read paper basednewspapersand who do not accessthe In-
ternet on a regular basis,and (iii) 5 per cent of remaining elderly citizens living in rural areas(as a conservative proxy for the number of
citizens who could be dependent on urgent delivery to the door of e.g.medicines). The number of disabled citizens between the ageof 15
and 66 who due to their disability are unable to work were in Q2 201724,000. Group (1): Assuming that the distribution of disabled citi-
zensacrossrural and urban areasmirrors the distribution in the rest of the population indicates that there are approximately 4,800 disa-
bled citizens in rural areaswho we could assumenot being able to usedigital alternatives due to their disability, seeStatistics Norway
(2017), Personer i alt 15-66 år og personer med funksjonshemning etter arbeidsstyrkestatus og kjønn. Group (ii): According to Statistics
Norway (2017): Tabell 05277, there are approximately 160.000 citizens abovethe ageof 66 living in rural areasin Norway. According to
Statistics Norway (2017), Tabell 11124and Tabell 04499, the share of citizens between66 and 79 yearsold who read paper basednewspa-
pers are 73 per cent, and 17per cent of citizens above66 yearsold do not use internet on a regular basis.Basedon this in formation, we
estimate the number of elderly, non-Internet userswho read newspapersto approximately 20,000. Group 3: Of the remaining 140,000
citizens above66 yearsold in rural areas,we conservatively assumethat 5 percent, or approximately 7,000, could sometimes find them-
selvesin a situation where they are dependent on urgent delivery of medicines to the door. In total, this amounts to approximately
31,800, or more generally 30,000 to 35,000 people.
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Note: Rounded to nearest ten million NOK.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

At the sametime, reducing delivery frequency from 5 to 2.5 days in urban areasis not expectedto
createnegative effects on usersof postal servicesin Norway (seesection 3.3). The primary reason
for this is that citizens and businessesin urban areashaveaccessto alternative solutions to satisfy
their communication needsthat currently are met by physical mail delivery with Posten.Examples
of such alternatives are competing delivery networks or other types of infrastructure, such assuper-
markets selling newspapersor digital subscriptions for newspapersand magazines.

Still, we note that the classification of urban versus rural areasis not waterproof and might result in
somehouseholds without accessto alternative infrastructure being classified as“urba n”. For this
reason,someof the targeted solutions identified for policy option 2 might be considered also in re-
lation to policy option 1.This could for example be alternative measurestargeted towards specific
groups of elderly or disabled citizens who today rely heavily on the postal servicesprovided by
Posten.

The cost of implementing such targeted measuresin a situation with reduced delivery frequency in
urban areasonly will, however, be significantly lower than in a situation with reduced delivery fre-
quency throughout the country.

Option 2: Delivery 2.5 days per week throughout Norway
Reducing the required delivery frequency to 2.5 days per week throughout Norway could poten-
tially reduce USOnet costsby NOK 440 million per year in 2018, increasing to closeto NOK 650
million in 2025, seeTable 28. This corresponds to approximately 68 per cent reduction of the net
costscompared to the situation without any changesto the USO.

Table 28 Reductions in net cost compared to status quo , option 2
Year 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Potential cost
savings (MNOK)

440 470 500 530 560 590 620 650

Note: Rounded to nearest ten million NOK.

Source: Copenhagen Economics .

Our analysisof the impact on usersof postal servicesreveals that reducing delivery frequency from
5 to 2.5 days throughout Norway may havenegative effects on someusersof postal services.These
usersare primarily immobile (elderly or disabled) citizens in rural areas.The main reason for this is
that citizens and businessesin rural areashave lower accessto alternative serviceofferings that can
satisfy the current needssatisfied by the postal USOcompared to citizens and businessesin urban
areas.Moreover, whereasmobile citizens in rural areasoften will haveaccessto alternative solu-
tions in relation to everyday activities (they might passby a post-in -shop on their way to or from
work or they might haveaccessto a pharmacy closeto where they do their grocery shopping), this
is not always the casefor elderly or disabled citizens.

Basedon our analysis, we have identified two areaswhere there is a risk that a reduced delivery fre-
quency to 2.5 days per week leavesusersdependent on frequent delivery by Posten without any
valid alternatives available.
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Theseare:

(i) Urgent delivery of medicines to elderly and disabled citizens in rural areas,and
(ii) delivery of newspapersto citizens in rural areasthat are not coveredby alternative de-

livery networks and who do not haveaccessor ability to usedigital alternatives.

In this context, it should be mentioned that citizens who are not mobile enough to useexisting al-
ternatives available to them, e.g.who are not able to visit the super market to buy the newspaper,
who are not able to pick up their medicines from the nearest post-in -shop or pharmacy, or who are
not able to read digital newspapers,often already haveaccessto support functions, such asregular
home care services.Extending theseexisting serviceswith additional elements (e.g. having the
home care assistant to take along prescription medicines or the newspaper) could be a cost-efficient
alternative compared to financing a completely new solution. Nevertheless,we provide below some
estimations of the potential costsassociatedwith the introduction of new solutions that could meet
the needsof the identified vulnerable user groups.

As discussedin section 3.3, there might be a few instances where elderly and disabled citizens in
rural areasneed medicine to be delivered to their home addressand where it is crucial that the
medicine is delivered in less than three days. In the instances where this is the case,reducing deliv-
ery frequency may create significant inconveniences.This risk is largest for a reduction in delivery
frequency to one day per week, but there may be some instanceswhere a reduction in delivery fre-
quency from 5 to 2.5 days can havesimilar impact. In this context, it is important to remember,
however, that there already is an arrangement in place where certain users who havedifficulties to
visit the nearest pharmacy can get the cost of delivery of specific medicines refunded.114 Any tar-
getedmeasuresput in place would thus have to be complementary to the already existing options.

Assuming (conservatively) that 10 per cent of all elderly and disabled people in rural areassome-
time during a year find themselvesin a situation where it is crucial that medicine is delivered
within two daysand where there are no other alternatives available, this givesus a number of ap-
proximately 16.500 delivery transactions dependent on five day delivery .115 Assuming that all these
consignments would be sent by expressmail at single piece rates implies a cost for covering the un-
met needof lessthan 9 million NOK in 2018.116

With regards to delivery of daily newspapers,the critical users (i.e. those without valid alternatives
available) are likely to be elderly citizens living rural areaswho do not have the possibility to use
digital alternatives. We approximate the number of critical usersof Posten’snewspaperdelivery by
starting out with the number of citizens abovethe ageof 66 in rural areas.117 In 2016, this number

114 Det kongelige helse- og omsorgsdepartement (2016), Prop. 1S(2017-2018), Proposisijon til Stortinget (forslag til Stortingsvedtak) for
budsjettåret 2018, p. 57-58, kapittel 717post 70.

115 According to Statistics Norway (2017): Tabell 05277: Folkemengde, ette alder og kjønn, there are approximately 160.000 citizens above
the ageof 66 living in rural areasin Norway. In addition, the number of disabled citizens between the ageof 15and 66 in Norway, who
due to their disability are unable to work , were in Q2 2017 24,000. Assuming that the distribution of disabled citizens acrossrural and
urban areasmirrors the distribution in the rest of the population indicates that there are approximately 4,800 disabled citi zensin rural
areas,seeStatistics Norway (2017), Personer i alt 15-66 år og personer med funksjonshemning etter arbeidsstyrkestatus og kjønn . Based
on this information, the total number of elderly and disabled citizens in rural areasis approximately 165.000.

116 The price for sending expressmail wi th Postentoday differs acrossfive geographical zones.The unweighted averageof the five prices is
537 NOK. Applying this price to 16.500 transactions results in a total cost of almost 8.9 million NOK.

117 This is a conservativeassumption asit implies that all citizens in rural areasget their newspapersdelivered by Posten today.
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wasapproximately 160,000. 118 We thereafter narrow this number down to those of thesecitizens
who read paper basednewspapers.In 2016, the shareof Norwegian citizens above the ageof 65
reading paper basednewspaperswas73 per cent119 . This givesus almost 117,000citizens. As a final
step, we usethe shareof citizens abovethe ageof 65 that that do not use internet on a regular basis
(estimated to 17per cent120) asa proxy for the shareof elderly citizens who cannot read digital
newspapers. This leavesus with less than 20,000 critical usersof Posten’snewspaperdelivery to-
day. This number is expectedto decline over time asthe Norwegian population (also elderly) be-
comesincreasingly digital.

With a potential reduction in USOnet cost of 440 million NOK in 2018 and a cost of providing ex-
pressdelivery for all urgent delivery of medicines of 9 million NOK in the sameyear, this leavesus
with more than 430 million NOK to invest in other targeted measures. With 20,000 critical users
dependent on the servicesprovided by Posten, this corresponds to more than 20,000 NOK per crit-
ical user in 2018. Assuming a stable number of critical usersover time (although the actual number
is likely to decline), this sum increasesto more than 30,000 NOK per critical user in 2025.

Option 3: Delivery one day per week throughout Norway
Reducing the required delivery frequency to one day per week throughout Norway could, according
to our estimations, potentially reduce USOnet costs by 440 million NOK in 2018, increasing to 925
million NOK in 2025, seeTable 29.

Table 29 Reductions in net cost compared to status quo , option 3
Year 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Potential cost
savings (MNOK) 440 470 500 650 720 790 860 930

Note: Rounded to nearest ten million NOK

Source: Copenhagen Economics

As discussedin section 3.3, reducing delivery frequency to one day per week throughout Norway
comeswith a greater risk (compared to option 1and 2) of creating negative effects that call for the
introduction of alternative solutions. However, since reduced delivery frequency only will affect
Posten’slast mile operations, alternative solutions are often available – at least to mobile citizens
who are able to accesslocal servicepoints. Recipients with a critical need for delivery more fre-
quently than oncea week can for example rent a post office box at the nearest post-in-shop and
senderswho require faster delivery can send registered letters which will be delivered to the post-
in-shop within two working days.Both thesesolutions, however, imply a higher cost for the sender
or recipient in question. On top of the servicesidentified under option 2, we have identified delivery
of urgent notifications asan additional service for which someelderly and immobile citizens may be
dependent on delivery more frequently than once a week.

118 SeeStatistics Norway (2017), Tabell: 05277: Folkemengde, etter alder og kjønn (T). The number of disabled citizens between the ageog 15
and 66 who due to their disability are unable to work were in Q2 201724,000. Assuming that the distribution of disabled citizens across
rural and urban areasmirrors the distribution in the rest of the population indicates that there are approximately 4,800 disabled citizens
in rural areas who we could assumenot being able to usedigital alrenatives due to their disability, seeStatistics Norway (2017), Personer i
alt 15-66 år og personer med funksjonshemning etter arbeidsstyrkestatus og kjønn.

119 Statistics Norway (2017) Norsk mediebarometer, Tabell: 04499. The statistic includes citizens of ages67-79.
120 Statistics Norway (2017) Tabell: 11124:Hyppighet på internett - og PC-bruk siste 12mnd., etter kjønn og alder (prosent) . We havecalcu-

lated a weighted averagebasedon the two agegroups abovethe ageof 65 presented by statistics Norway.
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It is important to keep in mind that, even if regulation enableddelivery one day per weekasof to-
day, the implementation of delivery one day per week would not take placeuntil a few yearsdown
the line. This implies that the impact on users of this option is more uncertain than the impact on
usersof the other options. The main reasonsfor this are that alternative serviceofferings might
havedevelopedin the meantime and that it is difficult for people to anticipate what their needswill
be in a few years’ time.

In order to ensure geographical cohesion and avoid that sendersand recipients in rural areasare
placed at a disadvantagecompared to those in urban areas,policy makers could consider to (par-
tially) subsidise the higher costsincurred by sendersand recipients in rural areas,for example by
subsidising the use of a registered letter servicesfor specific needswhere the internal processesof
the sending entity cannot be adapted to the longer delivery time. This could, for example, be deliv-
ery of urgent hospital notifications or court orders.

Moreover, citizens who (for immobility reasons)are not able to visit the nearest post-in-shop at a
regular basis,might require additional assistance.This additional assistancecould consist of an ex-
tension of existing home care services,or newly designedsolutions to make delivery of specific
items (such asnewspapersor prescription medicines) available more frequently than oncea week.

In order to provide a rough approximation of the critical need related to urgent notifications we
(again) use,asa starting point, citizens abovethe ageof 65 in Norway who do not use internet 121 .
Elderly citizens are more likely to receive important notifications (such ashospital summons) by
mail (younger citizens often receivetext messagesfor this purpose). Citizens who use internet at a
regular basisare more likely to havea valid alternative to written notifications sent by mail , such as
a digital mailbox or a mobile phone. Assuming that all elderly citizens abovethe ageof 65, on aver-
age,receiveone urgent notification per year results in an estimated number of urgent and critical
notifications of approximately 156,000 in 2021. This is most likely a substantial overestimation
sincemost notifications are not urgent and will not suffer from a delivery time of five working days.

One possible targeted measure to satisfy this critical need could be to subsidise delivery via regis-
tered mail for theseletters. SincePostenis not expectedto implement delivery 1day per weekuntil
2021, this targeted measurewill be relevant only after this point in time. Whereasthe reduction in
USOnet costs from reducing delivery frequency to 1day per week is estimated to 650 million NOK
in 2021, the cost of delivering all critical notifications by registered letters amounts to 23 million
NOK122 (corresponding to lessthan 4 per cent of the potential cost reduction) .

Taking into account that urgent delivery of medicine also will constitute a critical need under the
policy option with delivery one day per week, the total cost of implementing targeted measuresfor
this product and urgent notifications would in 2021 be 32 million NOK. If daily newspaperdelivery
to the 20,000 critical users of newspaperdelivery could solvedby a targeted measure costing less

121 According to statistics Norway, this is approximately 17percent. Statistics Norway doesnot haverecent information about the useof mo-
bile phones among the elderly population. A study commissioned by “Statens institutt for forbruksforskning” in 2014, however, reveals
that 82 per cent of Norwegian citizens abovethe ageof 80 had a mobile phone in 2014 and that 16 per cent of citizens in the sameage
group had a smart phone. SeeSlettemeås,Dag (2014). «Eldres bruk av digitale verktøy og internett: En landsdekkende undersøkelseav
mestring, støttebehov, motivasjon og hindringer». Oppdragsrapport nr. 5- 2014. Statensinstitutt for forbruksforskning. This indicates
that using the citizens abovethe ageof 65 who do not useinternet at a regular basisas a starting point most likely is a conservative as-
sumption.

122 Basedon an assumption of approximately 156,000 critical notifications and an averageprice of sending a registered letter of 146 NOK.
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than 618 million NOK (or more than 30,000 NOK per user and year), this would imply that reduc-
ing the USOleaveall usersequally well off as with the current USO,but at a cost for the Govern-
ment lower than that of keeping the current USO.
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AAppendix A

AAssessmentof cost and revenue effects

A.1 Delivery speed

As of 1January 2018, A-mail (currently delivered overnight, D+1) and B-mail (currently
delivered within four working days,D+4) will be merged into one servicewhere 85 per
cent of volumes have to be delivered within two working days(D+2). Posten’sestimate of
USOnet costsrelating to delivery speedcorresponds to 22 per cent of the total estimated
net costs for 2018.

Assessment of cost effects
Merging A-mail and B-mail into one mail stream with delivery within two days will allow
Posten to realise cost savings.Without the USO, Postenwould havemerged the two mail
streams on January 1st, 2016. As Postenonly is allowed to make the changein 2018, this
results in a net cost of the USO in the years2016 and 2017.

However, asPostenassumessome lag in the realization of cost savings(i.e. that it would
not havebeenable to realise all cost savings immediately on January 1,2016, and there-
fore will not be able to do so immediately on January 1,2018 either), this implies a shift in
the distribution of net cost between the years.As a result, a shareof the net cost related to
delivery speedstill remains in 2018. In order to assesswhether the assumption about lag-
ging cost effects is reasonableor not, one would have to assesswhether the assumedlag
reflects the lag resulting from an efficient implementation of the merging of the two mail
streams. This has not beenpart of our analysis, and we therefore take the shift as given in
our analysis. In chapter 3, however, we also present figures for the development in net
costsassuming that the full cost savingsof one mail stream are realised in 2018.

Merging the two mail streams has three main cost saving effects for Posten’soperations.
1. A shift from air to land transport for most of the mail that is currently transported

by air, due to reduced need for fast transport mail acrossNorway.
2. Centralisation of the terminal structure (going from nine to three sorting termi-

nals)
3. Increased efficiency due to more time freed up for sorting and route preparation

The main driver of cost savings linked to slower standard delivery of letter mail is the can-
cellation of existing contracts for air transport for overnight delivery. The cancellation of
thesecontracts also reducescosts in terms of a reduced need for handling of mail at air-
ports aswell asa reduced need for transport of mail to and from airports.
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Despite the longer delivery time allowed for standard letters, Postenassumesthat it will
still be dependent on air transportation between the North ern and the South Eastern
parts of the country , becauseof the long distance. Sincethe air transportation for the old
overnight service is cancelled,a new route will have to be established for this purpose.
This implies a cost increase.The movement from air to ground transportation also means
that costs for ground transportation will increase.The cost of ground transportation is,
however, much lower than that of air transportation.

We find the operational changesand associatedassumptions included in Posten’scalcula-
tions to be reasonable.Similar changesand assumptions are also applied in other coun-
tries, e.g. in Sweden,where the universal postal operator PostNord from January 2018
will be allowed to increasethe delivery time for standard letters from one to two working
days.One main motivation for the changein Swedenis a reduced need for overnight de-
livery in combination with a significant cost savingspotential linked to reduced air trans-
portation. The investigation conducted by the Swedish government offices in 2016 as
preparation for the regulatory changesstated, for example, that PostNord in Sweden
could save250-300 million SEK per year (corresponding to approximately 245-295 mil-
lion NOK) by replacing air transport of D+1 mail items with rail transport .123

With the changeto one mail stream, Postenwill centralise its sorting terminal structure
by going from nine sorting terminals to three. In recent years, the continuous decline in
mail volumes made room for improvements in production efficiency, which were partly
realised by closing down two terminals in the eastern district 124 . Although further room
for cost savingsexisted also after this, further centralisation and closing down of termi-
nals could not be realised under the constraint of the overnight delivery obligation. The
reason for this is the short time available from the time when the last letter is receivedat
the terminal until the first route has to begin in order to deliver the letter in time. When
overnight delivery is no longer an obligation, Postenhas one more day until the letters
haveto be delivered. This time opensup for efficiency in transportation (by transporting
via road instead of air) aswell asa longer time window for production in the terminals.
This enablesfurther centralisation from nine to three terminals.

The terminals will be closed down sequentially to minimis e the operational and quality
risk associatedwith the change.In general,Postenassumesthat the closing down of six
terminals will make the costsof these terminals disappear, while the three terminals still
in operation will have to increasecostsslightly to accommodatea larger volume. This is a
reasonableassumption since the mail volume handled per terminal will grow. According
to Posten’scalculations, the cost savingswill outweigh the cost increases.The reason for
this is economiesof scaleand the fact that the terminals that will remain in operation are
more efficient than the oneswhich will be closeddown. In addition to thesecost savings,
property costsfor distribution centres are expected to decline due to centralised route
preparation. Also this is a reasonableassumption ascentralised route preparation re-
ducesthe spaceneededfor manual sorting at the distribution centres.

123 StatensOffentliga Utredningar (2016), SOU2016:27, Som ett brev på posten, Postbefordran och pristak i ett digitaliserat
samhälle, p. 17,126, http://www.s ou.gov.se/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SOU_2016_27_Webb.pdf .

124 The terminals in Hamar and Drammen were closedin 2011.
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that the volume loss doesnot affect the total result for Posten.Customers for which regis-
tered mail is necessarywould most likely not substitute to alternative operators, because
their prices would be more expensivethan Posten’s.

The handling of inbound international standard mail at UPU-rates is lessloss-making
than registered mail and provides insufficient margins to cover network costs. The fact
that Postendoesnot seekcompensation for this, makes its net cost calculations conserva-
tive.

A.4 Delivery to blind and visually impaired people

Postencurrently has an obligation according to the USOto deliver mail to blind people
for free. No commercial operator would offer such a service for free had it the option not
to do so.Posten therefore seekscompensation equal to the revenue it would have received
had all deliveries to blind people beencharged the standard prices available to other
senders.Posten’scalculated net cost relating to free delivery to blind people corresponds
to 2 per cent of net costs for 2018.

We suggestchanging three assumptions to make the calculations more reasonable.

First , Postenassumesthat it in the counterfactual scenario would deliver the samevol-
ume to blind people even if customers had to pay a standard price. This is neither a rea-
sonablenor a conservative assumption. Somecustomers sending physical mail today
would substitute to digital alternatives if they had to pay for physical mail. Someof the
largest customers benefiting from sending free mail today are libraries sending audio
books. As audio books can easily be sent digitally instead, someof this volume that has
not yet beendigit alised would likely be lost following a price increase.Although many re-
cipients would acceptdigital audio books, some people, e.g.elderly lacking digital skills,
will still be dependent on physical mail. The fact that someof the deliveries to blind wil l
be lost following a price increaseshould be accounted for in the net cost calculations.

Second, Postenassumesin its calculations that the volume in 2018 in the actual scenario
with free delivery will be the sameas in 2016. This is neither a reasonable nor a conserva-
tive assumption. Postenshould changethis assumption to be in line with the trend of vol-
ume decline between2016 and 2018.

Third , in the calculation there is no price increasefor deliveries to blind people between
2017and 2018 in the counterfactual scenario. Although this is conservative, it is not rea-
sonable.Postenassumesthat the price will increaseby 14.9 per cent between 2016 and
2017,and prices of mail are in general increasing. Postencould include a price increase
between2017 and 2018 in its net cost calculations.

The changesproposed aboveare all included in our estimation of future net costs in chap-
ter 3.
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A.5 Basicbank services

The USOin Norway today entails an obligation to provide basicbank servicesin Posten’s
rural delivery network. Absent the USO,Postenwould stop providing theseservices.
Posten therefore calculates the net cost as the actual loss in 2018 of providing the service.
The net cost correspond to 2 per cent of net costsin 2018.

The cost effect is estimated as the direct costsassociatedwith offering the service today.
The costsare calculated bottom up using assumptions on time and resource necessaryto
provide the serviceaswell as developments in volumes and salary costs.This is reasona-
ble since theseare the costs that would be avoided absent the obligations.

Discontinuing the service would also imply loss of revenues.Postenassumesthat the
lump sum revenuefrom DNB for providing will be lost aswell as the revenue per transac-
tion performed. This is reasonable.

We suggestno changesto thesecalculations.
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BAppendix B

BPosten’sforecasting model

Postenusesits internal forecasting model asbasis for calculating its USOnet cost. The
model is a detailed bottom -up model of Posten’scostsand revenuesassociatedwith the
postal division of its business.

The main purpose of the forecasting model is to provide internal decision makers in
Postenwith reliable information for operational and commercial decisions. The model
has for example beenused to analyzethe effects of several commercial and operational
decisions,e.g. implementation of a new distribution structure with centralized route prep-
aration and implementation of increasedautomation of production processes,and the
model is usedfor pricing of addressedand unaddressedmail. Sincethe model is used in
operational and commercial decision making, Postenshould have incentives to make it an
asaccurate reflection of reality aspossible.

The model has a baseline scenario of revenuesand costs(EBIT) for the postal division ’s
Norwegian business. This scenario entails no operational or commercial changesother
than price adjustments and cost savingsfollowing an exogenousvolume development
over time. The baseline scenario is basedon historic product -level information about di-
rect variable costs,other costs,volumes and prices. The forecast of future years’outcomes
usesassumptions regarding the development of eachof theseparameters.

The level of detail of the model can be exemplified by a short description of how direct
variable unit costsare calculated. Thesecostsare calculated for 158different categoriesof
deliveries, where the categoriesdepend on franking method, format, machine or manual
sorting, and different degreesof pre-sorting. For eachcategory, sorting and production
costsare calculated bottom -up using the actual number of items sorted, sorting speedand
salary costs.Transportation costsare calculated top down, using information from the an-
nual accounts to allocate variable costs to product categoriesbasedon actual volume.

The baseline of the model can be modified with a range of operational changes.Examples
of changesincluded in the model are those which Postenstates that it would implement
in the absenceof the USO,e.g. the combination of A-mail and B-mail into one mail
stream, and a reduction of delivery frequency from 5 to 2.5 days per week. Revenueand
cost effects of eachchangeare calculated separately from the baseline.
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CAppendix C

CAssessmentof intangible benefits applying
to Posten

Access to public registers
Universal service providers may be allowed exclusive accessto certain public registers or
databasesand to usethe data to createor supplement proprietary databases,e.g.the recip-
ient database. Where this is the case,the right for exclusiveaccessrepresents a privilege of
having the USO. The CERP(2008) highlights the value of the benefit by referring to the
difficulties for other postal operators if they were to reproduce the information gathered by
the USP:

The Norwegian legislation doesnot grant Posten any exclusive rights to the useof public
registers. We therefore conclude that this benefit doesnot apply to Posten.

Better bargaining position
An example of a benefit, raised by competitor postal operators is that due to having the
USO, the universal service provider enjoys a better bargaining position with the national
regulator, politicians or workforce. Such a bargaining position can give the arguments of
the universal service provider extra weight in policy formulations. The benefit, being
raised by competitor postal operators, is mentioned in Postcomm (2001), though no con-
crete example is given.145

London Economics (2002) refers to “strategic options” for the universal serviceprovider
to allocate costs and revenuesand with regard to disclosure of information, although the
benefits are reduced by having “to deal with a powerful workforce”. 146

ERGP(2011) takes the abovepotential benefits into account, though it raises doubt as to
whether the benefit can be substantiated in any way:

145 Postcomm (2001), p. 61.
146 London Economics (2002), p. 19.
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We find no evidencethat having the USOputs Posten in a better position vis-a-vis the
Norwegian government. We therefore conclude that this benefit doesnot apply to Posten.

Brand effects and consumer preference
Many sourcesdiscussthat having the USOmay boost brand image, reputation or recogni-
tion. CERP(2008) developsa general argument that corporate brands create value: “The
brand (...) generates certain and regular demand and consequently offers its owner the
certainty of present and future profits .”147 Moreover, CERP(2008) states that “A cus-
tomer relationship build up during decadescould be difficult to competewith for new
postal operators in the market .”148

ARCEP(2010) explains brand effects by arguing that they stem from high-quality and
country -wide coverage,as well as the serving of unprofitable customers or areas:

Postcomm (2001) essentially developsthe samearguments, while London Economics
(2002), points to brand effects from the “trust in the reliability of the operator ”.149

London Economics (2002), however, acknowledgethe difficulties with estimating the
value of such effects,e.g. from the ability to chargepremium prices to customers “on ser-
vices otherwise identical to those of competitors ”150 or due to “changesin perception can
affect market share”151 should the postal operator discontinue the USO

While we agreethat consumer relationships and brand loyalty are important in the postal
business,we do not believe that they are created by the USO. In a study for the European
Commission on consumers’ USOpreferences,152 we concluded that price, product range
and quality – and not the USO – are the three most important motivations for deciding
on the choice of a postal servicesupplier by businesscustomers. We also concluded that
individual customers have little awarenessabout to the existenceof the USO, assuch.
Therefore, the USO in itself is unlikely to generatea stronger brand.

In other words, consumers respond to the service they experience,and not to regulatory
requirements. The brand is created via the servicesprovided regardlessof whether they

147 CERP(2008), p. 36.
148 CERP(2008), p. 19.
149 London Economics (2002), pp. 19-20.
150 London Economics (200 2), pp. 19-20.
151 Frontier Economics (2008), p. 33.
152 Cf. CopenhagenEconomics (2010), chapter 5.
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are service inside or outside the USO. The commercial approach already captures the de-
mand effectscausedby changesin the serviceoffered by Posten in the counterfactual situ-
ation without the USO.Thus, there is no extra image benefit causedby the USO.

Posten would probably use the designation to boost its image, if the USOwas a selling ar-
gument in itself. However, Postendoesnot make useof the fact that it is the universal ser-
vice provider in marketing materials. Basedon the above,we conclude that the benefit
doesnot apply to Postenasa benefit of the USO.The benefit of having a strong brand will
continue to exist without the USOand any effects on demand from changesin the net-
work and service level will be captured by revenueeffects in the net cost model.

Customer life -cycle
The customer-life cyclebenefit refers to the possibility that today’s unprofitable USOcus-
tomers can becomeprofitable in the future .153 CERP(2008) illustrates consumer life cycle
effectsusing an example of telephone consumption for a couple with children: consump-
tion is low initially but increaseswhen children grow, although it then drops sharply when
children leavehome.154 This meansthat customers that are unprofitable today can become
profitable in the future. Apart from that, the more customers are connected to the net-
work, the greater the use of the network, which explains why an operator “may wish to
connect an area or a subscriber currently non-profitable in expectation of the future
evolution of the costsand revenue.” 155

If there are customer life -cycleeffects for Posten, they will continue to exist in the absence
of USO– and is thus not related to USO. Consumers care about the service they get – not
whether it is a mandatory serviceor not. 156 According to Jaaget al. (2011):

We therefore conclude that this benefit doesnot apply to Posten.

Demand complementarities
Demand complementarities refer to the possibility for the universal serviceprovider to
supply non-USOproducts along the USOproducts, via the postal outlet network (which
itself is asa part of USO). Demand complementarities may reduce the net cost of the USO
when the saleof loss-making USOproducts stimulates the saleof profit making non-USO
products or non-mail products. The samearguments are repeated in ARCEP(2010),
ERGP(2011)and Baraktullah et al (2002). 157

153 CERP(2008), p. 43.
154 CERP(2008), p. 41.NB. it can be argued whether this example, basedon telephone consumption, is parallel to the useof

postal services.E.g. it is not likely that mail consumption would increasesignificantly when children grow up.
155 Ibid.
156 Cf. Copenhagen Economics (2010), chapter 5.
157 Cf. respectively: ARCEP(2010), p. 5, ERGP(2011),p. 28, Barkatullah et al (2002), pp. 2-3, pp. 14-15.
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London Economics (2002) has found someevidenceof such complementarities in the
UK:

Postenwill make useof a modified network and enjoy demand complementarities with-
out the USOif the USOis removed. However, the revenue effect due to fewer delivery
days is already captured in the counterfactual scenario in the commercial approach. Thus,
no separateanalysis of the benefit is necessary.158

We therefore conclude that the benefit doesnot accrue(separately) to Posten.

Economies of scale and scope
The source of the benefit for the universal serviceprovider is that it can achievecost sav-
ings in those caseswhere it generatesextra volumes as a result of having the USO.159

Where this is the case,Barkatullah et al (2002 ) reports that “The presenceof both econo-
mies of scaleand economiesof scopemay reduce the net burden of the USO. (...).” 160

ERGP(2011)defines economiesof scaleas:

The commercial approach takes into account economiesof scaleand scopewhen estimat-
ing the revenue effectsof the changesthat would occur in the counterfactual scenario
where there is no USO.Thus, no separateanalysis of the benefit is necessary.161

Postendoesnot realise any economiesof scaleor scopefrom being the designated univer-
sal serviceprovider . Economies of scaleand scopeare determined by volumes, but having
the obligation is not something that generatesletter mail volume by default. Moreover,
the presenceof USOmeans that Postenmay in fact be prevented from achieving econo-
mies of scale.For example, the obligation to deliver five daysper week meansthat the
number of items per delivery is lower than what Postenwould chooseon a commercial
basis. Not having the USO doesnot mean that economiesof scalewould disappear – they
may actually be strengthened.

158 Cf. also CopenhagenEconomics (2011),p. 145.
159 CERP(2008) p. 19.
160 Barkatullah et al (2002), p. 3.
161 Cf. also CopenhagenEconomics (2011),p. 145.
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Basedon the above,we conclude that this benefit doesnot apply to Posten.

Stamp issuance: Right to print state name
Literature identifies a potential benefit linked to the philately market in the right of the
universal serviceprovider to be able to affix the name of the issuing country, i.e. “Norge”
or “Noreg” in the caseof Posten.

London Economics (2002) refers to the USPposition in the philately market, which can
be profitable: “The USPis often able to sell at significant margins to the philately mar-
ket. Even when the USPdoesnot have the exclusive right to issuestamps, it may still
have a large advantage compared to other potential issuers of stamps.” 162 Other studies
find similar benefits.163

The Norwegian postal law states that: Det kreves tillatelse fra myndigheten for å utgi
frimerke r eller andre frankeringsmidler påført «Norge» eller «Noreg». Slik tillatelse
kan bare gis til leveringspliktig tilbyder .

Without the USO,Postenwould thus not have this right. Consequently, the relevant ques-
tion is whether Posten’ssalesof stamps would drop absent this right.

It is possible that philatelists demand for Posten’sstamps would drop if Postenstopped
printing “Norge” or “Noreg” on its stamps and instead printed something else,for exam-
ple “Posten”. Somecollectors might stop buying Posten’s stamps altogether when com-
pleting their collection of stamps from Postenprinted “Norge” or “Noreg”.

This is in line with London Economics’ (2002) finding that it is rather the universal ser-
vice provider’s position asan incumbent postal operator that gives it a competitive edgein
the salesof stamps.164 As Posten’sposition as incumbent provider remains without the
USOobligation, preferencesfor Posten’sstamps may consequently be largely intact.

On balance,we find that while Posten’sexclusive right is an intangible benefit. However,
due to the small sizeof the philately market, the benefit is likely to be limited and should
thus not be included in the calculation of USOnet costs.

Stamp issuance: Interest free loan
Literature identifies a potenti al benefit of stamp issuancewhich comesfrom the fact that
the universal service provider can havean (indirect) interest free loan from sold which re-
main unused. As CERP(2008) notes, there can be many reasonsfor why the stamps are
unused; in general the more such reasons,the greater the potential benefit for the univer-
sal serviceprovider:

162 London Economics (2002), p. 19.
163 ARCEP(2010), p. 10. and ERGP(2011), p. 29.
164 Seefootnote 162.
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ARCEP(2010) points to a similar benefit for the universal serviceprovider from the use
of franking machines

The ERGP(2011)summarises the benefit.165

Regarding the “interest free” loan, the argument behind the benefit is basedon the fact
that stamps are a form of a payment in advance.However, the possibility of issuing
stamps will remain in the absenceof the USO. Therefore we do not consider the benefit to
be related to the USO. In other words Postenwill, if there is no USO,continue to have the
benefit of stamps as interest free loan. We therefore conclude that the benefit doesnot ap-
ply to Postenas the benefit will continue without the USO.

Low transaction costs due to uniform tariffs
Having uniform tariffs as a part of USOcan be a benefit as it savestime for both the uni-
versal serviceprovider and customers. Postcomm (2001) points to transaction costssav-
ings for customers taking advantageof uniform tariffs.

Essentially the samearguments are repeated in ARCEP(2010) and ERGP(2011).166

The counterfactual scenario, where there is no USO, contains uniform prices acrossthe
country, so the USOdoesnot changethe pricing model on this point. Therefore, the bene-
fit is irrelevant to Posten.167

Ownership of post office (PO) boxes
If the universal service provider owns a network of post office boxesto which only the
universal serviceprovider has accessasa part of the USO, it may make it difficult for
competition to develop both in the market for addressedstreet mail and the market for

165 ERGP(2011),p. 29.
166 Cf. ARCEP(2010), p. 7, cf. also ERGP(2011),p. 29.
167 CopenhagenEconomics (2011),p. 57.
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post-box addressedmail. The restraint of competition would be an advantageto the uni-
versal service provider.

Panzar (2008) observesthat:

Moreover, he observesthat:

ARCEP(2010) presents the aboveasan example of a benefit of the USOaswell. 168

However, the post office boxesare not part of the USOin Norway. In fact, the Norwegian
postal law requires the owner of a PObox infrastructure to provide accessto this infra-
structure for other operators at cost covering prices. For this reason,we conclude that
ownership of PO boxescannot be an intangible benefit for Posten.

Strategic advantage for funding predation and expansion
The universal serviceprovider might usethe revenuesgeneratedin the reservedarea in
order to fund acquisitions of competitors that would not haveoccurred on commercial
terms. This benefit appears in London Economics (2002):

Implementation of the Third Postal Directive removed the reservedarea from Norway,
which renders this benefit out of date.

Ubiquit y
Ubiquity refers to the advantageto usean already installed, nation -wide network for the
universal serviceprovider, compared to competitor postal operators who do not have
such a network. Postcomm (2001) provides two practical illustrations for how having an
installed network can benefit the universal serviceprovider . ARCEP(2010) and ERGP
(2011)refer to essentially the sametwo sourcesfor benefits from network ubiquity. 169

The first illustration is about customer awareness.Customer are likely to have a much
higher awarenessof the postal operator with an established, nation -wide network than
competitor operators with partial coverage.According to Postcomm:

168 ARCEP(2010), p. 11.
169 Cf. ARCEP(2010), pp. 8-9, cf. also ERGP(2011),pp. 29-30.
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The second illustra tion of ubiquity is about the certainty that consumers have that the
universal serviceprovider’s servicescover the entire country:

We do not find that Postenderives such an advantagedue to the USO. Posten intends to
keepcountrywide coveragein the counterfactual scenario without USO,which would
maintain the ubiquitous nature of the network. Sincethis benefit would continue also
without the USO,we conclude that it doesnot apply to Posten.

Exemptions from customs legislation
The USPcan be entitled to certain exemptions or special treatments for customs clear-
ancewith regard to crossborder mail from outside the EU. Such exemptions apply to the
postal operator providing the universal service,under the Universal Postal Union (UPU)
convention and the Community CustomsCode(CCC).

Postcomm (2001) outlined the situation and benefits accruing to Consignia:

The exemptions remain a relevant issuenowadays,as illustrated in ARCEP(2010).170

There are no specific rules for customs clearance linked to the Norwegian USO.Even if
there were, the presenceof simplified customs procedures for the designatedpostal oper-
ator would not automatically imply a benefit. In practice, the designatedmay not be able

170 Cf. ARCEP(2010), p. 11.
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to achievebenefits in caseswhen documentation, such asevidenceof originating status
for incoming mail is inadequate and doesnot satisfy requirements. In such cases,mail
bagsmust be opened in order to verify the content, which meansthat the designated op-
erator incurs delays.Suchdelayscancelout any of the advantagesthat the operator is en-
titled to. As the designateduniversal service provider, Postencannot refuse the delivery of
items with incomplete or missing customs documents. And since Postensubmits the dec-
larations in own name, it bears the risk of fines for submitting incorrect or incomplete
documentation.

Basedon the above,we conclude that simplified customs procedures do not constitute an
intangible benefit for Posten.

Parking/stopping exemptions
Delivery cars of the universal serviceprovider can be exempt from parking regulations
and feesby law. According to London Economics (2002 ): ”USPsoften have special rights
with regard to stopping on the street, night transport etc.”171 Postcomm (2001) writes
that: “While there is no general exemption from traffic regulations for Consignia, there
are many exemptions written into Local Traffic Orders for Royal Mail liveried vehicles
engaged in the collection and delivery of mail. ” 172 ARCEP(2010) refers to the sameex-
amples.173

Posten has no specific parking or stopping exemptions linked to its USO. We therefore
conclude that this benefit doesnot apply to Posten.

Special rights to marketing
Specialrights to marketing are a potential benefit suggestedin CERP(2008). The source
of the benefit is in the exclusive right to usecertain marketing elements, such assymbols
that can creategoodwill among consumers:

Postenhasno special rights to marketing and we therefore conclude that this benefit does
not apply to Posten.

VAT exemption
According to art. 132(1)(a) of the Common VAT SystemDirective, public postal servicesin
the EU are to be exempted from the VAT. There are numerous references to the VAT ex-
emption being a sourceof benefit for universal postal serviceproviders. According to CERP
(2008 ), “If the USP would be able to profit from VAT exemption (...) it would have a no-
table advantage compared to the other postal operators .” 174

171 London Economics (2002), p. 19.
172 Postcomm (2001), p. 59.
173 ARCEP(2010), p. 10.
174 CERP(2008), p. 19.
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As Norway is not part of the EU, however, the VAT exemption implied by EU regulations
doesnot apply to Posten.We therefore conclude that this benefit doesnot apply to
Posten.
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DAppendix D

DResults of sensitivity analysis

In this appendix, we present the results of the sensitivity analysis of internal, external and
combined effects.For eachtype of effect, we present the result for options 5 daysper week
(Option 0), 2.5 days per week in urban areasand 5 days per week in rural areas(Option
1),and 2.5 daysper week.The scenario with 1day per week is left out, becauseit is almost
insensitive to assumptions.

Sensitivity analysis: External volume and cost developments

Figure 16 Option 0: 5 dpw, total net cost sensitivity of external
effe cts, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the total net cost of Option 0 (status quo – delivery 5 days per week throughout
Norway) in three scenarios (high, base, and low net cost) of volume and salary development. Net cost
includes the elements reduced delivery frequency, international mail, delivery to blind people, and
basic bank services for all years as well as delivery speed for 2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.
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Figure 17 Option 1: 2.5/5 dpw, total net cost sensitivity of exter-
nal effects, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the total net cost of Option 1 (delivery 2.5 days per week in urban areas and 5 days
per week in rural areas) in three scenarios (high, base, and low net cost) of volume and salary devel-
opment. Net cost includes the elements reduced delivery frequency, international mail, delivery to
blind people, and basic bank services for all years as well as delivery speed for 2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.

Figure 18 Option 2: 2.5 dpw, total net cost sensitivity of external
effects, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the total net cost of Option 2 (delivery 2.5 days per week throughout) in three sce-
narios (high, base, and low net cost) of volume and salary development. Net cost includes the ele-
ments reduced delivery frequency, international mail, delivery to blind people, and basic bank services
for all years as well as delivery speed for 2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.
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Sensitivity analysis: Internal cost and revenue effects

Figure 19 Option 0: 5 dpw, total net cost sensitivity of internal
effects, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the total net cost of Option 0 (status quo – 5 days per week throughout Norway) in
three scenarios (high, base, and low net cost) of cost and revenue effects resulting from implement-
ing reduced delivery frequency. Net cost includes the elements reduced delivery frequency, interna-
tional mail, delivery to blind people, and basic bank services for all years as well as delivery speed for
2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.

Figure 20 Option 1: 2.5/5 dpw, total net cost sensitivity of inter-
nal effects, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the total net cost of Option 1 (delivery 2.5 days per week in urban areas and 5 days
per week in rural areas) in three scenarios (high, base, and low net cost) of cost and revenue effects
resulting from implementing reduced delivery frequency. Net cost includes the elements reduced de-
livery frequency, international mail, delivery to blind people, and basic bank services for all years as
well as delivery speed for 2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.
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Figure 21 Option 2: 2.5 dpw, total net cost sensitivity of internal
effects, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the total net cost of Option 2 (delivery 2.5 days per week throughout Norway) in
three scenarios (high, base, and low net cost) of cost and revenue effects resulting from implement-
ing reduced delivery frequency. Net cost includes the elements reduced delivery frequency, interna-
tional mail, delivery to blind people, and basic bank services for all years as well as delivery speed for
2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.
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Sensitivity analysis: Combined internal and external effects

Figure 22 Option 0: 5 dpw, total net cost sensitivity of combined
effects, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the total net cost of Option 0 (status quo – 5 days per week throughout Norway) in
three scenarios (high, base, and low net cost) of combining scenarios with effects of volume and sal-
ary cost developments as well as cost and revenue effects and resulting from implementing reduced
delivery frequency. Net cost includes the elements reduced delivery frequency, international mail, de-
livery to blind people, and basic bank services for all years as well as delivery speed for 2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.

Figure 23 Option 1: 2.5/ 5 dpw, total net cost sensitivity of com-
bined effects, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the total net cost of Option 1 (delivery 2.5 days per week in urban areas and 5 days
per week in rural areas) in three scenarios (high, base, and low net cost) of combining scenarios with
effects of volume and salary cost developments as well as cost and revenue effects and resulting from
implementing reduced delivery frequency. Net cost includes the elements reduced delivery frequency,
international mail, delivery to blind people, and basic bank services for al l years as well as delivery
speed for 2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.
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Figure 24 Option 2: 2.5 dpw, total net cost sensitivity of com-
bined effects, 2018 -2025

Note: The graph shows the total net cost of Option 2 (delivery 2.5 days per week throughout Norway) in
three scenarios (high, base, and low net cost) of combining scenarios with effects of volume and sal-
ary cost developments as well as cost and revenue effects and resulting from implementing reduced
delivery frequency. Net cost includes the elements reduced delivery frequency, international mail, de-
livery to blind people, and basic bank services for all years as well as delivery speed for 2018.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on Posten’s forecasting model adjusted by Copenhagen Economics.
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